LIVE THE UCF CREED

**INTEGRITY**
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

**SCHOLARSHIP**
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

**COMMUNITY**
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

**CREATIVITY**
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

**EXCELLENCE**
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located in metropolitan Orlando. With more than 64,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and strength, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by *The Princeton Review* and *Kiplinger’s*, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by *Forbes*. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees from UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s fully online programs include bachelor degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring more than 15,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 40 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in numerous fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number two game school by *The Princeton Review*.

Knight Life

Home to Bright House Networks Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts a variety of concerts and shows, plus NCAA sports and cultural events. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
Dear Graduates:

I congratulate you on earning your degrees, a big achievement for you and your families!

We often say that the future of UCF and Orlando is big, and today I encourage you to think and dream big about your future.

Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, keep stimulating the intellectual curiosity that got you this far, and never stop learning.

Use your knowledge, talent, and degree to their fullest, and you will help to make a better future for our society.

Remember your friends, family, and faculty members who helped you grow intellectually, emotionally, and socially. And remember your university for the benefit of future students whose lives and livelihoods will be lifted here.

I believe everyone has potential. And, when all of us unleash our full potential together, anything is possible.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Institution
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
Steve Crisafulli is the former speaker of the Florida House of Representatives. He is also a seventh-generation Floridian and a proud UCF alumnus.

Crisafulli manages his family’s cattle, citrus, real estate, development and construction business. Since 1996, he has been a director of the Brevard County Farm Bureau and served as president of the Bureau from 2003-05. He was also a supervisor for the Brevard County Soil & Water Conservation District and currently serves on the Florida Fish and Wildlife Foundation Board.

He served in the Florida House of Representatives from 2008-16, distinguishing himself as majority leader in 2013-14 and as House Speaker for 2014-16. Last year, he presided over a highly successful legislative session that funded several projects important to UCF.

Among his many honors, Crisafulli has received the President’s Award from the Florida Farm Bureau, the Defender of Liberty Award from the American Conservative Union, the Champion for Business Award (five times) from the Associated Industries of Florida, and the Award for Exceptional Leadership from the Florida Economic Development Commission.

Steve Crisafulli earned an associate’s degree from Brevard Community College and a bachelor’s degree in interdisciplinary studies from UCF.
College of Graduate Studies, College of Medicine,  
College of Undergraduate Studies, and Rosen College of Hospitality Management  
May 4, 2017 – 2:30 p.m.  
Platform Party

Grand Marshal .................................................................................................................................... Dr. Amy Gregory  
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................................................... The Honorable Morteza Hosseini  
President .......................................................................................................................................................... Dr. John C. Hitt  
Provost and Executive Vice President .......................................................................................... Dr. A. Dale Whittaker  
Senior Vice President for University Relations ........................................................................ Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck  
Vice President and General Counsel .............................................................................................. Mr. Scott Cole  
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................ Dr. Maribeth Ehasz  
Vice President for Communications and Marketing .................................................................................. Mr. Grant Heston  
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ..................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff  
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ............................... Mr. William F. Merck II  
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ........................................................................................... Dr. John F. Schell  
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ........................................................................................................ Dr. Alvin Y. Wang  
Vice President for Medical Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine ........................................ Dr. Deborah C. German  
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies .......... Dr. Elizabeth Dooley  
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management ............................................................................ Dr. Abraham Pizam  
Alumni Representative .............................................................................................................................. Dr. Andre Garcia  
Student Government Association Vice President .................................................................................. Ms. Rachel Altfield  
University Faculty Representative ........................................................................................................ Dr. Dinender Singla  
Staff Council Representative ................................................................................................................. Ms. Maribel Amaro-Garcia  
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................................................. Mr. Sandeep Bala  
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................................................. Mr. Austin Gregory Burns  
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................................................. Ms. Erin Caron Driscoll  
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................................................. Mr. Ari Joshua Hadar

Commencement Speaker

Mori Hosseini is chair and CEO of ICI Homes, one of Florida’s most successful residential home-builders. ICI has created some of the largest master development communities in the state and is ranked by Builder Magazine among the nation’s Top 100 homebuilders.

Among many civic contributions and honors, Hosseini has served on the boards of Halifax Medical Center and the Florida Council of 100. He was named “Outstanding Philanthropist” by the Volusia/Flagler Chapter of the Association of Fundraising Professionals and received the Herbert M. Davidson Memorial Award for Outstanding Community Service from the Community Foundation of Volusia and Flagler.

Hosseini has a long history of service to education in Florida. He is a former member and chair of the Board of Governors of the State University System of Florida, chair of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s board of trustees, and member of the University of Florida’s board of trustees. Both the Mori Hosseini Center at Daytona State College and the ICI Center at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University recognize his service to education.

Mori Hosseini earned a degree in Aeronautical Engineering from Chelsea College (England) and a bachelor of science degree and a master of business administration degree from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.

The Honorable Morteza Hosseini
College of Business Administration
May 5, 2017 – 9:00 a.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ..................................................................................................................................... Dr. Vicky Arnold
Commencement Speaker ..................................................................................................................... Mr. Robert Utsey
President ................................................................................................................................................ Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ............................................................................................. Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations .............................................................................. Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel .............................................................................................. Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .............................................. Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Communications and Marketing ........................................................................ Mr. Grant Heston
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ........................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ..................................... Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ................................................................................... Dr. John F. Schell
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ................................................................................................... Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Associate Dean, College of Business Administration ...................................................................... Dr. Taylor Ellis
Alumni Representative ..................................................................................................................... Ms. Linh Dang
Student Government Association President-Elect ........................................................................... Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative ................................................................................................... Dr. Steven Sutton
Order of Pegasus .............................................................................................................................. Ms. Halle Elizabeth Scott

Commencement Speaker

Robert Utsey is Senior Vice President for Skanska USA Building, one of the largest and most successful construction and development networks in the country. Based in Orlando, he is responsible for business development and corporate training initiatives for the Florida and Georgia markets. He is also the chairman of Skanska’s Global Client Relations Group.

Utsey has been a Skanska leader for 15 years, following a successful career in manufacturing, distribution, and specialty retailing. He was a member of the team that developed and built many prominent facilities in our region, including Nemours Children's Hospital, the Florida Advanced Manufacturing and Research Center, and the Port Canaveral Terminal 6 and Welcome Center. He and Skanska are responsible for a number of UCF’s finest buildings, which have contributed to the utility and beauty of our campus.

A civic leader in Central Florida, Utsey is currently the board chair of the Orlando Economic Development Commission and Seminole State College Foundation. He has held leadership positions in many regional non-profit organizations, including the Boys and Girls Clubs, Central Florida Council of Boy Scouts of America, and The Arnold Palmer Invitational PGA Tour event.

Robert Utsey is a graduate of the University of Florida.
College of Education and Human Performance
and College of Nursing
May 5, 2017 – 2:30 p.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ........................................................................................................................... Dr. Cynthia Hutchinson
Commencement Speaker ....................................................................................................... The Honorable Geraldine Thompson
President ................................................................................................................................. Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ................................................................................... Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations ................................................................. Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel .................................................................................. Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Communications and Marketing .......................................................... Mr. Grant Heston
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ................................ Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ...................... Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ........................................................................ Dr. John F. Schell
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ...................................................................................... Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Dean, College of Education and Human Performance ...................................................... Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Dean, College of Nursing ...................................................................................................... Dr. Mary Lou Sole
Alumni Representative .......................................................................................................... Ms. Linh Dang
Student Government Association President-Elect .............................................................. Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative ......................................................................................... Dr. Susan Chase

Commencement Speaker

Geraldine Thompson was elected to the Florida House of Representatives in 2008 and to the Florida Senate in 2012. She served as Chair of the Orange County Legislative Delegation, becoming the first woman and first African-American to hold the leadership position. In 2014, she was named chair of the Florida Women's Legislative Caucus.

Prior to her legislative service, she was Director of Equal Opportunity and Assistant to the President at Valencia Community College for 24 years. Among her many accomplishments there was the establishment of the College Reach Out Program, which enabled thousands of low-income and disadvantaged students to attend college.

Thompson’s passion for history resulted in the publication of her book Black America Series: Orlando, Florida. She is also credited with preserving one of Orlando’s unique landmarks, the Well’s Built Hotel. Today, the Well’s Built Museum preserves the history of African-Americans in Central Florida. She also wrote the play, A Vote: A Voice, to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Voting Rights Act and capture the history of voting rights in Central Florida.

Geraldine Thompson received a bachelor’s degree with honors in journalism and business education from the University of Miami and a master’s degree in communications from Florida State University.

The Honorable
Geraldine Thompson
Commencement Speaker

Wendy Link is the managing and founding partner of the law firm of Ackerman, Link & Sartory, concentrating her practice on commercial real estate, asset-based financing, and corporate law.

Link has been recognized as a Preeminent Woman Lawyer by Martindale-Hubbell and named one of the Top Lawyers in South Florida for real estate and commercial loan transactions by South Florida Legal Guide.

She is the past Chair of the Economic Council of Palm Beach County and The Chamber of Commerce of the Palm Beaches. She chairs the Florida Healthy Kids Corporation and serves on the Business Development Board, the Florida Council of 100, and Comtel (Channel 2 Public Television). Among her many recognitions, she was named the 2016 Community Leader of the Year by the North Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce.

Link is committed to quality education for all of Florida’s students, and she serves on the Board of Governors of the State University System of Florida, is a past officer of the Florida College Trustee Commission, and is a member and past Chair of the Board of Trustees of Palm Beach State College.

Wendy Link received her bachelor of science degree from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and her law degree from Duke University.
College of Health and Public Affairs
May 6, 2017 – 2:30 p.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ................................................................................................................................. Dr. Jane Lieberman
Commencement Speaker ............................................................................................................. The Honorable Buddy Dyer
President ................................................................................................................................................ Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ............................................................................................ Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations ........................................................................... Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel .............................................................................................. Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ............................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ........................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ................................. Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ..................................................................................... Dr. John F. Schell
Associate Dean, The Burnett Honors College ................................................................................... Dr. Martin DuPuis
Vice Provost and Dean, College of Health and Public Affairs ....................................................... Dr. Michael Frumkin
Alumni Representative .................................................................................................................. Mr. Allen Lane
Student Government Association President-Elect ........................................................................... Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative .................................................................................................... Dr. Charlotte Harvey
Staff Council Representative ........................................................................................................... Mr. Rhodney Browdy
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................................ Ms. Barbara Mendez Campos
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................................... Mr. Angel Enrique Sanchez

Commencement Speaker

Buddy Dyer, Orlando’s longest-serving mayor, took the oath of office in 2003. Under his leadership and through strategic investments, Orlando is one of the nation’s fastest growing cities and the country’s most visited destination, hosting more than 65 million visitors annually.

Committed to inclusiveness, the former Florida state senator helped the community unite following the Pulse tragedy and has been a leader in ending veteran homelessness. He has ensured that Orlando embraces diversity, promotes fairness and equality, and is a welcoming, multicultural community.

Dyer has striven to increase cooperation, collaboration, and partnerships among Central Florida’s governments, business and civic communities, and residents with a focus on innovation, transportation, sustainability, and government efficiency.

Results of these efforts include the University of Central Florida-Valencia College campus in downtown Orlando. UCF Downtown will anchor the Creative Village innovation cluster, enroll 7,700 students, and generate an estimated $200 million annual economic impact. Other examples of Dyer’s collaborative leadership style include the Amway Center, the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts, and Camping World Stadium.

Buddy Dyer earned his undergraduate degree in civil engineering from Brown University and a law degree from the University of Florida.

The Honorable
Buddy Dyer
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

MARCIA MAZZAROTTO
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Barry J. Mauer

AARON I. ZWINTSCHER
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Barry J. Mauer

DANIEL WALKER POWELL
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Rudy McDaniel

College of Business Administration

AMY MELISSA DONNELLY
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky Arnold

DUONG THUY PHAM
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Melissa B. Frye

FAWZI H. JABER HYDER
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Honghui Chen

SHARON BRITTON SHERIDAN
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Maureen Ambrose

MICHAEL A. JOHNSON
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Marshall Schminke

ROBERT ROY TENNANT
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Robin Roberts

SARAH ELIZABETH LEFEBVRE
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Xin He

College of Education and Human Performance

TANYA M. ARMSTRONG
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas D. Cox

KYLE S. BEYER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey R. Stout

LLOYD BECKLES
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. William Russell

CLAIRE L. BRADY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

CHRISTOPHER TODD BELSER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. M. Ann Shillingford

TARA L. BUTLER
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Murray
ANNE ELIZABETH CRUNK
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Edward Mike Robinson
Major Advisor: Dr. Haiyan Bai

SONA GHOZAZADEH
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. David Boote

SHAYWANNA L. HARRIS
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie
Major Advisor: Dr. Gulnora Hundley

THOMAS M. Hoke
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

DIANNA LAMPTT
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen P. King

BENJAMIN J. LOPEZ
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado

DALTON COLEMAN OLIVER
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Fisher

SHIRDRICKA LEEANN ROBERTS
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas D. Cox

Coralis Solomon
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie

KRISTIN LARAIN SWEENEY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

COLTON JAMES TAPOLER
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Vitale

NATALIA LEAL TORO
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado

RAN WANG
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Jay R. Hoffman

NAOMI JOY WHEELER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Sejal M. Barden

CELENA LUE ZIEMS
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado

College of Engineering and Computer Science

MANAR ABDUL LATEAF AL FADUL
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Mackie

AHMED QASIM JUMAAH ALDHAHAB
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Wasfy B. Mikhail
Major Advisor: Dr. George Atia

MOHAMMED SALEH ALGARNI
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yuanli Bai

HAIDER ALI
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Winston V. Schoenfeld

MURAD IBRAHEEM ANDEJANY
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

SWETHA BARKAM
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipta Seal

SAYLI CHANDRASHEKAR BHIDE
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Luis Rabelo

MD MUKTADIR BILLAH
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Quanfang Chen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major/Engineering</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAMINI S. BULUMULLE</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Ladislau Boloni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JINAN DENG</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Jiyu Fang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN S. GOODWIN</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Dr. Lauren Reinerman-Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANKUR GUPTA</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Sudipta Seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIREZA HAJIBAGHERI</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Gita Sukthankar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONATHON THOMAS HARRIS</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Lauren Reinerman-Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARAH BUCHANAN HOLDERNESS</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Joseph J. Laviola, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILAD HOOSHYAR</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Dingbao Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZHOUCHUN HUANG</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Qipeng Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JINGYIN JIANG</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Quanfang Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIANJIAO LI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Xun Gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENG MIAO</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kalpathy Sundaram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCUS WILLIAM CHIA-LEI NI</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Alain J. Kassab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUGLAS EDWARD NICHOLSON</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Raj Vaidyanathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISS APODER O’RIORDAN-ADJAH</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Necati Catbas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALEEM OGLAH SAHAWNEH</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. W. Linwood Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHASHANK SARAF</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Sudipta Seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YIN TANG</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Dingbao Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIN WANG</td>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Jihua Gou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIWANKA SANJITHA WICKRAMASOORIYA</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Aravinda Kar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUN YE</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Kien A. Hua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YIDUO ZHAN</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Qipeng Zheng</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College of Health and Public Affairs

MICHAEL PATRICK BERLAM
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

RONICA ANNE GANDOLA
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

JOHN H. BOYD, JR.
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

NINA CAROLINE GODDIN
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

KAYLA MARIE BOYLE
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

MELISSA GAIL KARLESKINT
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

CATALINA DAVALOS
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

WALEED MOHAMMEDIBRAHIM KATTAN
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Wan

KRISTINA MARIE DAVIS
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris Rick Beato

JOANNA DENISE KEOUGH
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

ANTHONY JOHN DEAMARA
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

AMANDA MARIE KUMMER
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Dawson

VICTOR SAMUEL DEROSA
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

MATTHEW R. LYONS
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

TAMARA DIMITRIJEVSKA-MARKOSKI
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Naim Kapucu

ROMAN MAKAROV
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

HILLARY ANN DUNN
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

ALISON ANN MANTEL
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

DARCY FAYE DZURINO
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. William J. Hanney

AMANDA MCCUNE
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian
STEVEN WESLEY MCNEW  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

LAUREN MICHAELINE SACK  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

SARAH ELLEN MIDDLETON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

WANZHU SHI  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Bryer

CATHERINE SUZANNE MORGAN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

LAUREN HOWARD SOBEL  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

KENNETH WILLIAM MYNATT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

CLAYTON M. STOCKER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

BRANDON COLE PRESLEY  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Adams

JERILYN MARIE TOUBMAN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

JENNIFER LYNN RICHARDS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

SHELBY KAY VANDEBERGHE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

DIANA NATHALI RIVERA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

MATTHEW DAVID YOUNG  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

ELENA LUCIA RODRIGUEZ  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

ESTEFANIA ZULUAGA GARCIA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

College of Medicine

BRITTANY NICOLE ALLEN  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michal Masternak

SATADRU KUMAR LAHIRI  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jihe Zhao

JIN CHEN  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zixi Cheng

NICKLAUS ANTHONY SPARROW  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cristina M. Fernandez-Valle

JULIE LYNN HORTON  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Alvaro Estevez  
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Kelly
College of Nursing

CINDY ANN GROW
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

College of Optics and Photonics

HOSSEIN HODAEI
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Mercedeh Khajavikhan

FENGLIN PENG
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

College of Sciences

AMIN AHMADI
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Mucciolo

JAVANEH BOROUMAND AZAD
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Peale

NAGENDRA PRASAD DHAKAL
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Sergey Stolbov

LINDSAY YASMIN DHANANI
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Dana Joseph

GINA M. FERRIE
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Eric A. Hoffman

JOE JAMES FIGEL
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Reed Noss

PEDRO N. FIGUEIREDO
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Peale

TIANSI WANG
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Aravinda Kar

MOLLY KATHRYN GRACE
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Reed Noss

GABRIELLA MARIE HANCOCK
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. James Szalma

ALYSSA SHAYNE HESS
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark Neider

MARJAN KHAMESIAN
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Viatcheslav Kokoouline

JINCHAO LIN
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Matthews

MALLORY A. MCCORD
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Dana Joseph

DAVID CHRISTOPHER MIHM
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Smith-Jentsch
Major Advisor: Dr. Wei Wang
NIRVANI MUJUMDAR  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres Campiglia

ALEXIS ROXANNE NEIGEL  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Szalma

JACOB R. POWELL  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Harper

ROXANA REZVANI NARAGHI  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Aristide Dogariu

MARTIN STEPHEN ROLEK  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zi-Xia Song

ZEINAB SANJABIEZNAVEH  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rodrigo Amezcuca Correa

BRANDON EVERETT SHOLAR  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Fritzsche

LINDSEY BROOKE SINGER  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lin Huff-Corzine

EMILY RUTH STROHACKER  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lin Huff-Corzine

AMANDA MARIE WOLCOTT  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Smith-Jentsch

LAUREN E. WRIGHT  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lin Huff-Corzine
Candidates for Education Specialist

MATTHEW ARMITAGE
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

MORGAN LEE FRINK
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

PAMELA CHERYL BATLEMENTO
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

GRACE CATHERINE KEIFFER
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

TAYLOR AUBREY CHEELEY
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

AMELIA OWEN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

HOLLY DEPTULA
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

HEATHER L. PRATT
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

ASHLEY NICOLE EDWARDS
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

KAREN M. RAPHAEL
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

LAURA ROCIO ESTUPINAN
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

WHITNEY JEAN SHIPMAN
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

VICTORIA ROSE WHITE FINDLEY
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

SHELBYANNE LAYLA TERRIO
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

CARMEN LYDIA FONTANAE
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

KATHERINE A. YAROMA
School Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

HANA AL-HARASTANI
Creative Writing

YVONNE CAROLE AMEY
Creative Writing

CHEALSEA FAITH ANAGNOSON
Emerging Media

ALEXANDRA LANE AREND
Creative Writing

SHAUNA N. B. BASQUES
Creative Writing

GRANT CHARLES BOHL
Creative Writing

ANDREW RICHARD CADIEUX
Film

JULIET ROMEO DILENNO
Emerging Media

BRIAN R. DRUCKENMILLER
Creative Writing

BLAINE EDWARDS
Theatre

ERIC ANDREW EICHENLAUB
Theatre

KODY JAMES GRASSETT
Theatre

MADELYN ELIZABETH JAMES
Theatre

JARED E. JUSTICE
Emerging Media

RAMA MASRI ZADA
Emerging Media

SABRINA EMILY NAPOLITANO
Creative Writing

MICHAEL JOHN NILSSON
Theatre

RYAN CHRISTOPHER SKARYD
Creative Writing

LUCY LYNN SNEERINGER
Creative Writing

BRENDAN CHARLES STEPHENS
Creative Writing

MADISON KAY TARBOX
Theatre
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media
Alessandra Maria Gagnon

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Anshare Annie Antoine
Jenna Marie Campbell
Michael Patrick McGrath
Abigail Ruth Moreshead
Guercilne Pierre-Louis
Saakshi Pradhan

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Garrett Spencer Arban
Craig Allen Bell
Justiss Wilder Burry
Natalie Johnson
Julie Kopp
Somairy Nieves
Emily Rose Proulx

English MA-Technical Communications
Alexandra Salome Cata
Jessica J. Meyr
Edward Morris Palmer
Laura Tichy-Smith

English MA-Technical Writing
Melissa Jane Henderson

Music MA
Joshua G. Albert
Sara Jane Barbee
Dana Lynne Beattie
Daniel Alexander Cortolillo
Jessica Falconer
Gary Listort
Angela J. Moretti
John Stephen Murray
Catheryn Lilly Van Kley
Lauren Rose Yacht

Spanish MA
Lorena Morelia Ascencio
Luis Carlos Gutierrez

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Aiyed Alishammari
Kristianne Case Benevento
Samantha Boesch
Madeline Elizabeth Burbridge
Thomas Dwight Cox
Andon Christian Dansberger
Carol Elizabeth Davila
KaDee Lynn Futej
Clara Julissa Hurtado
Shih-Hao Liu
Lori Elizabeth Moss
Edwin Rivadeneira
Kaylan M. Stedman
Anne C. Stone

Theatre MA
Samantha Elizabeth Turner
College of Business Administration

**Master in Sport Business Management**

**Sport Business Management MSBM**
- Alex Anthony Acton
- Cody Allen
- Nathan P. Brown
- Theren Bullock, Jr.
- Susanne Blythe Canvin
- Matthew Chaffin
- Steven Mark Daugherty, Jr.
- Erin Kathleen Davison
- Beau R. Fieldsend
- Alexander Griffith Ford
- David William Froesel III
- Alexandra Rose Gerry
- Caryn Grant
- Matthew Kim Mainiero
- Craig Malveaux
- Spencer Rhey Fosdick Mills
- Marc Franklin Neef
- Kirsten Hilda Nieuwendam
- Jessica Anne Nori
- Rodrigo Quirarte Cortina
- Jillian Rae Reid
- Sara Ines Sanchez
- Micah Christian Smith
- Richard H. Steinfeld
- Soraya Micaela Toppin-Herbert
- Ariel Victoria Tymeson
- Justin D. Veldhuis
- Logan Wilde
- Amanda Elizabeth Zakoske

**Master of Business Administration**

**Business Administration MBA**
- Alex Christopher Berry
- Dianaly E. Blas
- Kenneth R. Boule
- Carolyn Elizabeth Boyd
- Leslie Ann Brunswick
- Katie Jan Lee Burroughs
- Matthew E. Burton
- Timothy Paul Caldwell
- Richard James Cassidy III
- Perla Castrejon
- Allison Shea Connally
- Ryan Crowley
- Latasha Shantel Delgado
- Michael Joseph Fabish
- Frances Ferrato
- Bruna Marques Branco Ferreira
- Mary D. Franke
- Richard Anthony Franklin, Jr.
- Heather St. George Gibson
- Abraham Sham Haniff
- Blaine Garrett Helsby
- Omar Abdolhamid Hemmali
- Mahalee Mac Vallejo Jereos
- Anthony Robert Jicha
- Fatima Kabani
- Mary E. Kasch
- Jaclyn Leigh Kennedy
- Ashtad Kotwal
- Joe Lara
- Kyle P. Len
- Michael Lobo
- Raymundo Lopez, Jr.
- Robert Damien Lowery
- Adam L. Lucas
- Carly Luczak
- Daniel Aloysius Lynch III
- John Marshall, Jr.
- Ashley Mathew
- Elese Alisha Mathis
- Shahabedean Nabavi
- Svetlana Pavlova Nechayeva
- Jennifer Grace Parker
- Anna Pavlyuk
- Nikhol Perez
- Rodrigo Quirarte Cortina
- Balaaji Ramamurthy
- Alexandra M. Rosado-Cabrera
- Alex Nadeem Sabir
- Stephanie Kate Sheppard
- Christina Diane Smith
- William Warren Smith
- Heather Marie Thomas
- Alan James Thompson II
- Elyse Lazara Ugalde
- Tanya Noel Wisniewski
- Siarhei Yelyashkevich
- Roobeh Zabiollahi Matikolai

**Business Administration MBA-Executive**
- Michael C. Bagley
- Morris Breitstein
- Joshua Daymean
- Elisa Anne Ewoldt
- Harriet D. Gay
- Taylor Gladding
- Jessica Lynn Gomez
- Mohamed Naoufal Khaldi Hassani
- Eric C. LaBat
- Maunda Ghenet L.and
- WeiWei Hu Lanser
- Shirk Mohammed
- John Anthony Olivares
- Narita Raghubir

**Business Administration MBA-Professional**
- Anthony Michael Armesto
- Enoch Jean Belony, Sr.
- Brent Thomas Brislin
- Timothy R. Callinan
- Daniel George Cleaver
- Jessica Feliciano
- Mark Gerard Fredette
- Landon Paul Grantham
- Jedaih Hirt
- Joel C. Howard
- Samuel Frederick Hudson
- Sterling Russell Langley III
- Juan P. Moya
- Raven Alexis Naulty
- Emmanuel Ortiz
- David Paul Palos
- Bradley Spiro Papas
- Sandra C. Peterson
- Michael Joseph Pisczek
- Pablo Eduardo Raffaghielli
- Alejandro Riva
- Bryan Stanley Rubio
- Armando Sanchez
- Stephen Kaamino Sepulveda
- Steve N. Smith
- Richard Sptiler, Jr.
- Daniel Patrick Spohn
- Brian Todd St. Pierre
- Kristina Marie Thirles
- Jaime Rivera Pietri
- Shipra Shukla
- Erich Donley Summers
- Sai Srinivas Murthy Telekappali

**Master of Science in Accounting**

**Accounting MSA**
- Hina Behal
- John Irwin Bennett
- Christine Elizabeth Bolla
- Robert Charles Cleveland
- Chloe Palmer Cook
- Paula Evelyn Dawson
- Geoffrey Michael Fekany
- Taylor James Fekany
- Brian Alan Fine
- Renee Ann Giron
- Andrew Theodore Greenwald
- Cynthia Eliz Leite
- Weiting Li
- John Thomas Lightsey III
College of Business Administration

Robert A. Orta
Xiao Pang
Hetal Mukesh Patel
Tahmida Tasnim
Rachel M. Valari
Shane Patrick Williamson

Janet Lynn Dray
Cynthia L. Gosiewski
Roger Camile Hodge, Jr.
Doris Hatcher Houck
Juan Manuel Jimenez
Jeffrey Benjamin Johnson
Hyun Jung Jacqueline Kim
Jennie Diane Lagmay
Roberto Wasth Maximo
Sheena Marisa Mohammed
Katherine A. O’Hanlon
Byron Perez
Sheila Catherine Potts
Jon Schaab
Denny D. Troncoso
Richard William Voor

Master of Science in Management

Management MSM-HR/Change Management

Angela Marie Allen
Shanqueta Yvette Ashley
Alexia Katrice Blunt
Daniela Thomasina Caporella
Danielle Patrice Chung
Leandro Brito Costa Ribeiro
Taylor R. DeArmond
Ashley Nicole Dollar
Kristina Francesca Dudley
Angelia Marie Ellison
Katy Simone Fuentes
Pamela Lyn Gass
Courtney L. Gilmore
Mallania Merlis Harris
Shaneka Shantel Harris
Malia Betty Hayner
Nayda Ivette Hernandez
Elsi Renee Jean-Baptiste
James H. King, Jr.
Rosemary Maione
Danjrail Lashunda McGee
Cristina Gisela Milan
Frances Ann Miller
Stephanie Kowanetz Miller
Ingrid Jennifer Paramapoonya
Daniel Joseph Rey
Desiree Aiyana Roberts
Jackeline Rosado
Kari Anne Scott
Kimberly Anne Snyder
Susana Tamayo
Shailja Tiwari
Ena Renee Torres

Master of Science in Real Estate

Real Estate MS

Sean James Baird
Amit K. Belani
Douglas William Benoit
Richard Lee Brewster
Jonathan Kipp Chapin
College of Education and Human Performance

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Kristine Fernandez Acosta
Natalie Anne Brinin
Tanya Elizabeth Gardner Campbell
Kristina Tyre Chavers
Alex Daniel Diaz
Krisianna Hope Fallow
Arianna Lucia Finnane
Samantha Nicole Furbee
Nicole Christine Hamilton
Janessa Marie Hartman
Jane Ellen Hertz
Kesha Nicole Ransom
Holly Michelle Royston
Ariana Elva Santiago
Alexandrea Natalya Savoca
Payal R. Trivedi
Honora Wall
Denarius Rashard Williams

Career and Technical Education MA

Christina Grain
Kelly Ann Grieneisen Tillotson
Shakerra C. Johnson
Lea Diane Kipp
Macrina Raghunanan
Sarah Elizabeth Tareco
Frances Velez
Tanisha Andrea Williams

Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counsel

Kaitlin M. Bowen
Niccarra Artesia Amelia Brown
Jamie Crabtree
James Leathy Culhane
Erica L. Eisel
Jaquelyn Finch
Kaylin M. Greene
Brooklyn Howard Hancock
Holly Elizabeth Harrell
Michael Tyler Hernandez
Calena Ines Illan
Lauren Mary Klimeczak
Brittney Alise McKinney
Anne R. Nyhenegeger
Christin A. Saro
Stefan Fabian Selocohan
Alexandria Bella Van Dyke
Adrienne Nicole Van Es

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Elizabeth V. Bukala
Joshua Scott Clemmons
Christina M. Gaouette
Amanda K. Gasbarro
Fawn Michelle Goldstein
Alexis Shea LaCorte
Octavia M. Powell
Rachel Elizabeth Winn

Educational Leadership MA
Blake Austin Braddock
Justin Allen Busen
Taquetta V. Cain
Altavious Carter
Amethyst Michelle Castro
Luis Julio Fonseca
Caitlin Marie Moore
Diana Deidre Nolan-Jones
Austin Eve Yates

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education
Mary Amber Painter

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel
Danilsa Andujar
Summer Rose Bernini
Bianca N. Bovo
Sarah A. Brunke
Megan Lauren Buntin
Albert S. Claro
Elizabeth Erin Connor
Ra’Von Jaquay Cooper-Williams
Robert Edward Croke
Daniel J. Dobrosielski
Kayleigh Rose Earl
Cristina Maria Flores-Gil
Vanessa Franco
Taylor N. Gillie
Kristin L. Gloystein
Brent Michael Haskill
Lora Lee Johnston
Kirby F. Lee
Ashley Eleanor Linder
Derek A. Lower
Emily Lowers
Brian Denzel Malcolm
Stephanie Mante
Megan A. Merlene
Javon Frederick Miller
Ashley Joyce Powell
Andrew Boyd Quigley
Oscar M. Sanchez, Jr.
Tyler JamesSchwagler
Lauren Dayle Seago
Garrett John Secor
Amanda L. Serpa
Kristy L. Shore
Eric S. Smith
Laura A. Valle
Kyle L. Wilson
Sherell D. Wood

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Bellmarie Munoz

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Nicole Marie Andreu

Elementary Education MA
Autumn N. Brinkmeier
Lauren Gould
Kathryn Nicole Hayes
Sheri Lynette Kenon
Pooja Vasanwani
Jacquelyn Rae Yeadon

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Kimberly Y. Blackman
Loren Deneen Dungee
Senica Lee Gonzalez
Sarah Lindsey Jones
Paige Brannin Maxwell
Leivy Ivette Roche

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Priscilla Rae Amalbert
Hope E. Kramk
Scott McMiller
Nancy Chatham Mutlutzurk
Lindsey Marie Phillips
Rafiq Raza
Bernice Taylor

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Kathleen Anne Hawkins
Lindsay Ann Kozachuk
Caroline Frances Meyer
Romina Patricia Papadopolous
Jeanne Elizabeth Parker
Kimberly D. Snoeblen
Ilysia Jesi Strassler
Samantha A. Swenson
Shanice Melissa Veasey
College of Education and Human Performance

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Art Education
Toni Renee Roberts

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Meisje Lynne Johnz Conway
Michelle Atkinson Kuhn
Christine Ryan-McKerley

Teacher Education MAT-Mathematics Education
Desiree Gabriela Allison
Richard Ernest Floto

Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Mathematics Education
Gregory Carl-Louis Louissaint
Sarah Jean Werlink

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology
Christine Grace Lord

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Caryn Dioio
Jayme Leigh Dillard
Adam Timothy Johnson
Jazmin L. Owens-Tyson
Erin A. Shields
Katherine Michelle Thurlow

Master of Education

Counselor Education MEd-School Counseling
Gina Marie Sultaire

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-English Language Arts Education
Kelly Maria McCarthy
Tiffany Latoya McDowell

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Global, International, and Comparative Education
Ryan Enger

Educational Leadership MEd
Brooke Ellen Absher
Robert Edward Adamowicz, Jr.
Cooper Alexander
Rose Apollon-Simon
Courtney Renae Arrington
Arlean Beyanka Bing
Britny Lauren Carlock
Bethany Dawn Chappetta
Chelsea Lauren Cinkosky
Fatih Dag
Corinne J. Demers
Matthew James Dugan
Hailey Beth Eisenberg
Ana Carolina Massoni
Mary Kate McDonald
Kimberly Ann Merrow
Tia Veronica Miceli Pawlowski
Jazmyne Dionne Mitchell
Kristin Evelyn Paterson Tuck
Katherine Joan Pickels
Jillian Frances Reyes
Alexis Marie Sigler
Thomas Giles Snead
Christina Hutto Uttlinger
Maegan Anne Van Sant
Kelly Christine Wackes
Caroline Wood
Kourtney Wyatt

Elementary Education MEd
Allison Leigh Berner
Maria Priscilla DeVelder
Bianca Marie Esquivel
Rosalie Garland
Catherine Earlene Lacey
Carolann Sally McColley
Savannah Renee Taylor

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Kayla Ann Allen
Jennifer Tucker Anton
Pamela Ann Augello
Katherine Banks
Rosemany Fullam Brown
Katelyn Mary Busovski
April Nichol Cooke
Samuel Cornelius Davis
Elizabeth Lawson DeClerk
Alyssa Renee Foster
Jennifer Karen Gilbride
Therese Lynn Hanshaw
Claudine Rivera Henderson
Capri Holmes
Sandra Elena Johnson

Carissa Ann Kase
Jennifer Lykins
Cherie Lynn Meshulam
Janette T. Moore
Keri Lynn Nasser
Michelle Renee Ohman
Amy Lynn Ord
Maharani Ramcharitar-Maystry
Roxana Romano
Elizahett Allison Roman-Tucker
Kristine Rundell
Lisa Salazar
Daniel Wayne Scott

K-8 Math and Science MEd
Charlotte Zae Bigio
Annette M. Gartner
Sharon Denise Hill
Adam Michael Kiefner
Jaclyn Crystal Myers
Pamela Neamias Owens
Gary Poole, Jr.
Kelsey Grace-Marie Rios
Richard W. Thompson
Britnee Zeak

Reading Education MEd
Cari Marie Hall
Serena Joy Seymour

Teacher Leadership MEd-Intervention Specialist
Meghan Kathleen Chavana
Victoria Reisch

Teacher Leadership MEd-Curriculum Leadership
Kimyatta C. Cogdell
Beth A. Ginsburg
Kaley Marie McNeer

Teacher Leadership MEd-English Language Arts Education
Tina Wenthold

Teacher Leadership MEd-Mathematics Education
Ashlyn Kimberly Barnes
Cristina Megan Cameron
Ashley Mitchell Cooper
Ana-Alicia Melissa Myers
Cortney Lynn Ray
Sabrina Ann Robinson
Rajalakshmi Tirunellai Seshadri
College of Education and Human Performance

Teacher Leadership MEd-Science Education
Marvinx Toussaint

Teacher Leadership MEd-Social Science Education
Nicholas James Parziale

Master of Science

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Applied Exercise Physiology
Eliott Arroyo
Kristen Nicole Barry
Anthony M. Berardi
Cory Alden Bergman
Tamia R. Burkett
Cristina Eileen Clemente
Emilia Adhara Gianelli
Joseph Anthony Gordon III
Amber Kellie Gross
Donald A. Hinton
Jennifer Gail Katz
Cassandra May LeBlanc
Daria C. Lotocky
Robert L. O'Mullan
Daniel Sharvit
Nicholas J. Voelker

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Coaching
Alex Michael Warne
Adam Wesche

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Sport Nutrition
Michael R. Arp
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering
Wilson Antonio Celis
Josue Alfonso Herrera
Will Andy Isdort
Jose Gerardo Romagoza
Ryan Michael Shams
Adam Douglas Warga

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Mina Atassi
Claudia P. Bustamante
Marcial Alberto Mota
David Maxwell Sheets

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering
Genesis Carolina Rios

Computer Science MS
Harsha Vardhan Reddy Dayam
Vaibhav R. Dedhia
Basundhara Dey
Erwin Holzhauser
Khushhal Jindal
Madhura Joshi
Joseph Kaile
Gaurav Kataria
Tajreen Praveen Khan
Blake James Klasing
Charles Gabriel Lillo IV
Hector M. Lugo-Cordero
Gangadhar Mahadevan
Sharad Chandra Maheshwari
Christopher Joseph Mayhew
Brandon Audley McMillan
Darshan Sunil Negandhi
Suhas Nithyanandappa
Juncheng Pan
Christina Peterson
Kushal RagHAV Poojari
Nishit Prasad
Ketan Kumar Puram
Anway Arvind Rane
Jose Fernando Sanchez Gutierrez
Vibhav Saxena
Reema M. Shababou
Dushyant Sharma
Brook Summer Stacy
Tyler Joseph Stanley
Tyler Tuong
Urvik Mehlkumar Upadhya
Jun Xu
Tuoeerhongjiang Yusufu

Digital Forensics MS
Tomas Alejandro Acosta
Cody Melissa Carry
Juan T. Chen Quinones
Marvin B. Dial
Jason Martin Gonzalez
Joshua Isley
Timothy Frederick Lose
Praveen Larella Manickasingh
Brian Patrick Mullins
Zion Ruben Ortiz
Amy Kathryn Rehner
Jasmine Rose Rivera
Philip Lane Wheeler
Allison Charlotte Young

Engineering Management MS
Ahmed Ali Albainain
Leah Nicole DiClementi
Ender Egri
Michael Hinsch
Nardine Nader Ibrahim
Ryan Thomas Murphy
Annalie Oxamendi
Ricardo Alonso Reid
Noor Rifai
Mohamed Ibrahim Mahmoud Darwish Shahat

Industrial Engineering MS
Uday Kiran Ayyagari
Eric A. Boehringer
David Patrick Dillon
Chase Taylor Geyer
Bruce Gregory Miller
Alaleh Razmjoo

Modeling and Simulation MS
Taylor Ross Baker
Lauren Farrell
Corey T. Hendricks
Won Il Jung
Tiffani Amber Marlowe
Matthew Michael Rick
Joseph Michael Wileman

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MS-AE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Michael Ryan Johansen
Carlos Adrian Merchan

Aerospace Engineering MS-AE-Thermo-fluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Ramy Hamdy Mohammed Abdelhady
Mohamed Lorfy Elsayed Abdelkareem
Armando Andre Arends
Derek Scott Clark
Aparatim Dasgupta
Patrick Michael Freisen
Ravi Rohit Kapadia
Joseph Gardner Lopez
James Francis Owens
Michael Scott Villar

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering MSCE
Talal Allassaf
Zainb Nuri H Bianco
Vijay K. Boodhoo
Ethan Douglas Denison
Abdulrahman Krad
Venkata Prashanth Muppana
Adam Lane Perez
Jason C. Quijano
Tommy Sarker
Md Imran Shah
Eric Carl Westring-Hall

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MSCpE
Ahmed Khalid A Alhazmi
Zara Farheen
Kirian George
Kallapiran Kallapiran Periyamabdi
Amar Kulu Nair
Manoj Krishna Kovuru
Gunjan Sanjay Kulkarni
Caroline Kurian
Heather Lawrence
Liangding Li
Edwin Lopez
Steven Lopez
Rahul Charan Bose Madavarapu
Ashwin Jacob Mathews
Sindhu Muttineni
Thimmemane-Phalgun Naresh-Upadhyaya
Priyadarshini Purushothaman
Ahmad Sibghatullah G Qutbuuddin
Mayur Radha Jayaram
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Rohan Singh Rajput
Hariragahv Ramasamy
Rahul Ramkumar
Ye Ren
Divyasree Sadhukhan
Somnath Saha
Sai Sumedh Sanivarapu
Navin Prakash Shetty
Alex Jonathan Tucker
Sahana Vishwanatha
Krishna Teja Vooka

Master of Science in
Industrial Engineering

Mohammad Al Haroun
Bandar Abdullah Alzahrani, Sr.
Lirthik Durai
Corey Gellis
Kareem A. Helbaoui
Stephanie Marie Latta
Auree Tivon Postell
Thomas Ratajezak
Jacob Kane Settle
Daniel Alexander Washburn

Master of Science in
Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSEEE
Puneeth Kumar Reddy Akkanti
Fahad A. Alaql
Abdullah N. Alhatlani
Abdullah S. Almaddallah
Toktam Amanzadeh Oghaz
Georgiy Konstantinovich Brussenskiy
Nagarjun Didigi Kashinath
Jhonatan Andres Garcia
Somayeh Keshavarzdarolkalaei
Kenneth H. Love
Sina Moradian
Shivkumar Kaushik Murthy
Mert T. Ozerdem
Alex Paul
Aiman Esamedin Salih
Mahlagha Sedghi
Saurabh Vijaybhai Shah
Priyanka Srinivas
Anand Sundaresan
Rimpi Tripathi Tiwari
Daniela Vanegas
Sai Harsha Vemulapalli
Feiling Yang
Ali Reza Zaeemzadeh
Qianti Zhao

Master of Science in
Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering MSEnvE
Tyler Denis Achotegui
Justin Evan Joyce
Steven John Sherman
William Bradford Vass

Master of Science in
Materials Science and Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering
MSMSE
Monish R. Patel
Tahmina Banu

Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Mechanical Systems
Christopher Michael Harris
James Hoyt Little II
Dayne Christopher Luekenga
Peter Joseph Mueller
Michael D. Rabon
John Michael Seligson
Vignesh Aravind Subramanian Balachandar

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Thermo-Fluids
Sami Ali Alawadhi
Sattam Menwer Alharbi
Neil Godfrey Dsouza
Vikram Aditya Kamma
David Robert Markham
Daniel Restrepo
Rachel Arielle Willis
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Arts
Interdisciplinary Studies MA-Non-Thesis
Natalie Jade Hayes
Catherine Margaret Kerr

Master of Science
Conservation Biology-PSM MS
Christina Bunner
Lisa Marie Field
Katherine J. Klein
Angela F. Podlasek

Nanotechnology MS
Nicholas Castaneda
Torus Maurice Washington II

Nanotechnology PSM
Cristina Marie Bisson
Jean-Paul Bryant
Jorge Carlo Damiani
Courtney Marquise Hart
Aaron Benjamin Marbin
Steven G. Navarro
An Thanh Nguyen
Anand Tushar Singh
My La Tran
Taylor Elizabeth Wood
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Daniela Marie Berrios
Haley A. Bolt
Olivia Joyce Campbell
Mary Carlson
Christina Marie Carraha
Catherine Lydia Castillo
Jacquelyn Rae Chlebowski
Megan Elizabeth Coker
Lauren Elizabeth Demmeler
Kristina Emily D’Errico
Ann E. Evans
Mollie E. Forbes
David Christopher Gregorio
Stefanie Lynn Heywood
Sarah Elizabeth Hughes
John David Jackson
Alexandra B. Kaplan
Chelsey Elizabeth Lindhorst
Elizabeth Ann Loht
Madison A. Maccini
Sierra Noel Mohammed
Autumn Katherine Nobles
Amanda Kidd Shoff
Amanda Dory Snyder
Daniel Christopher Wall
Jessie Carson Williams
Alexandra M. Wurst

Communication Sciences and Disorders MA-CSD-MA Foundations
James Meyrick Wayne

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Darleny Aquino
Ryan C. Card
Toopreccious Ashly Cryaton
Clinton Wainright Dillard
Gustavo Alejandro Escalante
Gasande Fleurimont
Ruben A. Goddard, Jr.
Brendan Dee Guess
Jason Anthony Lademann
Andrea Jessica Malone
Marsha Annette Saintvil Noel
Stephanie Monique Pender
Grace Polonia
Heba Nabeel Tarbulsi
Jamie Lynn Tuning
Jason A. Wojkiewicz

Public Administration MPA-Nonprofit Management
Jessica Michele Ghersetich
Mya Agusta Harden

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS
Patricia Raquel Agront
Robert Ryan Nolan
Lisa Marie Schmidt

Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Professional
Lilliana Astralaga
Jenny Tamar Botex
Rosalee Cassetta Bryan
Quentinis L. Caffey
Courtney Nichole Cantu
Rosemary Ann Chaszczewski
Raeesah Dalal
Eltonada Demollari
Sean Ryan Dixon
Michael Todd Gibson
Dakota Renae Gilmore
Matthew Robert Gowens
Teresa Ann Hall
Jermaine Tyrell Hardy
Brian Todd Padgett
Joshua Paillant
Barbara Cristal Rosa-Diaz
Cristina Rusnak
Rachel Alexis Shaw
Robert W. Steinkraus, Jr.
Ryan Christopher Uhlman
Julia Jean Vandegraaf
Arnulfo Vargas
Penny Lynn Wilson

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Kenda Lorretta Amadi
Santrell Genell Atkins
Michael Douglas Boyer
Andrea Brown Milton
Michael Erik Buchenhorner
Rebekah Alice Compton
Allison Nicole Duncan
Iriza Haider
Rhonda Yvette Henderson
Xuan Thanh Huynh
Monique Jackson
Andrew Michael Kramer
Han Vu-Ngoc Le
Desiree Martin
Christopher Mohammad Mirzai
Amber Nicholas
Tanuja Devi Persaud
Kaitlyn Renee Pietranton
Kendra Lajean Sampson
Disha V. Shukla
Choyia T. Stevens
Kristy L. Stone
Angela Leona Wozniak
Jennifer Marie Zarilla
Kyle C. Ziegler

Health Sciences MS-Health Services Administration
Jennifer Badette
Junicia Lashae Baker
Cody Elizabeth Castillo
Reinaldo Ulises Cata
Colby Justin Enlow
Jerilyns Isabel Fernandez
Alex S. Hall
Nicholas Z. Karkis
Christine Anne Leonard
Beatriz Alexandra Merino
Ana Maria Mesa Velasquez
Natalie Annmarie Montalvo
Sara Katherine Osborne
Truc T. Pham
Chelsea R. Randall
Rebecca Erin Tregerman
Chelsea Marie Walker
Brandon L. Wright
Myles Lawrence Wright
College of Health and Public Affairs

Urban and Regional Planning MS
Kelly Lynn Carson
Justin Eason
Sharisse Nicole Kenney
Benjamin Paquin

Master of Social Work

Social Work MSW
Lillie M. Adkins
Abdul-Rashheed Oluwaseun Ajayi
Jenna Lee Anderson
Elizabeth Andrews
Amy Elizabeth Armas
Rebecca Marie Bacal
Jillian Elizabeth Baxter
Kimberly Michelle Belk
Victoria Lynne Bird
Jared Clinton Buchanan
Pernell Michael Jeremy Bush
Kimberly Renee Campbell
Peter Andrew Cartwright
Laura A. Carzoli
Kelly Kay Christensen
Mary Alyce Clark Webster
Deborah Ann Cobb
Kimberley Mikayla Compton
Gertrude Demetreus
Christine Andreae Dortenzio
Charity Letitia Edwards
Mustafa El Rashid
Stephanie Elichme
Allison Lauren Enquist
Stephanie Eileen Escobar
Sarah Lynn Falconer
Melanie Scott Ferguson
Leslie Ann Fritjofson
Lauren Alexa Geddings
Mary Anna Caroline Given
Danielle Alexandra Glover
Elexis M. Glover
Merissa Goolsaran
Justine Angelica Groce
Sarah Jeanne Hamilton
Diana Elizabeth Hansraj
Emily L. Hatala
Steve Charles Hatten
Gritana Hanna Hecht
Deborah Grace Hufschmidt
Ashley Lauren Jones
Miss Andrea Jones
Christina Kafalas
Lakendra D. King
Daniel Scott Lavender
Tiffany Nicole Lewis
Stacia Lyn Liptak
Claudia Liseth Lopez
Chelsea Leigh Mandes
Margo Maria Marcano
Christie Lynne Matlosz
Megan Marita McCann
Katrina Pauline McGee
Kayla Renee Miller
Nykole Dawn Miller
Latisha Beatrice Mitchell
Brittany C. Monti
Chelsie Elizabeth Moss
Teisha Nicole Pack
Teresa Marie Paspalofski
Desiree’ Lashay Patrick
Joel Anthony Pieper
Melinda Porter
Jessica Joy Ragsdale
Ivonne Ramos
Breeann Michelle Rodriguez
Kalangie Jabbar Serrano
Sonica Sharma
Lakaysia Yasmin Smith
Jillian A. Starkey
Alexa McPherson Staubus
Micaela Stone
Christie Emmanuela Tarpley
Ashley Sommer Taylor
Jill Ann Upchurch
Holly Caroline Williams
Rachel Eleanor Williams
Carolyn Michele Wright
Jodie Kassandra Zapater
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Wade Thomas Botts
Rachael Jennings-Charles
Jared Christian Vaughan

Biotechnology MS
Simeon Louis Thibeaux
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management

Sean Nelson Austin
Lisa Nicole Bishop
Judith Leslie Black
Brandi Richardson Bryan
Kristen Drew Clark
Joseph P. Falise
Chelsea Godfrey
Elina Goldenberg
Dwight Douglas Gorden
Anthony Joseph King
Lacée Ware Lowder
Carleen Arona Marianek
April C. McCoy
Tabitha Lea Mendez
Brandi Amanda Parker
Amanda Lynn Shannon
Jason Stuckey
Heidi Rock Wright

Nursing MS-MSN-Adult/Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner

Caitlyn Summer Bierly
Layna Christine Capestany
Stacy Cathleen Holton
Brittany Nicole Reynolds

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator

Synthia De Jesus
Kerry-Ann Alecia Dixon
Heather Lynn Doyle
Kimberly Leigh Fleet
Elena Michelle Hamant
Lisa Kristen Johnson
Katherine Julie Koch
Alexis Rosa Marano
Michelle A. Plourde
Heather Richardson
Emily Missina Sayas
Rebecca Ann Solberg
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science
Optics and Photonics MS
Chris D. Fisher
Nicholas S. Nye
Fenglin Peng
Yangyang Qin, Jr.
Colin H. Rakes
Patrick D. Roumayah

Optics and Photonics MS-Photonics
Da Zhang
Weibin Zhu
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Elizabeth Gayl Chance Campbell
Kathleen Elizabeth Cole
Chelsea Nicole Daws
Dylan E. Fehrbach
Melvin Rodrigo Guzman Piedrasanta
Russell Elisabeth Rice Manzano

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Pooja Patel
Daphne Esther Whitmer

Applied Sociology MA
Ketty Andrea Fernandez
Coral Rojas
Rhena Anna Victoria South

Applied Sociology MA-Domestic Violence
Lisa Marie Rodriguez
Dana Michele Rosenfeld

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication
Adria Brooke McCardy
Paige Chambers Moorhead
James E. Rowland, Jr.

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Rebecca Lynn Fraser
Ana Gabriela Hidalgo
Julie Elizabeth Johnson
Kari A. Kitchen
Melissa Lujan
Jose Luis San Martin Hurtado
Brianna K. Young

Political Science MA
Christopher J. Edgerton
Jennifer Lea Hudson
Taylor Rae Schaefer

Master of Science

Biology MS
Ryan Maddox Chabot
Dana B. Davis
Danac N. Perry
Patrick K. Piekarowski
Rhett Micah Rautsaw

Chemistry MS
Renán Santiago Góngora, Jr.
Nathan J. Schiavon
Luiz Simo
Yadong Zhou

Clinical Psychology MS
Michael A. Gramlich

Forensic Science MS
Richard M. Coulson, Jr.
Jamie Ann Del Papa

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Rachel Cockins
Jonathan Cowan
Duncan William Evans
Alexis Mahtob Fawcett
Ferry Fleurimond
Holli N. Garced
Ryan Thomas Howell
Lana Kaplani
Tanner A. Kluth
Darnee D. Lawrence
Douglas M. Monsky
Krystyn Joan Ramdial
Jessica Yasamin Rohani
Palak R. Shah
Robert B. Slabik
Henry R. Young

Mathematical Science MS
Jordan Russell D’Abruzzo
Nazar Emirov
Meredith Virginia Guthrie
MD Sarwar Morshed
Ramchandra Rimal
Chathurani Vasana Senevirathna
Blake W. Wallace
Zhibo Wang

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics
Mohammad Z. Obeidat
Thanapat Phoolsuk

Modeling and Simulation MS
Christopher Paul Everett
Stephen L. Jones
Theresa Torres Kessler
Valarie Anne Yerdon

Physics MS
Danielle Lyne Reyes
Zeinah Sanjabeinneh
Naseem Ud Din
Brian Zamarripa Roman

Statistical Computing MS
Elizabeth Marie Tippin
Joshua Daniel Tuchman

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Mahsa Almaenejad
Kanak Choudhury
Megan Victoria Dotson
Meiqi Liu
Shan Lu
Zachary Merritt
Taha Mokfi
Paul Alexander Sarduy
An Sun
Iryna Tyukina
Zijing Wang
Xianchao Xiang
Hongjiang Yang
Chonglong Zhu
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Annelizabeth Atie
Ethan Andrew Deuster
Monica Paige Garretson
Kyndra Denise Green
Teri Ann Hunter
Heather Kalin
Xuwei Li
Amy Nicole Lockett
Rachel Mammen
Brigetta-Monet Siananoa Utai
Lisa Vining
Michael Ray Wotherspoon
Oi Chi Yu
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Sandeep Bala
Swetha Barkam
Austin Gregory Burns
Christopher Joseph Clemente
Elizabeth Erin Connor
Erin Caron Driscoll
Lauren Ashley Gandy
Ari Joshua Hadar
Daniel Martin Kleinman
Barbara Mendez Campos
Catherine Chelsea Nitah
Angel Enrique Sanchez
Elizabeth Ann Santiago
Taylor Marie Scimeca
Halle Elizabeth Scott
Rima El-Sayed Suleiman
Colton James Tapoler
Arjun Anand Watane

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Anita Allodia Annaheim
Brandon Gregory Arevalo
Heather Renee Barr
Ted Perry Barton
Adam David Berlinski
Colton Erik Bishop
Michael Paul Boring
Christy Caitlin Box
Austin Gregory Burns
Andrew Philip Carleton
Andrea Marta Maria Carreno
Jacob Elliot Cassagnol
Lesley Allison Cohen
Taylor Frances Colburn
Gabriel Anthony Collado
Kylee Nicole Crate
Kasey Elizabeth DeHaan
Joy Sellers Derrick
Erin Caron Driscoll
Kimberly Paige Emery
Baggio Angelo Evangelista
Rebecca Renee Fate
Deanna Marie Ferrante
Jovel Escoto Figueroa
Sarah Grace Fisher
Adam Joseph Foley
Ashley Patricia Fraboni
Manuel M. Gonzalez Gonzalez
Joshua Tyler Gray
Molly Renee Gregory
Mary Ruth Harvey
Jared Michael Herbert
Zsofia Eliza Imre
Cassondra Laura James
Victoria Ann Johnson
Amrit Kaur
Michael James Koller
Shana Lee Medel
Hunter William Menning
Charis Kaelene Middleton
James Hadleigh Mooney
Zachariah Abdelkarim Neemeh
Angel Enrique Sanchez
Robin Benjamin Schiro
Brittany Elizabeth Shaul
Brett Johnathan Silvers
Sandra L. Smith
Itidech Sophonwatthanawichit
Johnny Wade Starnes
Tyde Asher Strockbine
Tali Joy Trenkamp
Allison Marie Van Tassel
Alexander Joseph Voce
Tamara Ariana Zishuk

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Arianne Abreu
Trevor Absher
Giancarlo Alberty
Amelaine Almacen
Francisco Alvaro
Austin Anderson
Kiersten Aplin
Tomas Araujo
Ryan Asencios
Sandeeep Bala
Erin Barbeau
Ciara Barone
Alyssa Bayless
Garret Becker
Adam Berlinski
Andrew Bertot
Merna Beshai
Travis Bird
Alexis Bogen
Michael Boring
Sarah Brodrecht
Andrew Brown
Jonathan Brown
Kaitlyn Brown
Dylan Bruce
Andrew Burmester
Austin Burns
Emily Busse
Ernesto Calderon
Robyn Camaiani
Mary Canton
Andrew Carleton
Eduardo Caro
Benjamin Carpenter
Emily Carson
Erica Casanta
Tyler Chartier
Anjali Cherukuri
Heath Cissell
Lucy Clement La Rosa
Lesley Cohen
Taylor Colburn
Amanda Colon
Chase Corey
Daniel Cortez
Alexandra Coto
Sean Cowan
Jacob Crandall
Kylee Crate
Tiffany Crawford
Stephanie Croitoru
Allison May Cruz
Tara Currier
Magdalena D’Aiuto
Kasey DeHaan
Natalie Delmain
Blake Depaul
Catherine DeWall
Andrew Dignan
Willow Draper
Erin Driscoll
Laura Driscoll
Kevin Duarte
Karen Edun
Alexander Elliott
Baggio Evangelista
Andrew Ezazi
Luke Fallon
Allison Fandrey
Alexis Fasone
Rebecca Fate
Jesse Faylo
Kaidi Fenrich
Deanna Ferrante
Ilana Fishman
Timothy Flowers
Adam Foley
Deidre Fragapane
Lauren Gandy
Justin Garland
Andrew Garrison
Zachary Gelinas
Alexis Ghersi
Jacob Glotfelty
Estella Gong
Manuel Gonzalez
Shelby Graves
Joshua Gray
Ari Hadar
Courtney Handy
Alan Hardeo
Alisha Hardsaw
Ian Harmon
Samuel Harris
Meagan Harwick
Colton Hasenfratz
Samon Hazrati
Connor Heckman
Cara Henry
Jared Herbert
Matthew Herr
Carter Howard
Thomas Huang
Brandon Ikemam
Trey Jensen
Jesse Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Nani Jones
Niclas Jorgensen
Kyle Joslyn
Ryan Joslyn
Emma Kaplan
Lauren Keith
Sara Khederzadeh
Elizabeth Koblar
Laila Kolarich
Jason Kornfeld
Elizabeth Kraska
Christina Kursewicz
Madeleine Lagoy
Grayson Lanza
Philip Lavandera
Amanda Linzalone
Ayomikun Loye
Jasmine Ly
Lauren Mades
Mark Marciszewski
Benjamin Marotta
Ashlyn Marshall
Amanda Mayer
Madison McCoy
Alexis McGavock
Taylor McGowan
William McKenna
Misty Meyer
Charis Middleton
Victor Milewski
Nicole Miranda
Svetha Mohan
Eric Momper
Christine Monir
Anne Moore
Kimberlee Moore
Sophia Morrell
Mala Nath
Catherine Ninah
Erik Nimnemann
James Ossa
Dustin Parker
Steven Parra
Akhsha Parupalli
Nirali Patel
Brandi Patierno
Ashni Persad
Arshia Pessaran
Samantha Petrozzi
Brysson Phan
Alexis Planer
Kevin Plaza
Sean Pope
Tyler Powers
Jennifer Prichard
Alaina Quarles
Michelle Raskin
Michael Reed
Jenna Reisert
Vianca Rivera
Alexander Robertson
Juliana Rodriguez Bohorquez
Ryan Roy
Emily Sachs
Angel Sanchez
Nichole Santana
Emalee Schierman
Robin Schiro
Timothy Schwieg
Taylor Scimeca
Halle Scott
Jacob Shyrock
Ashelyn Sidders
George Sidrak
Annalise Sigona
Ashley Silvers
Honors in the Major

Michelle Aiello
Psychology

Sarah Alam
Biomedical Sciences

Megan Alexander
Anthropology

Deberly Anzueto
Health Sciences – Pre-Clinical

Tomas Araujo
Finance

Dana Arnold
Psychology

Amber Atkinson
Nursing

Ahmad Azim
Photonic Science and Engineering

Keanu Bader
Legal Studies

Angela Bardwell-Owens
Psychology

Michael Boring
Biomedical Sciences

Alexia Bossan
Biomedical Sciences

Christy Box
Anthropology

Haley Boyle
Nursing

Casey Briand
English Language Arts

Dylan Bruce
Mathematics

Anjali Cherukuri
Biomedical Sciences

Nicole Chudy
Psychology

Lucy Clement La Rosa
International and Global Studies

Behnaz Davoudinasab
Chemistry

Ilona Day
Finance

Deprise Depass
Psychology

Erin Driscoll
Biomedical Sciences

Kimberly Emery
Nursing

Baggio Evangelista
Biomedical Sciences

Rebecca Fate
Legal Studies

Lauren Ferrara
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Linsey Fischer
Nursing

Adam Foley
Biology

David Foresman
Elementary Education

Rachel Friant
English – Literature

Stephanie Gabriel
Health Sciences – Pre-Clinical

Lauren Gandy
French

Ryan Garwood
Health Sciences – Pre-Clinical

Miguel Gil
Biomedical Sciences

Jesann Gonzalez
Anthropology

Kiara Gonzalez Cruz
Sociology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giovanna Giannini</td>
<td>Athletic Training</td>
<td>Andrene Loiten</td>
<td>English – Literature</td>
<td>Taylor Scimeca</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audra Greuel</td>
<td>English Language Arts Education</td>
<td>Allison Long</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Brandon Seesahai</td>
<td>Photonic Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Hammond</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Brian Mai</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Mary-Margaret Shimada</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara Henry</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Kayla Mannion</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Jessica Shoemaker</td>
<td>Political Science – International Relations/Comparative Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Herbert</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Erika Martinez</td>
<td>Political Science – International Relations/Comparative Politics</td>
<td>George Sidrak</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliana Hirn</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Payton McWilliams</td>
<td>Sport and Exercise Science: Human Performance</td>
<td>Doranna Smith</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darryl Hunter II</td>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>Barbara Mendez Campos</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Omari Stringer</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Isner</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Melissa Merz</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Andrea Sullivan</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Jaffe</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Svetla Mohan</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Rebecca Tanner</td>
<td>Health Sciences – Pre-Clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Johnson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Fernando Montalvo</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Alexandra Valerio</td>
<td>Writing and Rhetoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Khederzadeh</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Sydney Murchison-Stricker</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Gabrielle Van Ravenswaay</td>
<td>Art – Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Kleiman</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Caitlyn Myerson</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
<td>Heidi Waite</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Kraus</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Zachariah Neemeh</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Mia Warshofsky</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Kursewicz</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Christine Parsons</td>
<td>Science Education – Chemistry</td>
<td>Arjun Watane</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Laffick</td>
<td>Art – Art History</td>
<td>Natalie Ramos</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
<td>Natalie Wilson</td>
<td>Biomedical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Lanza</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Andrew Rush</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Kimberly Winarski</td>
<td>Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Lee</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Angel Sanchez</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Lubba Wintzer</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Libecki</td>
<td>English – Literature</td>
<td>Amanda Schultz</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Ryan Woodmansee</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEAD Scholars

Jessenia Abondano  
Clarence Alexis  
Amelaine Maliwat Almacen  
Francisco Javier Alvaro, II  
Amal Arshad  
Desia Ashley Bacon  
Grace Elizabeth Beck  
Abigail Elizabeth Blow  
Michael Paul Boring  
Alexis Danielle Brenner  
Sarah Emaline Brodrecht  
Austin Gregory Burns  
Shane Thomas Carman  
Taylor Michelle Certain  
Jamie Lynn Chavez  
Jonathan Bersamina Chee  
Katherine Renee Clendening  
Meghan Delaney Cornish  
Magdalena Grace D’Aiuto  
Alyssa Jaelyn Daniello  
Alexandra Britain Diaz  
David Andrew Dill  
Teodora Lee Dillard  
Barbara Dorjulus  
Sean Morgan Dovale  
Laura Elizabeth Driscoll  
Nico Taylor Drborah  
Brenna Raye Duncan  
Briah Duncan  
Martin Frances Ebenger, Jr.  
Karena Joan Edun  
David Herschel Eisenberg  
Clarence Emile  
Hamilton Kareem-Dishan Ervin  
Kaidi Ann Fenrich  
Dena Fleuridor  
Timothy Charles Flowers  
Robert Jose Fuentes  
Lauren Ashley Gandy  
Alexis Nicole Ghersi  
Yejiude Ashley Giwa  
Annabelle Aimee Gonzales  
Jonathan Frank Gonzalez  
Ashley Elise Goodale  
Zachary Robert Savage Grayson  
Brandon Austin Grega  
Audra Leigh Greuel  
Gabrielle Leigh Higgins  
Juliana Lynn Hirn  
James Lucas Hogue  
Dahlia Michelle Hurtado  
Omar Mohamad Hussein  
Brandon Jared Ikeman  
Stanislav Ivchenko  
Courtene Ann Jacobazzi  
Kyle Samuel Jaimes  
Jarrett David Jennings  
Enid Delmarie Jimenez Cuebas  
Jacqueline Chantel Johnson  
Jeffery Osvaldo Jorges  
Kelsey Marie Langley  
Danielle Courtney Marie Lennhardt  
Michael Anthony Lopez-Brau  
Alex Joseph Lucchi  
Chelsea Ann Malone  
Timmi Maxmillian  
Alexis Chloe McGavock  
Barbara Mendez Campos  
Allison Paige Mignardi  
Rozell Thomas Milbury, III  
Alicia Jayne Miller  
Rachel Lynn Miller  
Jessica Nyaneh Momorie  
Dwight Lashawn Montgomery  
Anne Collett Moore  
Kimberlee Lynn Moore  
Anthony James Morales  
Chelsea Simon Moreland  
Nicole Moshe  
Chance Ellison Owen  
Karina Pabon  
Vanessa Patrecia Palmer  
Kenzhiene Diamond Pantin  
Tai-Lyn Alexandra Parboosingh  
Nirali Mayurkumar Patel  
Samantha Elizabeth Pena  
Alexander Joseph Perez  
Stephanie Marie Perillo  
Bridget Leanne Perry  
Jerilyn Ann Pollock  
Betty Jean Pope  
Andrea Carolina Prado  
Samantha Marie Purcell-Musgrave  
Jennifer Marie Reif  
Jenna Marie Remmert  
Brianna Marie Reynolds  
Delaney Lynn Ridgway  
Andres Felipe Riveros  
Andres Akeem Rodriguez-Campbell  
Danielle Elizabeth Roper  
Ryan Edward Roy  
Emily Elizabeth Sachs  
Elizabeth Ann Santiago  
Thomas Kiernan Schulte  
Lora Michele Scudo  
Allyson Brooke Shatz  
Dylan Nicholas Silverglate  
Terrance Renard Singleton, Jr.  
Evelyn Marie Smith  
Brigitte Lee Snedeker  
Andrew Christopher Snow  
Christopher Wilson Snow  
Rebecca Riegel Spogen  
Lauren Patricia Sprague  
Emily Nicole Sterneck  
Ciara Danielle Sutton  
Emilie Paige Sylvester  
Yimala Lenie Telemaque  
Amber Rose Thommen  
Alexandra Marie Valerio  
Christian Gabriel Vazquez  
Monica Patricia Vega  
Arjun Anand Watane  
Briell Mercedes Williams  
Jordan Noel Williams  
Paige Victoria Wilson  
Kimberly Lauren Winarski  
Melissa Nicole Wojcik  
Ryan Francis Wolf  
Kacee Christina Wolfe  
Keyana Tylene Young  
Tamara Ariana Zishuk  
Matthew Zweibel
President’s Leadership Council

Elizabeth Connor
David Dill
Rachel Mae Friant
Lauren Ashley Gandy
Ari Hadar
Courtney Handy
Snigdha Ila
Kyle Jaimes
Theresa Joseph
Abbie Kellner
Daniel Kleiman
Alexis Chloe McGavock
Tai-Lyn Parboosingh
Gedeon Richemond
Elizabeth Ann Santiago
Taylor Marie Scimeca
Alexis Tara Szelwach
Kimberly Winarski
Ryan Wolf

Air Force ROTC Commission

Kaitlyn N. Brown
Zac C. Brown
Diego E. Carrillo
Iulia Ceban
Daniel S. Christopher
David M. Clapp
Patrick J. Corners
Stephen J. Cuoco
Derek M. Daugherty
Erin L. Davis
Robert A. Davis
Natalia Estrada
Cody J. Favorite
William A. Friedman
Brendan J. Hall
Max J. Hammerstein
Brandon M. Hanner
Kyle E. Hernandez
Matthew E. Herr
Vanessa A. McCollom
Dmitry A. Mikulin
Tyler S. Milam
Kevin A. Morcombe
Miguel A. Nunez
Sarah M. Orvosh
Jalen W. Paschal
Benjamin K. Pendleton
Allan A. Romero
Jhustin M. Sanchez
Edward W. Sanetti
Nicole D. Sanfilippo
Sean P. Sheldon
Jacob A. Summerhays
Andrew E. Toelle
Miller S. Trant
Cameron J. Walker

Army ROTC Commission

Bethany Baroody
Keith Bartolome
James Bentley
Katherine Clendening
Ivan Chubb
Jeremy Dardon
Timothy Donegan
Justin Martin
Sean Monahan
Cora Mumford
Tabitha Park
Ishaq Raphael
Lindsey Rouse
Ashear Saad
Michael Vittori
Elizabeth Romo
Austin Wheeler
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at: http://commencement.ucf.edu/2017/spring/resources
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts

Art BA-Art History

*** Briana Lynn Boese
Ashley Lynne Brent
Susan Audrey Bullock
Melanie Kay Cello
Julia Neves Coelho
Danielle Renae Coluccio
Jennifer Nicole Laflack
Melissa Nancy Lane
Lauren Elizabeth Pletcher
Gabrielle Christine van Ravenswaay

Art BA-Studio

Abigail Grace Baur
Alexandra Catherine Brady
Tori-Ann Brady
Courtney Renee Brannan
Ashley Marie Cazer
Deborahjoy Cervone-Burghard
Ana Lucia Chavarro-Rendon
Titanya Krystal Claridge-Walker
Sarah Elizabeth Clark
Meagan Elizabeth Dessert
Arjun Bala Govindan
Nicole Marie Gross
Heather Victoria Haupt
Cara Diane Henry
Madison Ming-Jen Koo
Zachary Tyler Loveday
Briana Mykel Marshall
Victoria Rose Martin
Giselle Marie Oliva
Dylan Todd Sabisch
Tamara Silber
Kyra De'Indra Smith
Nadya Sudjita
Kenneth George Tuebner
Kaitlin Joelle Tullar
Lila Dianne Villalobos
Stephanie Mary Wood

*** Melissa Jasmine Yancey
* Evan G. Zook

Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management

John Dominic Andreoni
Andrea Marie Bennett
Brian Daniel Bosco
Matthew Raymond Callaghan
Eurecan Claude
Haley Danielle Davis
Olivia Christine De Alba
Hannah Mariah Estes
Ashley Nicole Farr
Dexter A. Fortune
Nawara Foustok
Ashley Nicole Gallagher
Arielle Love George
Ronnetra Latrice Gibbons
Deonna Leigh Herrold
Alison Hope Hertog

*** Amber Lee

Alena Maria Leerdam
Geminii Anne Martin
Joseph Robertson McDowell
Courtney Sue Miller
Hannah Grace Moore
Claire Marie Mullinax
Caesar Allen Ricci
Alison Marie Rivera
Ricky Rodriguez
Aaron Tanner Smith
Joseph Martin Trask
Heather Ann Waroff
Briell Mercedes Williams

Digital Media BA-Digital Interactive Systems

Joshua Panton

Digital Media BA-Game Design

Yasiman Ahsani
Richard Joseph Angel
Stephen Sheldon Atwood III
Gabriel Arantes Avila
Jared Daniel Bittner
Daniel Ryan Boisselle
Jordan Daniel Brown
Kamuela William Chung-Hoon
Emma Marie Condie
Stephen Joseph Cuoco

Christopher Paul Davenport
Jordan David Davis
Patricio Teddy Delgado
Michael Anthony Diaz
Kayla Renee Donoghue

** Cassidy Lynn Duff

*** Abrielle Hayley Dunn
Yanilin Flores-Ortiz
Trevor Andrew Goodwin
Nicholas Serling Hansen
Kevin Patrick Harm

* Zackary Tyler Henderson
Ryan Joshua Hirst
Kristofer Xavier Holguin
Jacob Lawrence Howe
Nicholas Noah Hunter
Martin Gabriel Jerez
Taylor Lynn Johnson
Cecily Marie Lanton
Justin Chung Lee
Parker James Lim
Jose Gabriel Marrero
Derek Constantine Martin
Charlton Taylor Mason
Brendan Arthur McGoona
Oneil Leroy Mignott, Jr.
Kevin Michael Morris
Kenneth J. Morrison
Tiffany Thu Trang Nguyen
Aundray Jeremy Ortiz
Frank Eric Pagan
Rafael Alfredo Parés
Coltin Dean Parks
Brandi I. Pasquino
Michael Donald Poole
Kenneth Ryan Rafael
Gabriel Emmanuel Ramos-Colon
Angela J'Nai Rouse
Jorge Luis Ruiz-Roman
Angel Rafael Sanchez
Melissa Yenni Scharf
Kyle Alexander Schwiebert
Anthony Jordan Siede
Ian Robert Smith
Christopher Wilson Snow
Daniel Ryan Specian
Alexander Lincoln Stewart
Anthony Jamal Stewart

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Mark E. Stover
Trevor Ian Swafford
Gabriel Blaze Thorn-Hauswirth
Christopher Ruddy Urreste
Bradley David Weeks
Nicole Alexandra Witsell
Christine Leigh Wright

Digital Media BA-Web Design
Salomon Vladimir Alcidor
Zachary Taylor Bell
Tiffany Shauntelle Brown
Ryan Solomon Clark
Alexander William Crocker
Stephanie Victoria Cruz
Iel Chavez Cunanan
Maha Daferdar
Collin Scott Davis
Andy Duong
Shianne Dominique Dyges
Kara Brooke Gwin
Gilbert Bernard Jalad
* Nani Kulamanu Jones
Maxwell Henry Kuchenreuther
Kyle Joseph Lemire
* Kyle Joseph Nelson
Anthony P. Nguyen
Catherine Elizabeth O'Leary
Richard Cruz Padilla
Pascal Rosario Parsard
Eric Lee Reed
Carissa Rose Register
Cara Anne Reynolds
Benjamin Rodriguez, Jr.
Amanda Jo Rudd
Thakuram Khemraj Singh
Jose Boni Emmanuel Rivera Valleceter
*** Jacob John Vogelbacher
Donald McDaniel Wallace III
Adrian Antonio Williams
Rory Aubrey Williams

English BA-English-Creative Writing
Liana Desiree Agudelo
Rigoberto Aguilar
Jillian Marisa Altare
*** Jessica Eileen Anderson
Nashley Avalos
Kevin O'Neal Barfield
Lauren Alix Boisvert
Foster Elizabeth Bullock
Samir Leonardo Cadavid
Nicole Marie Caiveau
Allison Janice Cary
Genesis Ann Cruz
Robert John Delapaz
Alyssa Desir
Priscilla Le'Ann Diaz
Kiana Rae Douglas
Anneliese Mariah Ely
Kristen Marie Fiore
Robert Edward Flowers
***
Natalie N. Gasper
Brittany Alexandria Gill
Rebekah Gabrielle Haddock
AnnieLowe Hall
* Alexis Ham
Maria Jose Hernandez
Katrina Elizabeth Holtz
Joy Aliena Hussain
Shelbie Jessica Kelly
Kylie Rochelle Knapp
Katrina Mikhail Kozorezov
Ariana Raquel Losch
Alina Lilli Maur
Hannah Marie Melin
Victor Matthew Milewski
Alicia Jayne Miller
Hunter Louis Morgan
Barbara Elizabeth Myers
Ricky Nieves, Jr.
Stephanie Anne Orcutt
Erin Rayne Osborn
Lindsey Mae Padgett
** Adele Elizabeth Papoosha
Lyana Dajay Peters
Erica Christine Posey
William Michael Rincon
Katrina Ashley Carmen Rippe
Manuel Alejandro Rodriguez
Elisa Marie Rosario
** Julia Marie Roth
Jasmin Mishele Roy
Craig Carlton Sanscrainte, Jr.
** Farrah Marwan Sayed
Michelle Alexandra Sierra
Nicholas J. Sinnott
* Nicolas Evan Snodgrass
Jessica Dawn Steidl
Maribel Suggs
Grace Ann Trotta
Rachael Vernet
** Kaitlyn B. Wentworth
Shaquille Desirree Williams, Sr.
Kimberly Min Wilson
Mariah Kristen Worrell
Joshua Edward Youell

English BA-English-Literature
Colton David Adkins
Tianna Hayako Anhorn
Jasmin Brianne Anthony
Ashley Amber Archambault
Colin Patrick Bailes
Catherine Ann Beach
Rebecca Anne Benton
** Meaghan Jane Branham
Christopher Lee Budd
* Cassandra Marie Busto
Zahirah N'Mat Calloway
** Jill Suzanne Carlyle
Victoria Rose Cascaes
Beth Kathlene Cervinsky
Melany Chaves
Kelsey Anne Colicci
Brooke Kaley Condon
Shannen Rene Connor
Meghan Delaney Cornish
Paul Joseph Curry
Conor Scott Dreesbach
Cristine Nicole Faiello
Lyzmarie Fernandez
Helen Marie Fetscher
Robin Lynn Fieler
Justin James Frey
Rachel Mae Friant
* Jatniel Garcia
Ashley Elise Goodale
Adam Jay Hasbrouck
Cheyne M. Henderson
** Alexandria Michelle Basmath Herman
Alexandra Alexa Hochberger
Kaitlin Nicole Hooper
Bryan Scott House
Michelle Oyeyemi Ilugbusi
* Chloe Mei-Lin Johnson
John Evan Kane
Karissa Renae Key
Kristine Amanda Koyama
Lauren Elizabeth Littler
Stephanie Marie Mackin
* Michelle Ann Madden
Janelle Malagon
Shelby Lenoir McGee
Aubree Renee Mitchell
Shannon Marie Mynheir
Erin Elizabeth O'Grady

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Sara L. Parrish
Ashley Kay Ponce
Kami Nicole Roush
Ariadna Santos
Adrian Gerardo Sarduy
Delia Shahnazav

*** Alayna Brook Shumate
Helene Casey Spano
Kristine Marie Styron

*** Tali Joy Trenkamp
Alianne Marina Valladares-Prieto
Virginia Kathleen Vazquez
Whitney Marie Watson
Shawn Stephen Welcome
Kimberly Lauren Winarski
Steven Cody Winters
Zakaria Zine El Abidine

English BA-English-Technical Communication
Evan Freeman Alman
Ruth Naomi Anderson

*** Barbara Ann Baker
Sarah Barbara Beck
Kevin James Brown
Michelle Lynn Flores
Joyce Sharmaine Jefferson
Samra Parvez Khan
Jessica Bethann Klayman
Gabriel A. Latorre
Paul Clifford LeBlanc
Sean Matthew Maetozo
Arsheena A. Mohamed
Corey Andrew Pendergraft
Matthew Glenn Simmons
Lauren Christine Slatoff
Ciara Marie Tongel

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Sergio Rueben Anthony
Andrew Louis Arno
Allison Brooke Berger
Jason Scott Bessing
Bobby Anderson Blankenship
Alexandra Treadway Christman
Kristi Lynn Collins

** Alexandra Maria Coto
Brandon Marquis Cox
Matthew Ian Dembo
Amanda Maragaret Dodge
Alec Thomas Doherty

** Sarah Victoria Dubé

Samuel David Elswick, Jr.
Steven Alan Espinoza
Allyson Leigh Faircloth
Ilana Rae Fishman
Joel Gonzalez
Alfredo Guerra, Jr.
Katherine Mackenzie Hanks
Joseph Matthew Harrison
Richard Brandon Holley
Lauren Francesca Keith
Andrew Corbit Kelly
Justin David Knipstein
Evelyn Mykerose Luther

*** Natalie Marie Machado
Nicholas R. Margaritondo
Darian Alexander Maurer
Pierce Brandon McFarlane
Riley Patrick McIlwaine
Kaitlin Alice Medley
Chloe Myers

** Ashley Brooke Nelson
Austin Todd Phillips
Matthew Anthony Plotts
Jenna Marie Pritchard
Bryant Reyes
Suzannah Taylor Ryals-Luneburg

** Alberto Alejandro Sigarrea
Joseph Timothy Taylor, Jr.
Ivan Alcides Vargas
Zachary Mark Varnadore
Daniel Vinasco
Alejandro Jeffrey Watson
Jesse Taylor Witherington
Victoria Elizabeth Wrobleski
Conor Alexandr Yoskovitz
Jimmy Zhang

French BA
Lauren Ashley Gandy

* Enid Delmarie Jimenez Cuevas
Gabriel Olivier La France
Jean Wilner St Jean
Luciana Kadeja Renee Walker

History BA

* Mercy Rose Alexander
Jeremy Michael Bell
James Thomas Bentley
Jordan Alexander Bethia
Christopher Michael Blount
Ryan Martin Blount

*** Briana Lynn Boese

Gregory James Bowles
Jennifer Elizabeth Briasco
Christina Janelle Carey
Brandon Carlson
Jaelyn Marie Castiello
Christopher Joseph Clemente
Caroline Hope Cook
Timothy Shane Cook
Gilbert Milton Crowther III
Jenalee Diaz
Sydney Anne Farmer
Michael Joseph Ferraro
Brittany Lynn Gamble
Quintella Kydrea Greene
Brandon Austin Grega
Caroline Heumann
Killian John Hiltz
Jordan Tyler-Baden Hixson
Kenneth Lee Holliday

* Kyle Samuel Jaimes
Cody Light Johansen
Ashis Joshi
Karen Patricia Kelly
James Patrick Lang
Charles Darby Lewis

*** Jasmine Mai Ly
Madison Nicole McFarland
Quinton Terrell Murray
Janette Marie Parkhurst
Tyler Austin Potter
Kayla Rabich
Ramoniya Ramirez
Adrian Teresa Rayborn
Michael Ellis Reed
Phillip Stanley Roark
Noelle Kristen Robison
Danielle Elizabeth Roper
Stephen Paul Sabot
Rachel Sands

** Farrah Marvan Sayed
Brandon Robert Scaglione

*** Alayna Brook Shumate
Kalynn Anne Smith
Mark Anthony Stewart, Jr.
Kevin James Tata
Geena Yolanda Tropea
Levi Watson
Kerrianne Clare Welch
Jozanne-Marie Elizabeth Xavier

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Humanities and Cultural Studies BA
Austin Daniel Cook

Humanities BA
Julie Stonewayer Flynn

Latin American Studies BA
Brigitte Lee Snedeker

Music BA
Victoria Nichole Arvizu
Philip Michael David
Ryan Michael Glover
Daniel Jacob
Geoffrey Kenneth Lawrence
Michelle Elizabeth McGurn
Mackenzie Lynn Newton

*** Alexis Maria Planer
Noelle A. Prevot
Dalton Alan Rooks
Mystique Lee Schneider
Richard James Stein
Sarah Olivia Vogelsong

Philosophy BA
Jonathan Carvajal
Christian Anthony Chambers
Aaron Kenneth Crews
Josmarie Ana Duran
Ian Charles Galloway
Daniel Joseph Gawne
Alisha Marie Hardsaw
Kayla Michelle Herman
Andrew James Jeacoma III
Lac Lacombe
Patricia Ann Miller

*** Zachariah Abdelkarim Neemeh
Alberto Ortiz
Ryan Edward Roy
Dylan Todd Sabisch
Natalie Ann Tygielski

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Shannon Marie Brennan
Emily Katlin Hevenor

*** Darryl Bernard Hunter II
Jackson Reid Nelson
Kenzy Pierre-Louis
Alan James Zollo

Spanish BA
Andrew Alexander Bertot
Ginni Correa
Brenna Raye Duncan
Carlos Manuel Moya
Shannon Marie Myrneir
Adriana Carolina Rendon
Supreeya Ann Saengehote
* Mia Rachel Warshofsky
Dorothy Marie Zembaty

Theatre Studies BA
Martin Alianelli, Jr.
Sierra Shea Brown
Shelby Elizabeth Burgess
* Rachel Barbara Butler
Yeonzoo Cho
Kristi Lynn Collins
Scott Douglas Dittman
Michaela O'Neal Dougherty
Andria Stephanie Evans
Erie Marie Giles
Gabriel Gordon
Neelam Karishma Harinandansingh
Christian Manuel Herrera
Aniesa Lillian Leib
Michael James Lopez
Kelli Danielle McGurk
Traveon Jamal Olden
Edmond Lamar O'Neal Pozo
Paula Valentina Pozo
Cheyenne Savannah Shrade
Shawn Watkins
* Joshua Cody Whedon

Writing and Rhetoric BA
Bianca Lee Battista
Rachel Ann Davis
Jacqueline Elizabeth Kooser
Marc Andrew Krispinsky
Elyane M. Merriwether
Julia Barrett Porrello
Amanda Lynn Valderrama
Alexandra Marie Valerio
Elexis Niketa Williams
Jessica Flora Zalmanovich

Bachelor of Design

Architecture BDes
Lucas Antunes
Yassir Baroudi
* Edward Mari Chua Bondoc
Oswaldo Alighieri Casapia
Diego Enrique Castro
Yulia Kolesnikova Daly
* Dayana De Abreu Rodriguez
Matthew Steven Derosa
Isabela Cristina Guzman Vinueza
Olof Lara Hafsteinsson
Peyton Lynne Hess
Blair Adelle Izlar
Maria Alejandra Jaramillo Alzate
Letizia Luisa La Spia
Shyeda Imay Livingstone
Jackson Pierce Mann
Jose R. Martinez-Rivera
Alexandra Pascale McCoy
Jose David Mejia Calderon
Karl Frederick Mokher, Jr.
Roque Miguel Perez
Dayvelissie Torres Velazquez
Alexis Fern Trick
Ashley Amanda Valenzuela

** Vanessa Vedelago
Ashley Renee Verera
Callie Michaela Watson
Joseph Michael Westcott
Erik Robert Wolowitz
JoAnne Zamora

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA-Emerging Media
Lauren Christine Adams
Oluwaseun Ademoye
Jorge David Aguilar
Taylor Benjamin Alt

*** Andres Eduardo Aranguibel
* Melissa Leilani Barretta
Godfrey Anthony Bent
* Mitchell Noah Bernstein
Danielle Ashley Bertoncini
Danielle Elizabeth Bessent
Jared Daniel Bittner
Shanique Avanel Brown
Tyler William Burns
Marisa Leann Cartier
Jeffanthony Alvez Cerica
Katie Cheng

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

* Rachel Bathsheva Sayoko Choukroun
  Titanya Krystal Claridge-Walker
*** Tyler Marshall Clove
  Olivia Christine De Alba
  Gina Marie Di Donato
  Austin Wiley Dorval
*** Dakota Liam Drake
  Kendal Michelle Drewke
  Hannah Mariah Estes
  Nicole Ann Feldman
  Ayrton Fernandez
  Lauren Nicole Flowers
*** Ashley Nicole Golladay
  Timothy Richard Green
  Alex Palmer Grossman
* Kelly Pilar Herbut
  Tyler Loftin Herrington
** Brianna Theresa Jaeger
  Erika Rochelle Johnson
  Cindy Kuo
  Amanda Jeanette Land
  Ashley Nicole Looram
  Daphne Mitzy Lopez
  William Javier Matias
  Melanie King McMullen
* Shelby Danielle McMullen
** Daria Micallef
*** Jenin Emerald Mohammed
  Minerva Irene Moreno
  Rachel Yael Naimstein
* Kelvin Quang Nguyen
*** Linda Nguyen
  Cody Joseph Noll
  Briana Jane Pfeifer
*** Alexis Maria Planer
  Clarence Prussien
  Karina Antoinette Ribatto
** Timothy Micah Robinson
  Katherine Ann Ryschkewitsch
  Stephanie Dawn Samples
  Mercedes Ann Scarlett
** Lauren Gertrude Schoepfer
  Erich Ryne Schulz
  Zachary Duan Shahan
  Samantha Joann Sokolis
  Andrew Sookhoo
  Anjelika Alexandra Soto
  Nadya Sudjita
  Emilie Paige Sylvester
  Cassandra Jeanette Teti
  Jose Fernando Toro
  Lynn My Truong
  Jonathan Irwin Ungar
  Jereline Vanessa Vasquez
  Marchand Venter
  Thomas Anthony Vinas
  Lydia Marie Von Ebers
  Tori Danielle Walsh
  Heather Ann Waroff
  Kristin Marie Wasmund
  Connor Michael Waugh
  Amy Ruth Whicker
  Crystal Lynn Whisenant
  Amber Nicole Whitaker
* Amanda Brooke Wilkes
  Khiry Wilson
** Clara Ellen Winborn
  Jessica Louise Wrubel

Art BFA-Studio Art
Brittany Carmen Alvarado
Dylan Auerbach
Stephanie Bueno
Danielle Paula Culibao
Nicholas Patrick Grondin
Tyler David Hadas
Amanda Sui Horne
*** Emily Ann Mausner
  Zachary Louis Nimmoff
  Mira Ariana Norian
  Jordan Quinn Pascal
  Jean-Claude Rasch
  Reba Lee Rossi
  Andrew Christopher Snow
  Fang-Yi Su
  Zhefu Wan
  Alysha Michelle Wilcox

Film BFA
Sara Elena Ambra
Janer Baner
* Benjamin Jacob Beeler
  Valerie Renee Bestor
  Alexander Norman Bright
  Megan Elizabeth Byron
  Karim Walter Dakkon
  Michael Anthony Dorse II
* Cody David Erickson
  Joshua Ellis Evangelista
  Sunita Devi Gouneden
  Zachary Timothy George Lambe
  Richard Stephen Lee, Jr.
  Tyler James Marino
** David William Pace
  Blayne Bryant Parker
  Devin Lloyd Pollard
  Jacob David Ramos
  Sydney Elizabeth Ray
  Samantha Rose Richtenstein
  Dylan Monroe Thompson

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre
Julian Anthony Kazenas
*** Jarrett Mark Poore
  Meredith Kendall Pughe
* Nicolette Kristen Quintero
** Trevor John Starr

Theatre BFA-Stage Management
Christina Michelle Miller
Benjamin Cole Parrish

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Alyx Isaac Jacobs
** Sarah Lynn Johnson
  Kathryn Marie Leonard
  Emily Anne O'Sullivan

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Christopher Burke Armellino
* Willow Elizabeth Draper
  Eric Edward Earley
* Victoria Alexis Gluchoski
  John Michael Fritchie McDonald
  Katharine Diana Pierce
  Stephanie Marie Recio
  Sydney Rose Walker
* Helena Christine Whittaker

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
John Stavros Apostolides
Chi Him Calvin Chiu
Anthony Joseph Detente
Kassy Eugene
Katerina Susanna Force
Ciara Brooke Hill
Whitley Eva Lacy
Rachael Emily Madden
Marcus Ojito
Samantha Leigh Riling Lopez
Romana Romanika Saintil
Joshua Lec Toler

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Music Performance BM-Jazz Studies
Mudel Junior Honore
Skylar Douglas Jackson
*** Ryan James Waszmer
Christopher James Williams
Dylan Austin Young

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
Brady James Boardman
Patricia Rosa Box
** Mackenzie Anne Crossman
Amanda Marie Green
Jesse Lyon Hariton
Emily Kathryn Rodgers
Lauren Paige Russell
Daniel Suarez

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
Sarai Helene Ault
Robert Douglas Anthony Biferie
Brittany Lee Borders
Bailley Leanne Burdelsky
Victoria Elyse Camera
Christin Marie Coblentz
Timothy Edwards DeGilio
Lily Grace DeVirgiliis
Jason Bamum Epperson
Laurel Lee Higman
Sean Eric Hogan
Walter Freemont Jackson
Robin Joy Kovanda
Angela Rose Krauss-Coryell
Brianne Lillian Lehan
Maria Lanel Morrison
Trevor Donald Shingler
Jinsong Zhao Weeks
Benjamin Raymond Wooten

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
Andres Arango
Sean Patrick Chesney
* Thomas Huang
Blake Michael Lopez
Tyler William Penland
Carl Austin Strohmeyer
Sabrina Zanicchi

Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration

Business Administration BABA
Frank Alicea, Jr.
Taylor Michaela Banks
Kristina Deloris Brown
Jacob Vincent Crisafulli
Jessica Elizabeth Doolittle
Gina Marie Gonzalez
Ricardo Gonzalez IV
Tremon Antonio Hogan
Jeffery Ross Horton
Jason Scott Lail
Dianelys Larzabal Gomez
Christopher Michael Miller
John Thompson Morgan
Minh Thu Thi Nguyen
Nicholas Cavanaugh Palie
Megan Ashley Potosky
Joshua Bartley Spangler
Kyle Walsh Willman

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS
Justin Michael Besteman
Francesco Angelo Canepa
Moncef Hettab Hernandez
Joshua Mensah Mompi
Benjamin Chase Waksler

Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
Alberto Acosta
Asad Anjam Ahmad
Stephane Alcuis
* Timothy John Alves
Thomas Joseph Alper
Lauren Michelle Ammon
Marjiaose Amnare
Kristin Nicole Andrews
*** Brandon Gregory Arevalo
*** Heather Renee Barr
*** Ted Perry Barton
** Woodyl Bermedel
Aliashgar Mahmood Bhojani
Sarah Anne Bissett
Nicole Paula Borets
Felipe Staziola Borrell
** Ashleigh Hamilton Boyd
* Steven Atkinson Brady
Michael Christopher Bragano
Derek Joseph Brugeman
*** Edward Frederick Buckley
Savannah Brielle Budd
Jessica Ilyse Burrafato
Michael Ryan Cammarata
*** Mary Louise Canton
Tiffany Carey
Paul Carson
Logan Harrison Cate
Stuart Michael Clarin
Marissa Joy Cole
* Gabriela Hilbeto Cura
Andrew Philip Davids
Kevin William Deal
Galina Dix
* Patrick William Dolson
Cynthia Noronha Duarte-Maia
Gaspard Dulierep
Christopher McKinley Edwards
Lutere Eglau
Alexis Nichole El Amrani
Makeera Antriniqie Ellis
Omar Sharif Fakih
Josephine Koronada Fubus-Traphagen
Alec Jordan Feigenbaum
*** Deidre Lynn Fragapane
Michelle Anne Frost
Thomas Michael Fulton III
Willie Lee Gainey II
Orlando Garcia
* Yejide Ashley Giwa
Benjamin William Gramentine
Daniel Leo Greenwald
Connor Lane Harmsworth
* Kimberly Aurice Harvey
Hannah Elyse Hayes
Stephanie Ferraz Heiderick
Tony De Jesus Hernandez
Jake Riley Herndon
Daniel Robert Hoover
Tanya Elin Horner
Benjamin Paul Huber
Kejhanna Tyree Jackson-Tate
* Yonjiu Jin
Emily Elizabeth Johnston
Alexander Majid Karimipour
Sara Karuli
Jacquelyn Robin Kelley
Jacob Charles Wyatt Kimbro
John Robert Kirkland
Laila Kolarich
Samuel Aron Kramer
Kevin Andrew Kulik
Clarissa Kwan
Nelson Antonio Lado
* Kyle Martin Lane
Richard Alan Lang
Stephanie Rose Layton
Jennifer Anne Lebby
Michael John Lee
*** Sumnah Aminah Lindahl
Casey Adam Mallett
Yalinet Masdiaz
Kaitlyn Marie McCaffrey
* Jackson Scott McDonald
Alyssa Marie McHenry
Renzo Valentino Mendieta
Nirav N. Modha
Brian Philip Moffett
Garrett Michael Mogab
*** Adam Rahim Moore
Melissa Lynn Mullen
*** Denise Munoz
Stephanie Vanessa Munoz
Kathleen Patricia Murphy
*** Vy Thao Nguyen
Jennifer Marie Odham
Gianella Alexandra Oliden Moya
Emily Ortiz
*** Adriana Osorio
Mayara Carolina Pacheco
** Brittney Annette Pantoja
Shawn Daniel Pasquarello
Demi Paulino
Scott Verwey Peters

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

* Glenda Ann Phillp
  Alyssa Janine Pittman
* Patti Jo Porter
  Jeniqua Deona Price
  Daniel Louis Prince
  Alyssa Mariana Quinones
  Renee Diserra Richards
  Matthew Duncan Robinson
  Madison Leigh Roesler
  Christopher Jonathan Rolle
  Wrenz Noel Ronas

*** Jordan Cole Rosenblat
  Alexander Anthony Ruggieri
* Timothy Masahiko Sakow
  Charles Budd Schultz

** Allen Michael Sierra
  Travis Scott Smith

** Susan May Smothers
  Dalton Gregory Son
  Brenton Gage Scott Spiro

* Audralee Stokes
  Shantel Latrice Sutton
  Jodi Ann Sweeiland

** Alissa Kaitlin Tabb
  Taha Tareen

*** Tahira Tasnim
  Marcos Antonio Tejeda, Jr.
  Cristian De Jesus Toribio

*** Jessica Lynn Traster
  Dolph Chong Tsai
  Austin James Vajen

* Valeria Auxiliadora Vasconez
  Eric Nicholas Verhoff
  Olena Vitkova
  Cody Paul Wiechmann
  Ryan Wolf
  Geoffrey Charles Wolfe

* Kody Carson Yates
  Jacob Salih Yurdakul
  Ali Mohammed Yusuf

*** Yingqiao Zhong

Business Economics BSBA

  Tomas Araujo
  Joseph Russell Cartwright
  Mark Allen Cassidy, Jr.

** melody Marie Deatherage
  John William Derks
  Cesar Freire

*** Alain D. Jean Francois
  Joshua William Kahn
  Kevin Ramon Landeta

* Steven John Lindeberg
  Jared William Lowe
  Michael Joseph McManus

** Claire Elyse Pewitt
  Christian Rainier Portilla
  Taylor Christian Rigsby

*** Sierra Layne Rios
  Xavier Isaiah Scott
  John R. Simmons
  Melody Marie Skinner
  Devin Nicole Smith
  Francois Jovvaughn Turner
  Mauricio Vargas
  Nicolas Velez Gil
  Leon Volianski

Finance BSBA

  Travis Jameson Abbott
  Julio Leonardo Acosta

*** Kevin Adam
  Daniel Andres Araccon
  Stephane Alcious

* Timothy John Alfes
  Justin Wayne Alloy
  Alec Dean Amundson
  Tomas Araujo
  Richard Cristian Arias
  Kelton Aspuru
  Gabriel Aurrecoechea
  Kasem Ayatte
  Cody Elias Azzi
  Lauren Nichole Bachman
  Austin Donald Bailey
  Kent Charles Bailey
  Connor William Barrick
  Christopher John Barrus
  Jonathan William Benton
  Andy N. Bhoja
  Adam Jeffrey Blum
  Austin John Bolduc
  Derek Stephen Bornemann
  Felipe Staniola Borrell

** Ashleigh Hamilton Boyd
  Steven Atkinson Brady
  Hannah Elizabeth Bricker
  Taylor Brittain
  Stewart Tyler Brown
  Austin Thomas Brunner
  Laura Erica Burchers
  Victoria Morgan Burke
  Dominic Calandra
  Edward Blake Calderin III

Connor McMillin Callahan
  Edward Castillo
  Vyacheslav Chageyev
  Isis Amina Clark
  Charles Lowell Clarke II
  Logan Douglas Cloak

* Dalton Christopher Coffield
  Remington John Colter
  Christopher Jean Pierre Contreras
  Louis Albert Corey
  Kevin Corton
  Luke Alexander Cresante

* Corey John D’Angelo
  Steven Rana Danyus
  Shawn Sheldon Davidson
  Tyler James Davidson
  Stuart Adam Davis
  Domenico Del Solar

* Vincent Ralph Desiano
  Shawn Michael Dickmann
  Murad Mike Dishoyan
  Desiree Renee Durham
  Andrew Scott Erwin
  Tyler Warren Esles
  Nicholas Allan Finneran
  Nicole Michelle Fontanez

* Andreas Paris Foukaris
  Gregory Ross Franklin
  Mark Galeb Fregat
  Michael Fritz
  Christopher Anthony Furnari

* Cody Jacob Gaitley
  Lejanne Garcia
  Yolanda Garza
  Brant Neal Valerio Gatus
  Bradley Scott Geezaman
  Anthony Onofrio Grandmanco
  Greyson Robert Glaves
  Dustin James Goff
  Michael David Gonzalez
  Peter Christopher Grabowski III
  Daniel Leo Greenwald
  Neil Grove
  Rufino Gutierrez
  Alex Guzman

** Alan Avindra Hardeo
  Kimberly Ivers Haynes
  Thomas Christian Henschke
  Connor William Hinds
  Diego James Hoganson
  William Hall Hood IV

* Michelle Huber
  Omar Mohamed Hussein

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Stephanie Souvanni Iang
Frank A. Infante
Charles Thomas Irvine, Jr.
*** Alain D. Jean Francois
Melissa Sue Johnson
Guurnaud Joseph
*** Theresa D. Joseph
Cody Dwight Kalinowski
Mehnaz Karim
Connor Jeffrey Kelly
Daniel Patrick Kenses
Brian John Keuthan
Nicolas Matthew Khoury
Celina Nicole Killilea
Kyle Alec Kirshenbaum
Carson Albert Klopf
Katherine Michelle Korsakas
Shashank V. Krishnakumar
Zachary Mathew Kulics
Clarissa Kwan
* Kyle Martin Lane
* Joshua Garrett Lazar
Casey William Levy
* Steven John Lindeberg
Darya Lopareva
Kaylee Marissa Marcillas
Alex Gregory Marsh
Nicholas Albert McAndrew
Gabrielle Kali McCray
Evan Antwon McRae
Clayton Matthew Meister
Ryan Joseph Mennine
Robert Houston Miller II
* Jonathan Eric Mitchell
Nirav N. Modha
Edgar Geovanny Molina
Ryan Edward Monroe
Heydis Montero
Michael Patrick Morris
Devaughn Dane Murphy
Luke William Mutchie
Esteban Nicolas Mutis
*** Vy Thao Nguyen
Philippe Edouard Nicolas
Joel David Niemann-Miller
Michael Alexander Nieves
Alba Iris Olivero
Emily Ortiz
*** Adriana Osorio
Chance Ellison Owen
Dan Richard Atienza Panlaque
* Monica Patel
Vishal Minesh Patel

Christian Edward Perez
Ileana Esther Perez Garcia
*** Manuel Franquisco Perez-Carrillo III
Albert Joseph Persampiere
Scott Verwey Peters
Connor Forrest Pettebone
Gabriel Peza
* Giao Chi Thi Pham
Dalena Phan
Duyen Thi Phan
* Elizabeth Anne Phillips
Erick Javier Pula
Daniel Joseph Quintana
Ishaq Jamil Raphael
Jorge Ricardo
Renee Diserra Richards
Taylor Christian Rigsby
Andre Sebastian Rivette
Sean David Rogers
Steven Ford Runyan
Andrew Thomas Rush
Matthew Sadej
Moriah Aaron Salley
** Nicholas Walter Salvatore
Jhustin Marcelo Sanchez
John Frank Sanders
Natalia Santana
Matthew Thomas Sasportas
Charles Budd Schultz
Nicholas Michael Senatore
Arif Hussein Hasnain Shamji
Luis Julian Sigeha
Connor Joseph Sikora
Jonathan Michael Simpson
Christina Rose Sinisi
Kori Elizabeth Siple
Nicholas Paul Slavens
* Derek Alan Smedley
Jennifer Diane Smith
Shantell Janay Smith
William Anthony Smith
John Thaddeus Soletti
William Tomas Solomon
Frederick Edward Steiermann IV
Kerry Rose Stein
Casey James Suntum
Kaitlyn Joy Swierzko
Jacob William Thomas
Brittan Daleah Tibbets
Anthony Peter Tomaszewski
Usman Tufail
Francois Jovaughn Turner
Derek Paul Ulloa

Agustin Urquiza, Jr.
Aguiles Ramon Velasquez
Mathew Tyler Verdun
Claudia Virginia Villarreal
Jebitha Visvalingham
*** Jacob Barley Walker
* Adam Michael Welsh
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Wheble
Michael David Whitcomb
Alexander Donald White
Danielle Nicole Wing
* Melissa Nicole Wojcik
* Chelsea Lynn Woodville
Drew Scott Workman
* Kody Carson Yates
*** Yingjiao Zhong

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

General Business BSBA
Jorgi Algard
Allen S. Ayzen
Robert Vincent Barranco
* Connor Charles Bennett
Kelsey Gail Blackwelder
Bradley Scott James Brown
Caroline Brigitte Campbell
Ian Daniel Cano
Scott Auburn Cantwell
Jackwon Cheeresu
Caroline Emilie Clayton
Kevin Patrick Donahue
Gabriela Nicole Edwards
David Robert Enander
Spencer Campbell Epes
Debra Harbove Escandon
Cara Ann Fairhurst
Cara Mary Fayer
Brooke Lynn Feyhl
*** Allison Nicole Frasier
Anthony James Frevola
Austin James Groff
Harrison James Gunn
Spencer Charles Hazen
Amanda Rachael Hill
Brenniqua Leeshae Hill
Jason Scott Horwitz
Robert Pinkney Jenkins
Ross Wildman Jones
Kayla Kowal
Caitlyn Johanna Lanke
Jacob Andrew Lasley
Monique Alexandra Legrow
Alexis Catherine Lemay
College of Business Administration

Anthony Charles Lenahan
Parker John Lewis
Orrin Garrett McCullough
Brianna Lenae Miller
Daniel Eduardo Miranda Rivera
Kimberlee Lynn Moore
Evan Michael Moskowitz
Veneshwarie Mulchand
Arne Toshio Nielsen
Jamie Elle Parker
Hannah Elizabeth Penny
Keller McDonald Powers
Connor Nicholas Quinn
Tyler Alan Ragland
Natalie Anne Ramage
Ryan Hunter Roth
Zachary Adam Schiffman
Allyson Brooke Shatz
Henry Soriano
Tyler Cole Srodes
Oliver Patrick Stallings
Brandon Michael Taylor
Brett Matthew Wattigney
Christina Maria Woffinger

Integrated Business BSBA
Dylan Vincent Aguilera
Rija Akbar
Alexandra Leigh Berlo
Ariel Marie Bessette
Alyssa Jaye Bloomsma
Aaron Robert Blue
Matthew William Bourlier
Amedee Lee Bradbury
Jessey Rene Brindle
Jean Raymond Brossard III
Daniel Aaron Carroll
Nathalie Chang De Jesus
Alexander Michael Cheatham
Lorelie Mar Cuevas Chabrier
Thang Nguyen Duong
Ryan Jay Eccelberger
Adam Noel Franz
Kathryn Elaine Fugelseth
Dustin Paul Gallo
Salome Gelashvili
Eric Michael Gfesset
Amanda Rose Gil
Alexander Joel Goldstein
Bryce Robert Greene
Shannon Leigh Grimm
Kyle Joseph Gross
Matthew Austin Hardin
Dylan John Haslam
Robert Thomas Holmes
Nathan Thomas Huffman
Sandrea Leonora Hypolite
Jonathan Robert Johansmeyer
Nicholas Scott Kaupas
James Chase Keeney
John Dale Klosner
Gina Nicole Kruse
Diego Alberto La Hoz
Sarah Marie Lane
Sebastian Lang
Laura Lee Lapp
Jini Lee
Tiffany Tracy Lim A Po
Breanna Jelisa Hughes Major
Anthony Michael Mancuso
Tate Chandler Mathewson
Colby Tyler Maynard
Nicholas Patrick McAuliffe
Bradley William McCluskey
Earle Jerome McLeod II
Samuel Schwartz Mingear
Ahmad Isam Mohamad
Robert Howard Molden III
John Michael Moore
Jasmyne Nicole Neal
Cory Ray Patton
Whitney L. Perras
Dustin David Regan-Padilla
John Stephen Rogen
Evangelina Lorraine Ruiz
Steven Sasser
Christian Edward Savigne
John Ryan Scherer
Matthew Robert Sheck
Courtney Ashley Simons
Andrew Ian Snyder
Christopher Ryan Tejas
John Wade Verville
William Tyler Viscount
Nadja Vragovic
Taylor J. Watson
Elizabeth Joy Whipple
Colin Dwayne Womack

Management BSBA
Oliver John Barratt
Sebastian Brinkerhoff
Victor Joseph Di Diego III
Thomas Brophy Drack
Robert Jose Fuentes
Madeline Jayne Henshaw
Charles Max Hertel
Sydney Ilse Hesman
Anamika Bhamini Mahadeo
Jacob Robert Milich
Justin Thomas Lee Richards
Matthew Allen Richardson
Tylar Brooke Swift
Dalton Walker Thompson
Matthew Philip Vokac

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship
Amberstar Bush
Brian Jeffrey Campbell
Daniel Steven Cortez
Evan David Deacon
Dylan Tyler D'Orazio
Jeszyka Rebecca Garrett
Tristin Alexander Gimenez
Nicholas Edward Hanna
Amanda Nicole Jackman
Hunter William Menning II
Jamison Adam Moore
Edward Thomas Paluga
Andres Akem Rodriguez-Campbell
Tyree Wesley Rogers
Bradley Max Rubin
Christian Patrick Salvo
Jessica Lauren Smith
Sarah Ashley Torain

Management BSBA-General Management
Nicholas Hall Anstey
Nicholas Robert Bartley
Taylor Olivia Bullock
Laura Stephanie Chavez
Alix Andrea Coddington
Eric Daniel Colon
Kyle Mack Coltrain
Christopher Jean Pierre Contreras
Robert Allan Davis
Domenico Del Solar
William John Devine
Jade Alexis Edlin
Christopher Bernard Emerick
Reginald Ashton Exalan
Julie Anne Felsted
Sarah Grace Fisher
Zachary Allen Frauman
Juan Esteban Garces

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Sarah Hayes Garvin
Jackson Geffrard
Michael David Gonzalez
Michael Huy Huynh
Matthew Taylor Imm
Zackary Christopher Jones
Eduardo Juez
Carolyn Marie King
Casey Jayne King
Courtney Elizabeth Kurtzweg
Justin Richard Lemmnen
LaVonya Chakari Leonard
Stuart John Little
Michael Matthew Logan
Jamie Ma
Kyle Dean Macmeekin
Kirstie N. Mansfield
Gabriela Lucia Matta
Nicole Paige McGee
Rebecca Royce Monson
Nicholas John Muth
Farzan Aliyar Naghoon
Michael John Nagy
Santiago R. Nalbandian
Shane Michael Ochs
Connor Alexander Pank
Sunny Harshkumar Patel
Jacob Christian Radford
** Brianna Marie Reynolds
Anthony Michael Rivas
* Rachel Faith Roberts
Alexander Gabriel Rocher
** Ander Jesus Ruisanchez Wranovich, Sr.
Rachel Erin Saunders
Samantha Ann Schwartz
Kyle Thomas Slone
Wade Hartley Smith
Jacob Alexander Summerhays
Nathan Mark Underwood
* Cynthia Lorraine Vanatta
Julian Will-Henry Vann
Chad Edward Vergason
Jeffrey Douglas Wayner
Kevin Lee Young, Jr.

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management

Steven Robert Bamber
Casey Elizabeth Blau
Mariah Adriana Cooper
Vanessa Del Valle
Olivia Marie Fernandez
Elizabeth Flores
Brianna Lynn Gatell
Trina Artega Hines
Beth Frances James
Peter Joseph Johnston
Andrea Del Rosario Melgar
Hajar Nejary
Kathleen H. Newman
Jorge Luis Salazar
Leisha Lily Samuels
Bryant Jose Santana
Tyler Austin Smith
Laura A. Suarez
Hunter William Tutin

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing

Jennifer Carolyn Aviles
Jacklyn Sonja Barbaccia
Tyler Scott Beacham
Monica Bermudez
Alexander Constantine Bondjuk
** Micah Nicole Boshears
Danielle Leigh Burnham
Dominic Calandra
Antonio Candido
Mark Anthony Castillo
Meagan Nicole Chance
Corey William Childers
Eric William Chisolm
Rachel Mae Clark
Tydearion Lamar Coccoft
Timothy James Conner
Ashley Brianna Cook
Laura Corredor
Luke Alexander Cresante
* Natalie Rene Crowe
Cody Coleman Cummings
Valentina Cury
Tyler James Davidson
Erin Leigh Davis
Justice Mary Davis
Jacob Sean Dempsey
William Kenneth Desapio
* Catherine Marie DeWall
Nicolas Anthoni Diaz
Joshua Scipio Dickens
Elizabeth Thyen Dimpfmaier
Britani Lynn Doyle
Jackson Miles Duchock
Jocqueline Ann Edge
Kristen Ashley Elliott
Shelby Margaret Fancil

Jasmin Nicole Folks
Jason Benjamin Frances
Michelle Marie Frohlich
Audrey Marie Gaines
Rebecca Elizabeth Guttry
Gage Brandon Harper
Benjamin Joseph Hartigan
Dylan Balthazar Hausmann
Dylan James Henry
Gia Emily Higgs
Brooke Alexis Hughes
Amanda Nicole Jackman
*** Theresa D. Joseph
Alexis Karin Kerwood
* Rebecca Christine King
Cavan James Koebel
Joel Marvin Kohn
Sarah Marie Krick
Megan Brianna Lazar
Jessica Rae Long
Michael Luiz Lopez
Devon Anthony Lorentzen
Marissa Geniene Machin
Mayanne Costa Madeira
Sarah Anne McCormick
Sarah Elizabeth McKenna
Rozell Thomas Milbry III
Taliaha Rae Milton
Dwight Lashawn Montgomery, Jr.
Sean Doyle Morse
Kristina B. Mullaly
*** Edward Thomas Paluga
Joshua Michael Paradise
Vishal Minesh Patel
Kenneth Paul Perrot
* Shivani Chandra Persaud
Betty Jean Pope
Saurabh Prabhakar
Brianna Lauren Prent
Brianna Raaf
Brittany Nicole Rainone
James Michael Ramseur
Kevin Anthony Reilly
Victoria Pauline ReVoir
Andres Felipe Riveros
André Sebastian Rivette
* Michael Gregory Rodriguez
Juan Jose Rosabal
Kaitlynn Mary Rose
Billy Saint Felix
Melanie Nicole Sanchez
John Joseph Savarese, Jr.
Samantha Ann Schwartz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

*** Halle Elizabeth Scott
   Adam James Shaffer
*** David Robert Sides
   Aaron Joshua Sidlow
*** Annalise Sigona
   Eric Alan Smith
   Brittany Marie Solis
   Kerry Rose Stein
   Brittany Ann Stinson
   Christopher John Stone-Husocki
   Laura Denise Strauss
   Jenna Ann Taylor
   Cameron Robert Thomas
   Shelby Lee Danielle Thomas
   Michael Toledo
   Sarai Ashley Torain
   Nicolas Alexander Tournant
   Kylie Michael Upton
   Craig Daniel Vanek
   Stephanie Carvalhal Rosa Vieira
   Christopher Michael Vintila
   Danielle Nicole Wing
   Gabriel Marcus Wolf
   Laura Maria Zawadzki

Kevin Mendoza
Dmitry A. Mikulin
Ryan Edward Monroe
Jonathan Frederick Pohlmann
Sean David Rogers
Timothy Blake Trent

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling
Brynleigh Elizabeh Benak
Jeremy Regis Chipps
Chyijuan V. Cooper
Daniel Steven Cortez
* Lauren Rachelle Cotter
* Jordan Nicole Grass
   Soheila Mariam Latifaltojar
   Brooke Allison Maher
   Willie David Miller III
** Alejandro Javier Miranda
   Stephanie Reanne Myers
   Neil Xavier Paquin
   Travis A. Schmitt
   Jessica Lauren Smith
** Ryan Scott Stamer
   Kim Jennifer Weissman

Real Estate BSBA
Ali Taki Abdulhussein
Michelle Julia Beke
Taylor Brittain
Vyacheslav Chageyev
Christopher David Fidrick
Madison Danielle Kimbell
Kevin Richard Lombardo
Tyler Connolly McCurdy

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS

** Emily Nichole Carlson
Kelly Lynne Evans
Ariana Yvette Fizudeen
Monique Beth Gibbs
Mercedes Ann Scarlett

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kinder-ergarten-Primary (PK-3)

Peressa Amizial
* Rebecca Nicole Armstrong
Nicole Marie Avila
Nicole Elaine Backer
Taylor Ryan Bergeron
Shelby Lyn Bilsky
Jasmine Chaquila Brown
Triffany Kathleen Cheney
Stephanie Michelle Demarest
Rachel Jave Denenberg
Tatiana Nicole Dennard
Charaleigh Elizabeth Faria
Amanda Gonzalez
Julia Kay Hankins
Nancy Elizabeth Hernandez
Melissa Althea Holden
Melissa Anne Kent
Marissa Lamotha
Kari-Ann Rebecca Lee
Victoria Ruth Lichtenberg
Megan Grace Lowry
* Kayla Rachelle Pagliarulo
Kodesh Perez
Elena Maria Rodriguez
Alessandra Carolina Salazar
Chandler Marie Schiavone
Erin Christine Seo
Meg Ann Denise Smith
Peyton Elizabeth Taylor
Sierra Christine Tillett
Kayla Marie Upham
Carlee Ann Ward
Erica Mac Wei
Brandy Brionna Doreen Williams

Early Childhood Development and Education BS-Early Childhood Development

Hanan Ali Alshareef
Samantha Lynn Arcara
Jenni Nicole Ford
Anita L. Guerra
Carly Hubert
Katherine Anne Kolasa
Rodemitch Linot
Cheryl Lynn Munoz
Lisha Marie Reyes Vazquez
Morgan Leigh Alyssa Samuelsen
Kayla Nicole Schierman
Sonia Kay Singh
Brianna Renee Van Horn
Brittany Marie Whatts

Elementary Education BS

* Alexa Angela Abbate
Hedaya Abdelhak
Samantha Eileen Alencewicz
Melanie Christine Alexander
Brandon Chanel Alonso
Ana Carolina Aparicio
** Corrine Ashley Azbar
Kaitlyn Nicole Bannon
Annalise Noel Barberi
Kristin Lynn Barg
Larissa Diahamn Barnes
Dana Mary Barocas
Alyda Maria Busto
Dominique Beltman
Almary Anette Benitez
** Jennifer Carol Bliss
Kelsey Paige Blow
Brittany Bonavia
Shelby Lyn Bridges
Stephanie Ann Brooks
Sarah Rose Broomfield
Amber Nicole Brown
Dexxter Brown
Gwenndolin Charlotte Burgard
Karina Marie Burgos
Allie Elizabeth Burke
** Jessica Alexis Buss
** Robyn Beth Camani
Jordan Marie Carl
*** Andrea Marta Maria Carreno
** Joni Patricia Casamento
Jessa Adelaide Celestini
Issania Celius
Amanda Callie Cerrato
Salomon Enrique Chavez
Kayla Marie Classy
* Brittany Marie Cleter
Clarisa Beth Colon-Gonzalez
Hanna Grace Conrad
NelliBeth Dominick Cordero
Emily Michelle Creel
* Nicole Anne Curry
Adriane Maris Danahy
Ashley Dantas Lopes
Brittany Lynette Davis
Jennifer Josephine De Bono
Anais De La Cruz
Gaby Johanna DelGuazzi
Abby Lauren Desilet
Ashley Lynn Dills
Lynne Nicole Diroprato
Kathryn Elizabeth Dobring
Kristin Renae Dobson
Savannah Leigh Dougherty
* Shannon Renee Dugan
Adrienne Elizabeth Duncan
Maiah Mone Duncan-Dieuduste
Kaitlin Elizabeth Dunn
Ariel Denise Earnest
Meaghan Clare Farrell
Samantha Rose Farris
Caitlin Elizabeth Faulkner
Jennifer Fernandez
Sharlene Marie Fernandez
Elizabeth Grace Ficker
Brittney Alyse Fisher
** David Brown Foresman
Janesha Sade Forrester
Angela Marie Fortner
Cami Charanne Foster
Rossaana P. Foster
Melanie Franco
** Shania Tricelle Dzaleh Frazer
* Rebekah Catherine Clementine Frisbee
Stephen Richard Geidel
Jordan Elizabeth Gise
Jessica Suellen Godfrey
Christie Gomez
Victoria Alexa Gonzalez
Gabrielle Leigh Gordon
Andrew Aileen Graff
Savannah Jade Green
Peggy Colleen Grossenbacher
Carlee Marie Guthrie
Christina Chanelle Hadden
Annette Christine Hall

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Jaimee Clemens Hall
Hannah Paul Hamilton
* Katelin Marie Hamilton
Samantha Nichole Hancock
** Josephine Catherine Harbers
Jennifer Elayne Hashbarger
Philip Edward Haupt
Kimberly Anna Hawkins
Jessica Marie Heady
Jessica Nicole Henning
* Natalia Olinda Henry
Christi Ann Hepburn
Marie Nalini Hernandez
Rachel Earlaire Herrig
Renee A. Hicks
Joy Marie Hiett
Cathy Jo Hill
Tiffany Anne Hogrefe

** Holly Ann Idzik
Cesar Antonio Infante, Jr.
Kemonni Malek Jackson
Brittany Estelle Johnson
Jo,l Lynn Jordan
Kelsey Erin Jones
Nicole Alexis Jones
Taylor Renee Keefe
Courtney Jo King
Megan Ashley Koury
Ashley Anne Kozlowski
Allison Taylor Kula
Katarina Audrey Kurth
Joyce S. Kwak
Ashley Marie Laise
Alexis Hariklia Lambert
Kelsey Marie Langley
Nicholas Ryan Langosch
Mandy Karafa LaVanway
Melissa Renee Lavoie
Jennifer Leah Lewis
Kai Chin Lim
Jennifer Lynne Lively
Kasey Lynn LoBue
Priscilla Londono
Lori Beth Love
Victoria Elizabeth Lucente
Nancy Veronica Luxama
* Sheryl-Linh Gapud Mai
Brooke Renee Malloy
Gloria Anabel Marquez
Jessica Anne Martin
Gina Rose Marziotto
Katherine Nicole Mc Ardle
** Selina Rose McBride

Kellee Cherone McCluney
Kyle Matthew McCoy
Victoria Brooke McGill
Omar Verlon McKnight
Jessica Rae Mead
Janitsa Mena
Jocelyn Marie Mercado
Christine Messina
Tammy Miller
Rachel Renee Minnear
Mondesia Mondesir
Courtney Shae Monson
Ashley Nicole Montan

*** James Hadleigh Mooney
Paula Jasmine Morales
Sloane Haley Mosrie
Keith Robert Moulton
Skyler Katherine Munsch
Kyley Jean Murphy
Ashley Labria Newsome
Victoria Jade Newton
Kimberly Ann Nielson
* Karolina Anna Nieradka
Amy Evelyn Nimmermann
Lesley Humphrey Nova
* Megan Elizabeth O'Hara
Carly Alexa Orenstein
Samantha Jean Orosco
Alexandra Chantal Parvaz
Geanna Ines Payne Madsen
Kelly Abigail Perez Cardenas
Naomie Petion
Jennifer Christine Ponik
Martha Amanda Preller
Ruby Marie Quirindongo
Latasha Shenay Rawles
Melissa Ann Redfield
Savannah Leigh Register
Maria Alexandria Rico Linde
Delaney Lynn Ridgway
Bianca Ashley Rivera
Jesimar Marie Rivera
Joselyn Ryanna Rivera
Kristina Elizabeth Roberts
Malina R. Rodriguez
Anika Tabassum Roshid
Kayla Brielle Rowe
Jordan Marie Ryals
Arlyer J. Salgado
Rachel Lauren Salomone

* Kristen Nicole Salter
Alexandra Sanchez
Alexis Paige-Abeytia Sanders
Jessica Marjorie Santiago Lopez

Brittany Anne Sauls
Shelby Kathryn Sawyer
Christin Marie Scott
Courtney Lelia Scott
** Lora Michele Scudlo
Mary Margaret Michelle Shimada
Jemimah Shin
Paige Lee Shinsky
Rachel Lauren Shirley
Brandalyn Kaye Simek
Rachael Angela Sisson
Doranna Renee Smith
Jordan Alexander Smith
Samantha Julia Solis
Caley Ashlyn Soto
Sara Beth Squier
Kristen Marie St. John

** Robyn Elisabeth Stanton
Megan Ashley Stebbins
Stephanie Nichole Stewart
Morgan Emily Strickland

*** Tyde Asher Strockbine
Erica Leanne Sugarman
Kayley Alyssa Swenson
Chiffawn Colleen Tattoli
Anita Ann Tharayil
Charlotte Iris Ann Thomas
Kathleen Dianna Tirado-Murcia
Jenna Ellen Toney
Megan Elizabeth Trexler
Amy Nicole Trimbole
* Brianna Angeline Tucciardone
Megan Lee Veghte
Victoria Lynn Vincent
Susan Santorum Wailies
Annie Marie Weiler
Sara Hope Wernikoff
Keisha Sherina Williams
Shannon Marie Williams
Savanna Rae Willis
Kacee Christina Wolfe
Alexandra Grace Wood
Cierra Louise Woods
Nicole Leigh Wright
Taylor Ann Wright
Savannah Leigh Yokes
Chandler Tatum Yonge
Joanna Laurentsi Young
Monira Zaman
Madison Lea Zimmerman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Elementary Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Andjela Avram
Audrey Dorcelus
Adriana Rocio Duquette
Mary Kathryn Eckes
Madeleine Ava Frenssen
Tuyenthu Thi Ha
Monica R. Hagan
Shannon Nicole Johnsen
Danielle Courtney Marie Lenhardt
Erika Mays
Tabitha Ann McAuley
Michelle Muneton
LaFoya Neasman
Karina Francesca Toro
Riki Renea Williams

English Language Arts Education BS
Nicole Rose Alvirez
Rucandra Bitere
** Casey Sara Briand
Anthony Michael Call
Jerr Mac Carter III
Olivia Savanna Ciliberti
Ashley Colon
Elizabeth Lauren Cruise
Ashley Antoniette Gecewicz
Audra Leigh Greuel
Taylor Jordan Hickey
Allison Kate Hoyland
Alex Evan Lebar
Kimberley Jane Lewis
Emily Rose Logan
Chelsea S'mon Moreland
Miranda Kailey Murfin
Elizabeth June Owen
Krystal Maria Ramos
Richard Thomas Richardson II
Janisette Marie Riveria-Rivera
Whitney Raquel Ross
Monica Emily Surrena
Cassandra Nicole Tilson
Chloe Elyse Watson

Mathematics Education BS
Jacob Reed Arkana
Jordan Zoe Dieppa
Courtney Marie Horner
Tatiana Melody Julien
Nicole Alexis King
Sarah Ann Linthicum
Michelle Chung Liu
Joshua Adam Matos
Casie Lee McGrath
Matthew Lance Raider
Margarita Ramirez
* Toni Michelle Robinson
Daniel Elijah Urena
*** Allison Marie Van Tassel

Science Education BS-Biology
Amber Marie Fortier
Luis-Leandro Gonzalez
Curren Allen Griffin
Abigail Clayton Kennedy
** Allison Paige Mignard
Jaime Marie Tedesco

Science Education BS-Biology: Lifelong Learning
Larry George Hopson II

Science Education BS-Chemistry
Christine A. Parsons
Taylor Justin Perry

Social Science Education BS
John Daly Barnett
Jaime Laurel Bransdorf
Ryan Michael Brock
Christin Marie Bryant
Darian Fitzgerald Conner
** Kimberly Sandhya Dhanaaj
* Kathleen Marie Ferry
Conor Edward Guenther
Heather Marie Hill-Job
Brandon Scott Kennedy
Elizabeth Linnea Lepore
Brett Paul Loeding
Trevor J. Markham
Michael Patrick Martinac
Molly Claire Murtagh
Joseph Phillip Paradis, Sr.
Jillian Gloria Rodriguez
Christopher Louis Scaduto

Brett David Schaffer
Stephanie Alexandra Small
Anthony Michael Todaro
Danielle Marie Turk
Megan Lewis Warner
Laura Lorraine Yellen

Social Science Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Naggine Georges
Aubrey Noelle Hill

Sport and Exercise Science BS
Kimberly Christine Cummings
Ariel Nicole Holton
Andrew McKinley Kohler
Karen E. Stamp
Emily Anne Undieme
Christina Kelley Valanti

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching BS
Jessie Marie Alwinson
James Weldon Clark
Sophia Datus
Kurt Logan Engert
Umer Farooq
Kaitlyn Marie Giguere
Jon Gregory Hill
* Willow Brooke Kalin
Kyle Robert Ludwig
Efrain Padilla
Augusto Espano Priest, Jr.
Richard Joseph Rizzolo
Elizabeth Nicole Romo
Michael William Scalco
* Daniel Steven Sposato
Shawn Dylan Temple
Rodney Jamal Thomas
Tommy Alexander Yau

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Community Sport and Fitness
James Patrick Seitz

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance
Rachel Morgan Abramowitz
Julian Jose Albert Cruz
Cory Matthew Angelo
Cassidy Ann Ashworth
Gabriel Zanye Bailey

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Carolyn Elise Blackett
Savannah Jean Bochnik
Jase Alexander Bonner
Shamyr Amson Borgelin
Ricardo Bravo, Jr.
Jordan Taylor Brewer
Shane Logan Buchholz
Michael Anthony Burke
Jasmine Diamond Butterfield
Melissa Ann T. Cang Cuesta
* Giovanna Britteny Chambers
Kevin Joseph Cicero

*** Gabriel Anthony Collado
Alyssa Lilian Correal
Tessa Concetta Crab
Robert Alexander Cruz
Jacob Louis Culherhouse
Brandon Vincent D'Amato
Tatianne DeAraujo
Hector Andres Del Salto
Hunter Daniel DeRoss
Joshua Ryan Diaz
Kcana Lynne Marie Digiacomo
Sara Marie Diskant
Ryan Patrick Dooley
Nathan Charles Ealy
Huntyre Shae Elling
Berrin Derya Erdogan
Kevin Orel Estrada
Nicholas Lamar Fisher
Michael Robert Giampa
Daniel A. Glover
Anthony John Gotowala
Jacob Lawrence Gowen
Omar Hassan Gray
Samuel Graves Hall III
Colton Gregory Hasenfratz
Tariqek Mark Henriques
Anthony Tyron Lee Herring II
Amy Lynn Hoffman
Nicholas Clayton Inniss
Leeza Haley Jimenez
Chandler Strickland Joyce
Jasmine Monet Joyner
Drego Aaron Kutil
* Elizabeth Faith Lea
VICTOR JUNIOR LOUIS
Emily Babb Lynskey
** Allison Page Mann
Krista Fay Mardant
Dennis Jared Matos
Madison Keely McNeill
Michael James McWilliams
Payton Caroline Rausch McWilliams
Rachel Kaley Meinke
Ieshia Noel Miles
Trey Rewey Miner
Sean Michael Monahan
Thomas Victor Morning, Jr.
Levi Daniel Moyer
Vi Kim Nguyen
Lunisha Danielle Noel
Rachel Agnes Norsigian
Justin Edward O'Connor
Dylan Patrick Oliver
Austine Oyakhile Omenb
Ashley Marie Orth
Steven Christopher Perezluha
Andrew John Pietruck
Shanna Mallory Pollack
Felipe Arturo Preciado
Priscilla Quezada
Alexa Nicole Raley
Sierra Elyssa Ramirez
Alyssa Marie Rehberg
Jean David Remarrais
Alexis Anne Rodriguez
Natalie Ann Rodriguez-Fradley
Stephanie Rosena Sahadeo
Luis Alejandro Salazar
Jocelina Sanchez
Cali Ann Sarnosky
Erika Nicole Saylor
Kathleen Marie Scales
Carli Jo Schiffres
Brody Steele Sharp
Shane Allen Silvernail
Jeffrey Christopher Small
Troy Daniel Smith
Jesse Chase Sobel
Steven Franklin Solomon
Laura Nicole St. Pierre
Tara Josephine Stauffer
Christian Jeremy Stephens
Antonio Wesley Stokes
Jordan Bryan Stultz
Kayla Marie Sullivan
Mary Bishar Tannous
Casey Michael Taylor
Shelby Lynn Thorpe
Gabriel David Trincado
Kirsty Danielle Turner
Barbara Sue Umplesby
Allen Gomez Uson
Renato Alejandro Valdivieso
Jordan Lee Vanderberg
William Jacob Townsend Walker
Cameron Devon Ware
Matthew James Warren
Scott Gregory Watson
Michelle M. Woznicki
Samuel Heejoon Yoo
Kyle Angel Zulon

Technical Education and Industry Training BS
Jacob Tyler Curtis
Tia Atarah Holmes
Jennifer Lynn Horton

World Languages Education BS-WLE-Spanish
Joseph John Stence

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Trevor Austin Absher
Alexander Nicolas Aldana
Joshua Michael Atkinson
Xavier Ramone Banks
John Christopher Barber
Youssef Reda Boules
Eric Daniel Bousquet
Robert William Brown
Steven Michael Brown
Christopher James Buruchian
Brady Benjamin Butler
Jacob Elliot Cassagnol
Ross Andrew Centanni
Justyn Jozef Chabowski-Carpino
Michael Anthony Claudio
Martha Lilian Cornejo Ramirez
Jacob Michael Crandall
Nathan Andre Cruz
Andrew Paul Dignan
Brendan William Donahue II
David Brian Donaldson
Laura Elizabeth Driscoll
Kevin Duarte
Andy Duong
Michelle Sara Lee Edwards
Luke Robert Fallon
Alejandro Rafael Figueroa
Timothy Charles Flowers
Andrew Foran
Miles Justin Friedman
Michael Edwin Garber
Fred Gravel
Christopher William Grenci
Julio Cesar Gutierrez
Michael David Hamm
Hector Emilio Hernandez
Lucas Anthony Higginbotham
Nicholas Adam Ho Lung
Khoa Dang Hoang
Sammy Israwi Yordi
Stanislav Ivenko
Jacob Andre Jiskoot
John Ivery Johnson
Kyle Wesley Jones
Deni Karuli
Alexander Jackson Kinlen
Andrew Ryan Kruthof
Roman Y. Larionov
Joshua Travis Lawrence
David Lim
Christopher Anthony Linton
Jesse Alexander Lopez
Ivan S. Lugo
Miriam Mercedes Maney
Jessie Mae Maraman
Nestor Javier Maysonet
Montrel Lashon McCall
Trevor Logan Minnix
Matthew Jordan Mitchell
Eric Allen Monper
Travis Brent Monte
Stephen Cranford Murphy
William Edward Murphy
Khun Nguyen Ho Nguyen
Daniel Okechukwu Okeke
Steven Parra
Harsh Kaivalya Patel
Tyler Nicholas Petresky
Clay Michael Plumridge
Alexander Leonel Quintero
Kyle Gregory Rebebo
Francisco Samuel Rios
George William Robbins
Emily Elizabeth Sachs
Raphael Sebastien Saint Louis
Robin Benjamin Schiro
Michael Eric Slater
Hayden Nelson Speak
Rebecca Paige Stantie
John-Paul Steed
Austen Thomas Stewart
Yacine Takuma Tazi
Troye Thomas
Joshua Cole Thorson
Colby Allen Troutt
Kenny Urena
Iramis Valentin
Ricardo Vasquez, Jr.
Michael William Wahlberg
Brandon Christopher Wallace
Arjun Anand Watanabe
Christopher Evan Williams
Maxcell Prince Wilson
Tyler Michael Woodhull
Ian Christopher Wyatt

Information Technology BS
Cort Jacob Adkins
James Scott Bedont
Adrian Galoyo Butler
Taylor Babe Campbell
Alexander Joseph Cavenas
Saeed Anthony Chahar
Nancy Alejandra D’Aguiar
Derek T. Davie
Alec Joseph Dilanchian
David Andrew Dill
Jimmy Do
Emma Alejandra Escalona
Beverly Gloria Evans
Jesse Ryan Faylo
Ayton Fernandez
Thomas Michael Flannery, Jr.
Blaire Ashley Young Gan
Semion Goltzman
Joshua Tyler Gray
David Michael Green
Rachel Anna Guettler
Stephen Hallili
Michael Joseph Hanratty
Wasim Hayatt
Richard Austin Hellinger
Jonathan Michael Hemric
Allan Hoang
Sheik Asif Hussain
Nathan Ryan Johnson
Chiara Kelley
Colton Arthur Kelly
Bradley Tyrone Kennedy
Scott Anthony Krystopik
Maxwell Campbell Lauffer
Amy Hui Bin Lim
Spencer Lyn
Maria Angelica Maldonado
Michael Patrick Mannello
Tyler Jacob Martin
Andre Martinez
Daniel Aaron McFarland
Christopher Michael McLaughlin
Nathaniel Moore McPhee
Danh D. Nguyen
Robert Jennison Nichols
Bobby Lee Norman
Daniel David Paddon
Charles Taylor Parkel
Keyla Michelle Perez Velez
James Monroe Pollock IV
Philip Ross Puget III
McKenna Indigo Reed
Matthew Robert Reid
Gregorio Nicholas Reyes
Gedeon Richemond
Kevin Rivera
Jorge Gabriel Rodriguez Diaz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Max Evan Rosenzweig
Na’Kiya La’Daja Russell
Ali Shakoor
Jonathan Caleb Sierra
Edward Lerone Sims
Rachel Knight Smith
Kiersten Andrea St Agathe
Matthew Justin Stofflet
Andrew Joseph Stycula
Christina Genevieve Tilus
Nhi Thuy Truong
Tai Ton Jonathan Truong
Hai Ngoc Tu
Jovon Kendrick Vargas
Robert Daniel Vilarino
Nicholas Andrew Villacreces
Whitney Lynn Walker
Jonathan Wang
Martin James Wienc
Joseph Douglas Wiggins
Stephen Nicholas Yanas
Stefan Vincent Yoak

Christopher Paul Felsberg
Mitchell Joseph Fischbach
Timothy Kevin Gleeson
Jonathan Michael Graham
Que Chad Harris
Nelson Shane Haywood
Xavier Solomon Henderson
Fernando Huaman
Didier Nair Isaza

* Niclas Jorgensen
** Akshita Parupalli
Nikunj M. Patel
Katariina Gabriela Pedit
Jose Luis Pedraza
Benjamin Keith Pendleton
Laurel Anne Perrine
Cody Jay Pike
Austin Michael Podurgiel
Clifford Ray Pool
Michael Renzetti
Joseph Edinger Ricci
Jaime Andres Rivillas
Anthony Paul Robilotto, Jr.
Joseh M. Rooms
Carlos David Rubiano
Nicholas Teixeira Santos
Milana A. Singh-Bravo
James Patrick Smith
Tait Ryan Sorenson
Samuel Joseph Spencer
Cory Spence Stark
Jorge Samuel Torres

** Cody Robert Eubanks
** Carson Scott Weeder
** Roman Chappelle Williams
** William Christopher Woodall
* Alexander Wesley Zajda

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Mauricio Alegre Fierro
Grace Elizabeth Beck
Travis Daniel Bird
Lindsay Ellen Bordenkircher
Benjamin John Bower
Kevin Kenneth Bradford
Dustin Patrick Brinkman
Rebecca Danielle Burton
Mariaelen Chirinos Araque
Briana Coelho Mota Espi
Joshua Alan Conradi
Brennen John Crenshaw
Thuong Do
Daniel Patrick Doyle
Taylor Lee Fortth
Howard Dean Grumbach
Dylan Ray Hinkle
Michael Huidobro
Bryan Huynh
Margaret Anne Kirk
Anthony Keshvar Joseph Lewis
Anthony Livingston Lowe, Jr.
Gloria Margaretta Marriquex
Dariusz Andrzej Marciniax
Felipe Adami D. F. Martinez
Sergio Alberto Mesquita
Daniel Emilio Montero
Jeffrey Polanco
Allison Sydney Rainey
Tanner Mark Retherford
Christopher Anthony Roberts
Lane Davis Roehlk
William Alan Sandberg
Samuel Michael Sickels
John Wesley Merson Simon
William Frederick Sloup II
Shawn Randall Upson
Matthew William Upton
David Zheng

* denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*** denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

**Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering**

Construction Engineering BSConE

Maria Elena Chirinos Araque
Anthony Keshwar Joseph Lewis

**Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering**

Computer Engineering BSCpE

Daniel Aguado
Matthew Louis Aviles
Ralph Manalo Baird
Jessica Lauren Ball
Victor Bassey Bassey
Brandon James Carruth
Joshua Louis Casserino
Heath Jared Cissell
David Matthew Clapp
Johnny Moises Claros, Jr.
Michael Amaeudus Colucciello
Alexander Bryce Costello
Carlos Alejandro Cuesta
Clayton Alexander Cuteri
Jorge Andres De Gouveia
Nickolas Paul DeVito
Eric Ryan Downey
Estella Gong
Tommy Goris
Rachel Lauren Gremillion
Connor Joseph Heckman
Benjamin Wai-Joy Hochstadt
Katlin Ann Joachim
Jonathan Evan Kerbelis
Austin Christian King
Kevin James Leone
Jonathan Carl Lundstrom
William Robert McKenna
Phillip Rian Murphy
Reid Russell Neureuthr
Neal Nguyen
James E. Ossa, Jr.
Alexander Joseph Perez
Gerardo Jose Pineda
Kevin Julio Plaza
Travis Barath Ram
Nicolas Ramirez
Rafael Angel Ramirez
Abhijith Santhoshkumar
Blake Anthony Scherschel
Aris Soccorro
Charles Albert Taylor
Hung D. Tran
Kelechi Ayodeji Ukachi-Lois
Ruben Vaquez, Jr.
Anthony Richard Verbano
Kibwe Jawara Williamson
Kyle Wayne Willnow
Jacob Daniel Wurm
Evan Christian Zaldivar

**Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering**

Electrical Engineering BSEE

Yarub Saleh Al-Yafai
Ayesha Ali Araf
Matthew Louis Aviles
John Adam Baumgartner
Samuel Bigio
Brian Joshua Boga
Aaron Eugene Borgess
Matthew Craig Brown
William Hunter Brumby
Dominic Yslas Brumfield
Cindy Andrea Chan
Richard Earl Charmbury III
Nicholas Matthew Cinti
Johnny Moises Claros, Jr.
Trent Hilborn Coleman
Carolyn Joan Cressman
Lindsay Renee Davis
Joshua Ian DeBaere
Tarek Edeis
Andrew Phillip El-Kommoss
Seif Alaa Elshafei
Jared Watson Faulkner
Ricardo Andre Flores
Nicholas Andrew Fraser
Harold William Frech
David Lawrence Godden
Jack Robert Gray
Adam Habib Hadiji
Cedric Alan Harper
Carmen Noemi Henriquez Rojas
Matthew Edward Herr
Aaron Steven Hoyt
Ryan Paul Hromada
Ernest Charles Imman II
Jose Alejandro Jerez
Marissa Victoria Kane
Austin Paul Keller
Benjamin Joe King
Anatoly Mikhail Kozorezov
Phillip Adam Velez Lane
Jihang Bruce Li
Michael Anthony Lopez-Brau
Matthew Alexander Lucente
Austin Martratt
Jamal Daniel McNab
Kevin Alexander Morcombe
Mitchell Munro
Corey Michael Nelson
Kyle Patrick Nelson
Nam Quoc Ngo
Cedric Orban
Kevin Douglas Orkis
Robert Tahe Perkins
Sean Russell Perraud
Sean Edward Pope
Jose Ricardo Ramirez-Pereyo
Michael Joseph Rathbun
Jeremy Jason Reimers
Ismael Rivera
Christopher Lawrence Rodrigue
Victoria Carolina Rodriguez
Henry Lewis Schmitz II
Sarah Jennifer Sellas
David Jonathon Sheets
Neel Rahul Sheth
Hamilton Kaname Shinto
Patrick Keegan Shiver
Monushka Jessica Sicar
Christopher Patrick Smith
Joshua Noel Smith
Tyler Joseph Snell
Jose Catalino Treto
Elton Edward Trimon
Vladimir Tsarkov, Jr.
Mahaley Shadooh Vann
Aviel Omeed Gabriel Yashar
Daniel Ray Yoder

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Jessica Erin Barnes
Garret Michael Becker
Emil Alonso Caballero

*** Tyler Wade Chartier
Jevoune Andrade Christian
Sean David Cowan
Andres Eduardo D'Elia

*** Mauricio Bruno Di Gianluca

** Nathan Alan Dominy
Jean Reginald Elie
Hamilton Kareem-Dishan Ervin
Austin Michael Faulconer
Silvia Matilde Feliz
Lucas Gama

* Andrew Paul Garrison
* Itzel Ibeth Guillen
Keon Samir Habbaba
Elena Gabriela Hernandez
Kyle Stephen Hess
Sonia Marissa Hinostroza

* Haley Morgan Hittel
Christopher Michael Huber
Brandon Jared Ikemen
Sarah Lis Jamil
Jamil Issa Jean-Louis
Trey Adam Jensen
Sarat Kongkul
Michael John Kuehne
Garrett Alexander Lamb
Brianna Nicole Leone
Katherine Bridget Adele Lounder

*** Misty Dawn Meyer

*** Charis Kaelene Middleton
Christopher Gray Miller
Maxwell Garrett Mindermann
Michæl Joseph Nangle, Jr.

* Porphram Narapanya
Negar Naazhand
Tyler Scott Neuhaus

** Catherine Chelsea Ninah
Kyle Steven Noble
Kiara Milagro Panti

* Nicolle Catalina Paz Mendoza
Kyle Louis Perkins
Trent William Richardi
Tyler Glen Roark
Pedro Arthur Rodrigues
Monica Lorraine Rooker
Louis Adolph Schaefer IV
Matthew Aaron Schaible
Cristi Alyssa Sclafano
Leo Davis Shane
Bianca Jimena Sotelo, Jr.

Brian Matthew Stevens
Mauricio Tobar
Christian James Urquhart
Kyle Ryan Williams
Norhan Fouad Yousef

Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME

** Majed Shafer Alhemyani
Jordan Lennox Kyle Anderson
Trevor Anthony Angell

* John Michael Baas
Fernando Baz
Rachel Ann Bardsley
Jason Matthew Batt
Itza Maria Beltran
Gabriel Andres Bernal
Hector Javier Berroteran
Jayden Joseph Beyrooti

*** Colton Erik Bishop
John Austin Bockstge, Jr.
Keenan Thomas Bosworth
Jon-Carlos Rafael Brezina

*** Jack David Britten
Spencer Keith Britton
Michael Jonathan Brosky
Nestor David Camacho Rodriguez-Wells
Julian Alvis Cameron III
Benjamin James Carpenter
Timothy Robert Carpenter
Carlos Javier Catilino Tavera
Iulia Ceban
Charles Francis Cherven
Daniel Shawn Christopher
Ivan Alexander Chubb
James Tyler Cleveland
Mathew Bernard Coalson
Robert Nicholas Cody

* Jeffrey Ralph Colton
Colin Patrick Coon
Jaison David Corchuelo
Tyler Patrick Coughlin
Dylan Brittnay Deberardine
Justin Andrew Deithorn
Nicole Sangeeta Dhanraj
Douglas Daniel Diaz
Frank Albert Dilorenzo IV
Elizabeth Marie Dixon
Alan Michael Donth

Matthew Robert Drapp
Karen Wai-Ling Edminster
Spencer Lee Eggers
Yasmeen Maged Elsheikh
Glenn Knight English III
Brett Robert Epstein
Steven Carl Erickson

* Cody Justin Favorite
William Boling Feldt III
Antonio Garfield Fraser, Jr.
Jacob Austin Fuller
Modesto Ian Garcia IV
Joseph Maclntyre Garrison-Bortel
Kristopher Nicholas George
John Patrick Gilroy IV
Michael Daniel Gonzalez
Carlos Gonzalez Zuluaga
Elisa Marie Goode-Francois
Chase Hunter Goodwin

* Coby Edison Green
Evilas Gricius
Daniel Blake Hadley
Sean Edward Harms
Roderick Meredith Harris, Jr.
Cameron Alan Harville
Christian Alan Harville

** Meagan Elizabeth Harwick
Saman Hazrati
Matthew Ian Heimann
Brandon Reed Henley
Nathan Douglas Herald
Eric Wayne Hernandez
Jeffrey Bryant Highbee
Christopher David Hirshburg
Karen Alexandra Homs
Jeffrey William Hopfinger
Darrell James House

* Carter David Howard
Erik Jacob Kantowitz
Joshua Daniel Karp
Ray J. Knife IV
Any Lai

* Zoe Michelle Lauters

*** Philip Lee Lavandera
Vincent A. Lawrence
Samuel Augustus Legett

*** Benjamin Joseph Lord
Brandon Alan Lowe
Marc Eldon Mailloux

** Benjamin David Marotta
Marc Anthony Marti
Anthony Takim Martin
Justin Alan Martin

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Vanessa Adrianna McCollom
John Patrick McGrady, Jr.
Derek Lee Medellin
Toby Stewart Miles
Antonio Rafael Miranda
Nicholas James Mitchell
Eric Michael Modjeski
Jorge Ismael Montane
Anthony James Morales
Graham Sterling Morgan
Miled Andres Mourad
Dillon Younus Nawdhia
Thien Matthew Nguyen
John Michael Nugent, Jr.
Gabriel Sebastian Ortiz
Jesus Enrique Oviedo
* Dustin Wade Parker
Allyssa Christina Paul
Morgan Christian Poulsen
Jennifer Carol Prichard
* Alaina Janette Quarles
Anthony Paul Robiloto, Jr.
Chad Arthur Robinson
Luis Rodriguez

** Linda Ann Rossmann
Corbin James Rowe
Dominique A. Russell
Ashcar Nabil Saad
Elizabeth Emma Saaz
Ana Raquel Salazar
Bryan Sanchez
Edward William Sanetti, Jr.
Jayce Michael Schaeffler
Derek Alexander Schwab
Joshua Michael Schwartzter
Christian Patricio Serrant
Sean Phillip Sheldon
* Jacob Nathaniel Shyrock
Jacob Daniel Soberal
Steven Daniel Sorensen
Spencer Cameron Starr
Gavin Omar Stephenson
Gregory Lee Stewart, Jr.
Daniel James Strien
Tyler Ryan Stuck
Eric Sutton
Fredric David Sweeney
Samad Ahmed Syed
Drew Cyril Thomas
Mark Andrew Thomas
** Woranart Timsuwan
Evan Crisman Todd
Richard Raymond Toth

Jose Enrique Valderrama
Clarisse Marie Vamos
Santiago Vargas
Gregory Brian Varnadore
Mitchell Alden Vasquez
Christine Adriana Vega
Joseph Robert Vilece
Ryan Noel Villanueva
Jacqueline Virginia Viscosi
Jose Martin Viteri
*** Alexander Joseph Voce
Erin Doreen Volan
Kevin James Waechter
*** Mathew Manuel Waite
Peter Ove Warren
Jonathan James Watson
Jared Owen Weber
Kevin Weng
Kyle David Wilson
Mitchell Ignacio Wilson
Justin Glenn Winterhalter
* Nikolas Taylor Zapata
Jose Francisco Zarate
Vanessa Enid Zuazo

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Alyssa Jaclyn Daniello
Amanda Catherine Eurich
** Ryan Alan Joslyn
Cecily Lynn Mevorach
Amy Patricia Mistry

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

**Bachelor of Arts**

*Communication Sciences and Disorders BA*
Jessica Lynn Buchanan
*** Beverly Matina De Marco
Danielle Alexa Di Loreto
* Sara Anne Gray
* Tamika Lynn Green
Cristina Marie Harper
Breanna Channel Henderson
Susan Stoddard Igo
Alexa Joy Mehaver
Hannah Elizabeth O'Donnell
* Jenna Marie Remmert
Catherine Saintlot
Savannah Ann Speck
Michelle Marnita Stinson
Alexis Lee Hess
* Ana Maria Torres
Manuela Yepes Ramirez

* Criminal Justice BA*
Michala Charkel Allen
Kyle Anthony Carnival
Katherine Renee Clendening
Evan Anthony Dominguez
Jonathan Breathitt Gray
Tabitha Marcela Guinot
Henry Guillermo Maya
Alexandria Karoline Perkins
Allan Antonio Romero
Megan Alicia Romero
E'Monique Rose Williams

* Legal Studies BA*
Michael John Agostino, Jr.
Sara Lynn Arch
Keith Evan Avidon
Tanya G. Buzinski
Jonathan Castellanos
Lauren Alexandra Cedeno
Adriana Suel Cespedes
Gabriella Noeli Diaz Sosa
* Gelissa Martins Dos Santos
Maria Belen Eisler
Joseph Anthony Flores
Cymone Leara Forde
Alisha Marie Hardsaw
Nakia Sade Jahneen Jones
* Brandi L. Kim
Robert Neil Livingstone

Amber Nicole Locke
Eden Marcu
Michael Antonio Marques
Maria S. Meila
Romina Claudia Miranda
Alena Rae Morgan
Cierra Marie Pettitford
Cheryl Anne Powers
*** Angel Enrique Sanchez
Cindy Daniela Vazquez
Carina Elizabeth Vidal
Raquel Denise Watson

*Public Administration BA*
Jessenia Abondano
Evelyn Aponte
Rajkumarie Bergalowski
Angelique Leah Berkowitz
Lillian Leigh Camp
Marian Silvia Espada
* Dena Fleuridor
Kevin Jean Nestor
Lennart B. Osio
Alexandria Karoline Perkins
Allyson Arie Ramsay
Monique Jasmine Stewart
Kimberly Lauren Winarski

* Craig Michael Ricciardi
Emily Noelle Rice
Rebecca Nicholls Richards
Cassandra Esther Rodriguez
Stephen Saavedra
* Jason Tito Torres
Tyler Courtney Webb
Caitlyn Marie Weber
Christopher Hayes Williams

*Communication Sciences and Disorders BS*
Sandy Carolina Alfaro
Sarah Ayalejandro Arroyo
Judith Ayala
Cassidy Erin Bailey
Suzanne Caitlin Ball
Mary Blakely Barr
* Nicole Ashley Battalini
Savannah Amber Kelly Beach
Alessia Kashue Bease
Ashley Nicole Blake
Toni-Marie Mariah Brown
Jade Denice Burgos
Silvia Dubois Cabal
Deanna Jean Chillemi
* Brielle Elizabeth Coleman
Caitlin Kristy Curry
Michelle Lee Davis
Karen Janet Delacruz
Manouchka Desir
Demi Lynn Dominguez
Dora Eugenia Echavarria Quinones
Monica Kamal Fam-Nakhla

*** Dana Karen Zareno Fernando
Lauren Anne Ferrara
Allison Raena Forrester
Erika Paige Fortunato
Anamaria Garzon
Cassandra Joelle Gonzalez
Danielle Alexis Gordon
Andrew Kenzo Goto
Baylee Grace Harrison
Felicia Jenny Herman
Juliana Lynn Hirn
Rabiah Illasarie
Tiffany Paige Johnston

*** Timara Destiny Jones
*** Rachel Nicole Kelleher
Caitlin Ashely Lail
Karington Kree Lambert
DeAnna Marie LeBreton

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Jennifer Princess Lominy
* Alexis Marie Long
Bobbie Sue Maiorano
Kaitlin Nicole Marsh
Rachel Leigh McCoy
Rachel Taylor Mederos
* Kelli Meyers
Hayley Ana Montanari
Rebecca Scarlet Montoya
Kathy Morales
Kara Jean Nabershaus
* Allison Patricia Nichols
Nicole Helen Noble
Toni Danielle O'Connell
Mikayla Marie Oldham
Samantha Elizabeth Pena

*** Stephanie Marie Perillo
Brittany Diane Peterson
Victoria Lana Quintero
Maha Qureshi
* Danielle Reiser
Angelika Marie Rodriguez
Alexis Ann Ronske
Jamie Lee Ryckman
Sabrina Saladrigas

** Hallie Ellen Sanders
Tabitha Cheyanne Schauer
Jordan Rae Schroeder
Shannon Leigh Schutz
Danielle Jean Schwam
Brogan Blaze Shull
Emily Silva
Ahailia Padmini Singh
Hanita Marie Smith
Stephanie Helen Smith
Allison Jane Socias
Megan Christine Stokes
Jerica Alyssa Styx
* Janice Rene Sulfridge
* Jamie Nicole Summerfield
Rachel Isabel Thompson
Sydney Elaine Thompson
Trucinh Thi Tran
Nicole Travesco
* Nicole Ruthanne Triana
Carolina Stephanie Trivino
Melissa K. Trivino-Diaz
Tanya Marie Trzaska
Nahir Elaine Velazquez
Stephanie Ann Walters
Kristi Ann West
Ashley Nicole Wilkins
Ashley Elizabeth Ziegler

Criminal Justice BS
Mariah Karen Abreu
Joseph Kenneth Aiani
Ron Alchalel
Victor Orlando Alexander, Jr.
Nahir Alvarado-Barbosa
* Alejandro Jorge Arcay
Shamprella Ards
Aviv Asulin
Bethany Nicole Baber
Evan Charles Bart
Bianca Maria Becker
Barry William Bellmore
Courtney Ann Bernardini
Amber Marie Bigica

*** Priscilla Maree Blancett
Kassandra Blandon
Zachary Alexandr Blougouras
Tyler John Boltersdorf
Tranisha Nicole Booth
Zachary Jeffrey Briley
Bruce Ontario Brown, Jr.
Zac Carsten Brown
Ross Brummett
Shane Dillan Buescher
Andrew John Burkard
Katie Calamo

*** Milena Belen Canete
Darron Joelle Carter
Gina Castano

** Jennifer Margarita Castillo Garcia
Alec Ernie Chavis
Marjorie Christine Chilain
Ashlee Marie Cichon
Alex Kurt Clairmont
Lauren Jeannette Colon
Jaclynn Marie Conrado
Patrick James Corners
Derek Michael Daugherty
Zachary Wayne David
Derek Doan
Robert Drew Dorough, Jr.
Molly Marie Drawdy
Alexander Jordan Duncan
Joseph Paul Duneavy
Ashley Macaila Epling
* Ryan Joseph Esposito
Brittany Charity Ferretti-Manes

*** Jovel Escoto Figueroa
Wesley James Finch
Spencer Cole Forbes

Brett Matthew Forget
* Antoinette Rene Fournier
Camille Francis
* William Andrew Friedman
Kristena Hope Gall
Pedro Ernesto Gallo Giron
Ricardo Manuel Garay
Danielle Jeny Georges
Noemi Gomez
Frederick Green, Jr.
Kevin Jemal Greene
Maria Jose Gutierrez
Sebastian Gutierrez-Holguin
Max Joseph Hammerstein
Brandon Michael Hanner
Angela Nicole Harshman
Lina Azucena Hernandez
Conner Edward Joseph Hoag
* Khursten Marie Hofstetter
Brittany Alexa Holder
Charis Michelle Holland
Carli Catherine Homish
Jacob David Hope
** Jake Joseph Horan
Shelby Jean Horn
Stratton House
Michael Lawrence Houston
Garho Huang
Chadai Monique Humphrey
** Patrick Raymond Hussey
Adam Machhof Ifargan
Valencia John-Lewis
Brian Maurice Johnson
Christopher Tyrone Johnson
Nicole Karina Keehan
Marabeth Lynn Kurtiz
** Brittany Nicole LaFon
Kaila Bianca Leconte
Crystal Nicole Leslie
Zykira Achante Lewis
Veronica Lopez
Robert Leonard Lowe III
Perla Esmeralda Lozano
Sara Lynne Lunsford
Ashley Amanda Malabe
Davis Thomas Malvinni
Niara Yolanda Manley
Nicholas Raymond Marcotte
Katrina Lilia Marino
Adam Martinez
Luis Alberto Martinez
Nicolette Edie Mazurick
Kody James McDow

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Sarah Katherine McNamara  
Nathan Edward Meginniss  
Susana Mejia  
Nicole Elaine Meyer  
Tyler Scott Milam  
Connor James Miley  
* Nicholas Bernd Miller  
Amara Mayer Milner  
Allison Brooke Miner  
Todd Fitzgerald Montford, Jr.  
Abigail Morel  
Davin Garrett Morris  
Johanna Taherah Munoz  
Beyatris Nagi  
Alexander Baxter Narmore  

** Angela Nikolla  
Aaron Blake Noble  
Angela Novak  
Miguel Angel Nunez III  

** David Louis Ochoa  
Sarah Marie Orvos  
Khalef Offane Otmane  
Isabella Marie Palacios  
* Eric Anthony Pals  
Jalen William Paschal  
Reid Patrick  
Dianna Joy Peck  
Alexis Marie Penn  
Gabriella Lenea Perez  
Eileen Hang Phan  
Anthony Lucas Phuong  
Steven Roy Powell  
* Michael Robert Proulx  
Sammi Quach  
Jason Rodrick Rae  
Alexander Karim Ramdial  
* Andrea Nicole Ramirez  
Jalyn Nichole Rasbin  
Mercede Raymon  
Katie Elizabeth Reed  
Sergio G. Reyes Centeno  
Erick Steve Rivera  
Justin Joseph Rivera  
Jennie Rivera-Cintron  
Lauren Ashley Rockefeller  
Colleen Elizabeth Rodolico  
Jocelyn Nicole Rodriguez  
Corina Nadeen Roman  

** Erica Marie Rosenblum  

*** Michelle Marie Rubio Jimenez  
Rachel Ruch  
Nicholas Cain Russo  
Alick Rao Samaroo  

Charles Evan San Martin  
Nicole Danielle Sanfilippo  
Timothy Wallace Sawyer  
Kyle James Schmidt  
Peter Greg Segallis  
Sidnie Ann Selz  
* Katie Nobelti Serrano  
Grant Jackson Shelnut  
* Jessica Lynn Shoemaker  
Naomi Danielle Skopec  
* Robert Ty Sloan  
Austin Lee Strait  
Nathanial Levi Sutton  
Samantha Ariel Telsey  
Ce Sara Auderyann Terry  
Oliver Lawrence Thomas  
Elizabeth Michaela Thors  
Heather Nicole Tonstad  
Miller Somherfield Trant  
Paul Andrew Turner, Jr.  
Whitney Marie Ucker  
James Austin Valenta  
Gerard Velez  
Michael Thomas Ventura  
Michael Dominick Vittori  
Kayla L. Wake  
Anita Lynn Walters  
Andrea Lyn Walton  
Amber F. Wesley  
Erica Victoria Wheat  
Benjamin Alan Willems  
Dimitria Shantel Williams  
Dominique Shanelle Williams  
Robert Dale Williams  
Erin Kathleen Blair Wilson  
Caitlin Abigail Woytanis  
Monica Zaldivar  
John Paul Zaleski IV  
Naya Zapata  
Joseph Charles Zito  
Johnnatan Zurita  

Noemi S. Osorio-Rodriguez  
** Kimberly Lisa Pellegrino

Health Sciences-Pre-Clinical BS  
Amanda Lauren Adams  
** Bar Yaakov Ainuz  
** Hani Alayoubi  
Karina Alessandra Alba  
Steven Sean Ali  
Rawan Jamal Almousa  
Dima Raed Alshaibi  
Madison Jane AmRhein  
Shelby May Anderson  
Berlimar Andrea Anez  
Tiffany Haroon Anwarzai  
* Deborly M. Anzueto  
Nicolle Arelis Arendt  
Lilian S. Arguello  
Amal Arshad  
Katherine Carol Aust  
Iphigenia Nicholas Aygeropoulos  
Marina Emad Aziz  

*** Mason Plauche’ Baker  
Myrna Nageh Barsoum  
Rammy Nazir Bashir  
Nina Donicka Battersfield  
Naivasha Ayana Bazela  
Jazmin Behm  
Rachael Brianne Barcebal Belen  
Merna Adel Wadie Beshai  
Andrea Betancur  
Krysten Grace Bixler  
Abigail Elizabeth Blay  
Carlos Jose Bonnet-Castro  
Edwin Andres Boon  
* Marianne Boutros  

** Shannon Nicole Brackney  
Alexandra Christine Brown  

** Rolanda Alethia Brown  
* Brianna Lee Bryant  
Madeleen Yessenia Buritica  
Brandon Joseph Cable  
MariaAlejandra Caicedo  
Alysia Marie Campuzano  
Matthew Patrick Canestrari  
Megan Kathleen Cantwell  
Westin Pierce Carter  
Alyssa Marie Cartwright  
Miguel Alejandro Carvajal  
Madison Kay Casad  
Andrea Castillo  
Elisharibel Castro  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Leisy Castro
Melissa Castro
Patricia Andres Cedeno
Taylor Michelle Certain
Jamie Lynn Chavez
Gabrielle Marie Chestnut
** Ashley Nicole Chick
Carmen Thomas Ciliberti, Jr.
Amanda Victoria Cintron
Rebecca Nicole Collins
Joshua David Condo
Courtney Anne Condon
Alyssa Lea Connell
Nathan Bradley Coyle
Carlos Miguel Crespo
** Stephanie Elizabeth Crottoru
Sara Nicole Cronk
Michael Allen Cuajunco
Stephanie Cuellar
Alexis Desiral Curry-Hibbert
Nico S. Dalsaia
Jennifer Thi Dang
Silvana Patricia Davila
Jiana Christine De Vera Jamero
Stephanie Debord
*** Kasey Elizabeth DeHaan
Kelsey Marie Dennis
Taylor Janay Dennis
Andrew Peter Dermarkarian
Jose Luis Diaz III
 Luz Ileana Diaz
Ditmar Dici
Cameron Myles Dinin
Alexandra Domenech
Paul Endrew Dominguez
Timothy James Donegan
Charmoyne Lovinsky Dorcanc
Barbara Dorjulys
* Nicole Taylor Drobnor
Johnny Tan Duong
Katie Lee Duranceau
Taylor M. Duren
Justin Patrick Egan
Misha Eliassaint
Niyousha Elmi
Lisbeth Dianne Encarnacion
Kaylee Nicole Estes
Gianna Rose Fallise
Ryan Farshid
Alexis Janine Fasone
Shayla Tye Felder
Marc-Kendy Emmanuel Fenelus
Kailee Nicole Fernandez
Clarissa Regina Findlay
** Michael Angelo Fiorino
Samantha Nicole Fitzell
* Caitlin Elizabeth Flowers
Christopher Fontana
Connor Worth Ford
Dana Renee Foshee
Rebecca Ariel Foster
Mara Shanice Francis
Kepler Francois
Rafael Elias Freytes Diaz
Stephanie Fabiola Gabriel
Kendra Chante Gambrell
Shaunique Breann Garces Robbins
Alexis Mari Garcia
Brillanti Garcia
Jefferson David Garcia
Brittany Susan Garrescia
*** April Leah Garrett
* Kala Marie Garth
* Ryan Edward Garwood
Thara Gautier
Taylor Marie Gembecki
* Kelsey Lee Geraghty
Allison Kathleen Gillett
Tiffany Jade Gilliard
Marsel Gilmanshin
Samantha Mae Gleason
Michelle Gonzalez
Ben-Patrick Martinez Gorrier
Christina Amanda-Renee Greene
Ashley Grimm
Joshua P. Groves
Jennifer Marie Guerra
Stephanie Nicole Habryl
Brendan James Hall
Jordyn Patricia Hall
Diana Hanif Garces
Jacob Daniel Francis Hardy
Tracey Nicole Hardy
Brooke Celeste Harris
Taylor Leigh Hartin
Samuel Gordon Hathcock
Akia L. Haynes
* Ryan Shannon Heggs
* William Patrick Heggs
* Nicholas Alexander Heisler
Kaitlin Mary Hennesey
Rachael Henry
Melissa Marie Hernandez
Samantha Ashley Hinkle
Christi Nicole Hogrefe
Courtney Catherine Holden
Paulina Gabrielle Humphreys
Kylie Hunter Humphries
Mary Khanh Ngoc Tran Huynh
Terrenica Thresa Iles
** Grant Toby Ismach
Josiah David Jackson
Morgan Renee Jackson
Brenton Raymond Jakubowski
** Victoria Lee James
Katelyn Christina Jawde
Keisha Renee Jenkins
Curt Benedict Johnson
* Jesse Wayne Johnson
Britni Shantell Jordan
Erica Kahlilah Jore
*** Kyle Patrick Joslyn
Kristine Elizabeth Kalescher
Rana Danielle Karycki
* Gabrielle Leah Kayton
Kathlyn Danielle Kenon
Daniel Khaytm
Joshua Jay Kim
** Kylie Beth Kirshenbaum
Desire Marie Kitsmiller
Alisha Kamiah Kone
Nichole Kostivuk
** Stefan Anthony Kovacevic
Heather Lynn Kramer
Jeremy Christopher Krause
Justin Bryan Kuykendall
Amanda Catherine Lange
Jocelyn Lauren Law
Diona Telisa Lawrence
Austin Christopher Layne
Deanna Bui Le
Patricia Leger
Kyle Robert Legg
Joel Andrew Leon
Sarah Scott Marie Leverage
Kiara Rochelle Lewis
Jie Wei Liang
Keishla Marie Loor
Heylenn M. Lopez
Sherrell Angela Louis
Amanda Dawn Lowe
Alex Joseph Lucchi
* Catharina Jessica Ly
Steven Aruto Machado
William Carl MacKenzie
Kathleen Jeanne Madelon
Rachel Nicole Magaletti
Kelsey Amber Malott
Jennifer Marengo-Ramos
College of Health and Public Affairs

* Paula Andrea Marin
  Mercedes Melina Martinez
  Tayla Lynn Mason
  Ertline Massillon
  Lasonya K.O. Mathis
  Breanna Nicole Mattis
  Brodie Jolynn McMahon
  Amelia Ann Melzer
  Maria Isabel Mena
  Patricia Carolina Mercedes
  Lexie Quinn Merchant
  Estefania Meza Arenaza
  Caroline Elyse Miller
  Savanna Jordan Miller
  Nicholas Joseph Muccio
  Monica Alejandra Molina
  Christine Monir
  Brianna Lynn Montgomery
  Anne Collett Moore
  Cassidy Jena Moore
  Taylor Rene Moore
  Josie Leigh Moreland
  Branden Luke Morona
  Leacy Gabriella Moscoco
  Nicole Mrvos
  Grace Munoz
  Vanessa Kimberly Narvaez
  Urvashi Nath
  Michael Andrew Navarro

** Julia Dawn Nedimyer
  Maya Jean Newton
  Linh Trac Ngan
  Julia Thienes Nguyen
  LanNgoc Thi Nguyen
  Steven Vinh Nguyen
  Caitlin Noel Nichols
  Kaylee Elizabeth Noon
  Lucas Gregorio Ochoa
  Amy Dawn Oldham
  Nicholas Olmeda

** Maria Olushola Onatunde
  Joseph Dowdeswell Orchard IV
  Guillermo Antonio Ortiz
  Stephanie Marie Ortiz
  Olivia C. Osborne
  Joshua Antonio Ospina
  Gareth Justin Pacis
  Britni Nichelle Padilla
  Ian Allen Pagel
  Robyn Ballesteros Palisoc
  Gabriela Marie Pallares
  Vanessa Patrecia Palmer
  Laura Parra

Fernando Andres Parraga
  Mona Milan Patel
  Nirali Mayurkumar Patel
  Ronak Jayesh Patel
  Ginja Paola Patino
  Robert William Pell
  Daniel Felipe Perez
  Delaine Marie Perez
  Joel Perez
  Mireya Celeste Perez
  Anthony David Perlengieri
  Britney Latesha Melody Peterkin
  Phu Ngoc Pham
  Tyler John Phillips
  David Alan Pickholtz
  Joanna Pijeau
  Sebastian Armando Pinto
  Gabriella Marie Pitino
  Maria Anne Pope
  Tamara Lesha Pope
  Jacqueline Nicole Puckett
  Ariel Liana Quinones
  Cassandra Lynn Rafikalli
  Beverly Karlyn Ragsdale
  Julio Eduardo Ramirez
  Ingrid Gisela Ramos
  Michelle Sarah Raskin
  Angela Fredrica Ratzmansky
  Victoria Dougmporn Rattanasesa
  Ashley Lauren Reis-ElBara
  Vittoria Maria Renda
  Timothy James Restuccia
  Jessica Marie Reyes
  Sorcha Ranait Rice
  Genevieve W. Riguereu
  Alivia Danielle Rivera
  Andrew Carlos Rivera
  Elizabeth Rivera
  Genesis Alan Rivera
  Samuel Adolfo Rivera
  Vianca Marie Rivera
  Adriana Carlisa Rodriguez
  Susely Carolina Rodriguez
  Miguel Angel Rodriguez-Rolos
  Karen Joselly Romero
  Michael Jakob Rupar
  Jason Saint Juste
  Rodolfo Jose Salazar Valera
  Luis Antonio Santiago
  Gregory Ryan Santos
  Seth Jeff Scalera
  Stella Sabrina Scarpitta
  Danielle Rose Schmidt
  Allison Marie Scimone
  Benita Teresa Sebastian
  Ana Maria Sebastiani
  Joy Elizabeth Sellers
  Taylor Morgan Sens
  Arabel Severe
  Katelyn Corrine Shaffer
  Jaled Shayeb
  Gerarda Shehu
  Fahad Shaobi Siddiqui
  Christina Nicole Silva
  Crystal Alicia Simeon-Delhomme
  Aneesa Danita Singh
  Megan Ashley Smith
  Priya Jayesh Soni
  Brenna Ann Spellissy
  Cassandra Hope Spielman
  Rebecca Riegel Spoggen
  Lauren Patricia Sprague
  Erik Michael Stein
  Brian Christopher Steiner
  Alexis KeOndra Stephens
  Emily Nicole Sterneck
  Kyle Thomas Strickland
  Anna Elizabeth Struhar
  Jacqueline Sutter
  Matthew Zachery Szikney
  Mercedes Marie Tamayo
  Rebecca Sue Muriel Tanner
  Bianca La’Tisha Taylor
  Tabitha Esmeralda Thode
  Aaron C. Thomas
  Andre Maurice Thomas
  Amber Rose Thommen
  Albert Tine III
  Amanda Elizabeth Tito
  Tina Tofighi
  Michael Anthony Tomberlin
  Khiet Ton
  Rodrigo Andres Topete
  Adam Tai Tran
  Justin Tran
  Katherine Ann Trejo
  Ryan Scott Trent
  Samantha Brooke Trynz
  Tricia Ramirez Tuzon
  Ashanti Praise Tucker
  Kirstin Margaret Turco
  Alexandra Kristen Tyson
  Greyvi Valentin
  Quyen Thi Kim Van
  Devon Alexis Vazquez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Reyna Gabrielle Velez-Martell
* Jessica Dillon Villella
Shivan Manish Vyas
Brittany Brianna Waddell
Taylor Danielle Wagner
Courtney Lynn Walsh
Qi Wang
Bryce James White
Lamour Ashley Wilhite
Taylan Jacobi Wolfe
Edward Kizer Wong
* Ji Woong Woo
Jordan Nicole Wopinski
Amanda Martha Worobel
Gabrielle Monique Wykle
Elizabeth Rose Youlio
Kyle David Zentmeyer
Paola Franceska Ziegenhirt

Health Services Administration BS

Christopher Clayton Abs
Cynthia Testerman Abromitis
Daniela Maite Acosta Correa
Oluwatomi Naomi Adegbola
Victoria R. Agan
Brooke Nadia Alakhras
* Alyssa Karishma Ali
Rabena Alyssa Ali
* Ashley Nicole Allard
Ashlynn Paige Allums
Parker Lynn Alvey
Virginia Ann Amberg
Esmeralda Yamilet Andrade
Hubba Ansari
Kevin Ritchey Antoine
*** Yareli Vanessa Artega-Cornejo
Belinda Augaste
Alexandra Courtney Azari
Anna Kalyin Bailey
Minnie Dejanera Baldwin
Sean Michael Bassit
* Rebecca Beaubrun
Rachelle Amphorn Benton
Leona Bertrand
Olivia Taylor-Anne Bochel
Joshua Marcus Edward Bowman
Kelsey Lea Bowman
Kejuana Sharail Brooks
** Jessica Marie Brummer
Logan Ruby Byard
Janelle Latoya Caldwell
Zacharey Robert Cannarozzi
Haley Ellen Carter
Natasha Rene Cassamajor
Joseph Anthony Castillo
Ashanti Mahogany Castro
Widy Casy
* Lindsey Rachel Caudill
Tyra Jocelynn Clinton
Tayler Megan Coller
Tere Latrese Cooley
Helen Gisselle Cordova
Danielle Terese Curl
Kelly Ann Daly
Aliyah Tiana Days
* Alexandra Iris DeJesus
Catherine Nicole DeSantis
Ashley Jacqueline Deshommes
Christopher Ubby Diaz
Ganna Valeriyevna Dolan
Katie Ann Dube
Megan Elizabeth Ducker
Nicole Marie Eberhardt
Robert Gabriel Echavarria
Ashley Lynn Edwards
Natalia Janet Espinosa
Brandon Shane Evans
Ashley Marie Fiorica
Krystal Lynn Fowler
Tessa Louise Fox
Daina Lauren Fuller
Meghan Elizabeth Gaborko
Olga Teresita Galban
Smit Anilkumar Gandhi
Alicia Sharde Garrett
Felisha Geneus
Shelby Blain Graves
Victor Alejandro Gregory Matos
* Jennifer Marie Hammond
Kayla Marie Hankins
Kristin Michelle Harvey
Elise Nicole Hechinger-Johnson
Emily Suzanne Heemskerk
Telecia Leonia Henry
Frank John Herbst III
Ashley Elizabeth Hernandez
Alexis Marie Heyna
Kelsea Lee Hinman
James William Hirman
* Jessica Constanze Naginney Hook
Jasmine Nicole Huzzie
Noel Jaquez
Olukemi Adeola Jinadu
Brionna Shoane Johnson
Grisselle Jose
Robert John Kasay
*** Amrit Kaur
Ayeshaa Hamid Khan
Ha Yean Kim
Zeb Kinser
Me Seam Lam
Crystal Lee Lamson
Joyce Ann Lara
Amanda Elizabeth Le
Julianne Nicole Levitt
Amanda Catherine Lindley
Tasheika Linton
Whitney Lisseth Logan
Christina Drysdale Longchamp
Anastias Lucor
Bess A. Maniascek
Kimberly Aileen Martinez
Vivianne Masson
Sean Olin Mather
Bianca Lee Maura Gonzalez
Jacelyn Ann Mazza
Taylor Nicole McElroy
Caitlin Jo McKee
Dave Mesidor
Molly Mae Metzger
Crystal Ann Mike
Samuel Victor Miller
Andre Elijah Morales
Brittany Lynn Morash
Kasey Jean Murphy
Melissa Nedd-Fanfan
Shannon Tyler Nelson
Valerie Rose Newman
Van Thuy Nguyen
Vu An Nguyen
Jessica Christine Oldenburg
Jacey Lynn Oquendo
Paola Andrea Ospina
Tejal Sanjay Patel
Roxanne Isabelle Pelissier
Taidy Perez
Kathy T. Phan
Lauren Pohl
* Yekaterina Alexandrovna Ponomarenko
Samantha Marie Purcell-Musgrave
Samantha Ramjit
Raisia Rattray
Donna Mary Rubesons
* Jonell Trissan Reid
Logan Savannah Reif-Jungwirth
Brandon Keith Riddick
Natalie Rodas
Alexandra Aileen Rodriguez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Laura Rodriguez-Tello
*Taleen Debbie Sahagian
Beatriz Adriana Sanchez
Carolina Josefina Santos
*Moriah Joelle Sarver
Carmesa Monet Satunre
Kyle Robert Schmid
Carlette Devonne Sewell
Parteek Sharma
Magbrawa Alvarez Shhibb
Lisa Sarah Simpkins
*Jennifer Sue Slabach-Beairsto
Jenny Lynn Smith
Samantha A. Smith
Stephanie Michele Smith
Christopher Scott Sohan
Jamia Chanel Solomon
Florida Ivette Sotomayor
Erica Lee Stewart
Warren Andrew Stewart
Austin John Stirtz
**Ramona Kenuka Suba
Hasan Yousef Sultan
Chloe Mackenzie Swatek
Nicole Lynn Swenson
Joseph Thuruthumalil
Natalie Katherine-Nico Tompkins
Antonio Junior Tondreau
Giuliana Maria Torres
Ashly Lynn Trapp
Megan Ann Vaeth
Alixmary Vega
Katherine Villalona
Alexis Caril Ward
Pamela Lenise Washington
Kyra Ann Justine Weiss
Hannah Marie Wensil
Brianne Alexis Whisby
Jordan Noel Williams
Andrew George Wixson
Timothy Ryan Wood
Kayla Marie Woodfield
Samantha Zamor
Samantha Marie Zettler

Legal Studies BS
Samuel Louis Adams, Jr.
Taylor Elisse Ager
Alex Anthony Alvarado
Jocelyn Marie Arroyo
Aviv Asoulin
Gabriel Aurrecoechea
Keanu Julien Bader
Brianne Ariel Bailey
Jessenia Alexandra Baker
Brian Thomas Barriffe
Ryan Adam Beckor
Melissa Edine Blaise
Jada ChanteL Booth
Brantley Nathan Bostick
Erin Leigh Caccamo
Keri Brooke Calhoun
**Elizabeth Marie Carrera
**Michelle Carmen Carroll
**Jennifer Margarita Castillo Garcia
Marybel Cecilia
Kelsey Nicole Chase
*Chase Edwin Corey
Olivia Dean Cortese
Michaela Skye Creason
Vanessa Marie Cruz
Jalisa Laurette Curtis
Jessica Lauren Curtis
Ashley Nicole Danos
Jacob Delorme
Gabriella DiMario
Gabriell Nicole Downs
Tevon Michael Etienne
Angela Paige Fain
***Rebecca Renee Fate
* Lindsay Marie Fleck
* Karina Marie Flores
Nicholas Fidel Garcia
Gina Thais Garcia Ronquillo
Jessica Lee Garcia Thomas
Nicole Marie Goodrich
Kaitlyn Nicole Groselle
Bradley Grunhaus
Ronald Griffin Hall
*Courtnay Jade Handy
Siara Elizabeth Hanna
*Rachel L. Harman
Bria Tracy-Symone Harris
Emily Rebekah Hatfield
Spencer Padgett Heitmann
Brian Christopher Henley
Christina Renee Henry
Blossom Olivia Hernandez
Derek Daniel Hopkins
Adam Machlof Iliargan
Brandi Reniece Jackson
Jacqueline Chantel Johnson
Ricardo Allen Jones
Kevin Alexander Kirkwood
Airkeria Ja'Taylor Knight
John Theodoroes Koliatsis
Christopher Paul Laliberte
Margaret France Lamothe
Evan Laufer
Vincent Joseph Leuzzi
Jodi Renee Lillenas
Taylor Morgan Linton
Amber Nicole Little
Ashley Nicole Longman
*Ayomikun Loye
Anthony Jan Luberta
Hannah Elisabeth Lyall
Andie Machoule
Joseph William Mackey
Richard Moises Madnick
Kayla Shay Manning
Christina Marie Marin
Lauren Hope Meringolo
Diego Alonso Merino
Adiam Saron Miller
Molly Jane Molenaar
Alec Christopher Montoto
Jordan Lorraine Moore
*Amanda Josephine Morea
Sarah Elizabeth Myers
Derrick Scott Natal
Hollie Ray New
Julio Jose Nieto
Jasmine Mukesh Patel
**Brandi Angelica Patierno
Tiffanie Sharnae Patten
Marisa Kinsale Payne
Savannah Elaine Peterson
Zachary Andrew Peterson
*A Andrea Nicole Ramirez
**Bradley Vernon Reed
Katherine Rodriguez
Yesneda Rodriguez
Cindy Sabrina Rojas
Paola Andrea Romero
*Rebecca Arlene Sambursky
Alexander Michael Schrier
Kaela Shai Sculthorpe
Callina Briana Shea
***Lindsey Shomali
Emily Claire Sills
**Brandon Jason Singh
Anthony Bernard Smith, Jr.
Philip Raphael Stekol
Taylor Noelle Stullenburger
Rochelle Simone Sutton
Tatiana Torres
*Amanda Amber Vasquez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Ashley Stephanie Vega-Muniz
Nikki L. Ward
Samantha Lynn Weinmann-Smith
Donna Lee West
Austyn Victor Jourdan White
Tiara Dominique Whitfield
Michael Guy Willett
Kamilla Rashidovna Yamatova
Carly Renee Youngman

* Tatiana Zuniga

Public Administration BS
Dylan Christopher Adams
Jean Marie Arnold

* Jared Booth
Adyson Blue Clark
Terrance Lance Coakley
Corey William DeVogel
Slade O’Neal Downs
Juan Maximiliano Falcone
Jacqueline Laura-Alexandra Feazell
Brian Achong Garner, Jr.
Hunter Brock Halsey
Brett Michael Helmus
Javier Landa
Luz Damaris Leon
Bruce Lee Milne
Jeffrey Joel Pantoja

* Jason Patrick Priest
Vicente Ramos
Asia Brielle Riley
Noelle Elizabeth Rogers
Kyle Richard Routt
Matthew Ryan Silverwood
David Marcus Sorondo
Daniel Dean Warren
Christopher Clinton Yerkes

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW
Sara Renee Adams
Tameka Raye Alston-Temple
Javier Ernesto Arango
Monica Ibeth Barrios
Denise Marie Beatty
Kaiie Briame Bennett
Alyson Kay Bliss

* Kori Nya Blowers
Creighton Mason Blue, Jr.
Jamie Marie Boate

Karizma C. Bowers
Michelle Lynn Buckwalter
Karina Elisha Cabrera
James Jovani Orozco Campbell
Tempest Jatara Carruthers
Katherine Casela
Julie Chrisostome
*Brianna Rose Christensen
Jennifer Cimadevila
Capen Shayne Clarke
Patricia Ann Colas
* Amanda Lynn Colon
Adam Richmond Conrad
Ana Margarita Contreras
Allison May Buning Cruz
Annia A. Degourville
Marie Cluny Delia
Teodora Lee Dillard
Jessica Nicole DiMaria
Michelle Carole Dixson
James Michael England
Tayna Lynn England
Joleen Alexis Espinal
Raquel Julissa Estrella
Angela Victoria Evoy
Elkana Fertil
Wanda Esther Fuentes
Teresa Marie Fullan
Francheska Marie Garcia
Kiara Lashontay Gardner
Monica Greaves
Jasmine Alexandra Greene
Suzanne Nicole Grey
Season Rene Gruber
Samantha Nicole Heineman
Massiel Hernandez
Venessia Trudy-Ann House
Jeanie C. Howard
Amanda Rene Howell
Deidra Tichina Irace
Nerisa A. Irving

* Heather Jamieson
Angelica Bernadette Jean
Deaira Shilise Johnson
Miranda Lee Johnson
Tiara Nicole Jones
Ulysses Samuel Jones
Rachelle Joseph
Alexis Cheri Kane
Giselle Laboy
Emily Renee Lehr
Targi Kiara Louder
Vanessa Marie Lusk

Brian Mai
Dominique Everett Martin
Frederick Anthony Masi
Jordyn Maggie McCray
Ashley Raychel McKinzie
Jessica Brooke Meek

*** Barbara Mendez Campos
Reshawn Antonio Morris
Jordan Lashea Morrison
Evangelia Roberta Muazzonigro
Krista Marie Naughton
Shanakay Amelia O’Connor
Rachel Ogrits
Nancy Oquendo-Rolon
Caslumil Julissa Ospina
Kaisy Ovalles

*** Brittany Lee Pace
Paola F. Pancorvo
Mutsuhiko Pauraice
Miranda Laraine Peet
Julienrid Peña Márquez
Jessica Marie Perry
Delea Rose Peterson
Noemi Rivera
Linda Michelle Robinson
Gabriela Rodriguez
Sylvia Roneus
Valerie Ann Rosenkrantz
Florencia Katiana Saint Louis
Edelma Saint Phorin
Olivia Iman Shaeen

*** Linda Tara Shiflet
Emily Katherine Sladicka
Octavia Shena’ Shenell Sloan
Zuhaily Smith
Lynne Michelle Soto-Ramos
Francesse Steloi
Brittany Lavonne Strothers

** Anne-Christine Surin
Crystal Melissa Tapia
Luis Angel Tapia
Alissa Jane Taylor
Yaridma Tejada
Keliary Thelemaque

** Mary Kathryn Thornburgh
Calvin Devon Turner
Grace Mariam Valentín
Natiria Vazquez Gonzalez
Johanna Vigne
Stephen Chua Visavachaiphan
Rebekah Jacqueline Watts
Clarissa Adriana Williams
Vincent JaQuez Williams

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Jamie Marie Younger
Julia Alexandra Zelezny
** Haley Miri Zilberberg

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Ariane Jean Abreu
Gabriella Alexandra Agosto
Sarah Alam
Giancarlo Riccardo Alberty
Clarence Alexis
Tooleen Aly
Kiersten Leanne Aplin
Kenneth Nathan William Appel
Jamil Nathan Armany
Ryan David Asencios
Ivan Bahamon
Sandeep Bala
Erica Ann Balun
Austin Anthony Beard
Nicholas Thomas Beaumont
Jessica Lynn Becker

*** Michael Paul Boring
Alexia Marie Bossan
Bianca Alexander Boyd
Andrew Taylor Burmester

*** Austin Gregory Burns
Emily Catherine Busse
Eduardo Andres Caro
Sara Carranco
Cesar Rafael Castano
Carlo Salvatore Castro
Francesca Castro
Giovanni Stefano Castro
Ashley Nicole Changary
Martin Luther Sherly Cherenfant
Anjali Cherukuri

** Henley Cheung
* Deniela Tatiana Chin-Quee
Ryan Montgomery Clay

*** Lesley Allison Cohen

* Taylor Frances Colburn
Todd Joseph Condon, Jr.
Carlee Renee Confer
Lester Grey Couch IV
Alexandra Marie Craft

*** Kylee Nicole Crate
Christian Kaylyn Danforth
An Thuy Dau
Ritiely De Leon
Jordan Taylor deJager
Christopher Scott Delange
Joseph Michael DePalma
Blake Edward DePaul
Fatima Bianca Aicaranta Dessouki

Brett J. DeVoursney
Andres Felipe Diaz
Ning Dim
Sean Morgan Dovale

*** Erin Caron Driscoll
Nayana Christine Dubier
John Carol Dyer
Tahiry Tino Edd
David Herschel Eisenberg
Clarence Emile
Sheryl Panugalinog Esmond

*** Baggio Angelo Evangelista
Catherine Abimbola Falowo
Michael Angelo Fiorino
Kiara Garcia
Alexis Nicole Ghersi
Miguel Angel Gil

* Jacob Paul Glotchety
Alexus Misael Gonzalez
Jonathan Frank Gonzalez
Kyle Steven Gonzalez
Stephanie Ivana Gonzalez

*** Manuel M. Gonzalez Gonzalez
Ari Joshua Hadar
Samuel David Harris
Syad Juned Hashami
Rick Jeremiah Hassan

*** Jared Michael Herbert
Matthew Alexander Holman
Kristen Marissa Hosang
Anikah Nowara Hossain
Daniel Huang
Robert Patrick Hughes
Viet Le Huynh

Snigdha Ila
Lynn Mina Imakhachchen
Karan Deep Issar
Yamato Brian Iwai
Desiree Jackson
Jessenia Mashan Jaime
Cedecia Joanel James
Enid Delmarie Jimenez Cuebas
Jaclyn Marie Johnson
Michael Alan Johnstone
Tara Jo Jones

Abdulaziz Tabios Khamdet
Natasha Khoobblal
Haley Hong Kieu
Charles David Korba
Jenny Kow

* Christina Dorothy Kursewicz
Christina Lam
Nicole Landron
Timothy Louis Leblanc
Clara Yu On Leung
Kimberly Ly
Rachel Machado
Chelsea Ann Malone
Clyde Anthony Marquez
Timmi Maxmillian
Megan Lillian McElwain
Samantha Jean McRoy
Jennifer Ann Meade
Melissa Grace Merz
Kasey Kirby Mims
Armen Robert Miskovich
Kelly Michael Mitchell
Antonio Mondriguez
Sebastian Montoya
Giuliana Souza Morais
Carrie Ann Morris
Sonja Devi Murril
Anna Najih Naser

* Mala Nath
Nicole Ashley Nauyo
Lisa Ngoc Diep Nguyen
*Michelle Thanh Nguyen
Johanne Michelle Nieves-Hernandez
Lizane Norelia
Gaspare Michael Orlando
Harika Panuganty
Dipali Anish Patel
Ashni Samara Persad
Ngoc-Han Diem Pham

** Brysson Phan
Jennifer Laurette Pierre-Louis
* Jeffier M. Pinzon
Kelsey Frances Podmeyer
Ronel Adrian Politesse
Alec Aytom Pollum
Sahana Prabhudeva
Spoorthi Prabhudeva
Luz Magdalena Ramirez
Stephany Ramirez
Elvira Sergeyeva Retinskaya

* Bertha Patricia Reyes Rodriguez
Juliana Rodriguez Bohorquez
Loren Olivia Rogers
Leslie Roman
Ana Christy Rosario
Supreeya Ann Saengchote
Anthony Saafari
Daniel Emilio Salas
Christian Salazar
Raul Salazar, Jr.
Cullen Joseph Schmitz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bobby Se
Michael Essam Sedrak
Nicole Lynn Shaw
Robert Lloyd Shaw
Juleed Shayeob
Delaney Alma Sherwin
Ashelyn Elizabeth Sidders
George Sidrak
*** Brett Johnathan Silvers
Zachariah Scott Smith
Vivien Soliman
*** Ittidech Sophonwatthanawichit
*** Michael Joseph Stack
Carley Marie Stinchcomb
Kayla Rose Strandberg
Kyle Thomas Strickland
Bayley Heather Studley
Ciarra Danielle Sutton
Kaitlyn Sherry Tutt
Laura Ann Van De Water
Monica Patricia Vega
Carlos Luis Vega Santiago
Carmen Veronica Velarde
Kristen Marie Waldorf
Katelyn Marie Ware
Cole Tyler Washington
Jessica Morgan Wegfarz
Christopher Quinn White
* Natalie Elizabeth Wilson
Carolyn Paige Wisser
Xiang Xu
Katelan Claire Yap
Lisandra Yero

Biotechnology BS
Jamil Nathan Armany
Mohammad Omar Barhamje
Christina Michelle Beaulieu
Karena Joan Edun
Sara Khederzadeh
Michael Padraic Lauer
Yuen Yee Li Sip
Diana Lopez
Erica Christine Miller
Mario Navarrete
Johanne Mitchellie Nieves-Hernandez
Ashni Samara Persad
Ian Manuel Rodriguez
Ashelyn Elizabeth Sidders
Sarah Ann Sukhai
Qing Xian Wang

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Patrick Guzman Anoons
Delaina Elizabeth Bomhoff
* Sarah Ann Bowen
Jorge Enrique Castro
Rodelin Cherichello
Victoria Nicole Cross
Noheysmarie Delgado
Aneliese Marie Diaz Alvarez
Zachary Kenneth Elkins
Jonathan Randolph Foster
Michelle Theresa Fox
Sarah Min Allie George
Alexander Hall Higgins
Daryl Tomlinson Jones
Thomas James Laux
Bryan Raul Lopez Ortiz
Leon Louis
Cassandra Nicole Martinez
Samantha Lynn Miller
Kevin Scott Mora
Alanna Christine Morris
Nicole Quigley Ortiz
Nahid Rahimzadeh
Allan Noel Salinas
Richson Selassie
Kimberly Ann Shumate
Diego Martin Villavicencio
Rene Michele Whitaker
Elisa Nicole Williams
Evan Nicholas Zuber

Molecular Biology and Microbiology BS
Eric Michael Heusing
Dan Hoang Le
Jessica Yisan Tam
Jorge Manuel Villlar Samaniego

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Nathalie Angela Abbey
Sharon Ellen Abell
Maria Carmela Abalo
Hanna Sarah Abougroush
Rachel Nicole Adriano
Sergio Ernesto Aguilar
Diona Nicole Alban
Fatimah Safiyah Alli
Briana Nicole Alves
Florence Ittaca Apollon
Amanda Arjune

* Amber Lynn Atkinson
  Rogelio Jose Aular
  Colin Arlon Bailey
  Cassandra Chloe-Marie Bajoo
  Sarah Baker
  Barbara Jill Baldwin
  Hannah Marie Baldwin
  Nicole Lynn Barauskas
  Kelly Michelle Barrett

** Keith Ganzon Barulome
  Joi Michelle Bass
  Zandrea Delora Bassford
  Kaycie Danielle Bedgood
  Antonio Leon Bell
  Kristina Pauline Bell
  Rachel Lynn Bell
  Scottlynn Rose Carol Bell
  Christine Elizabeth Bemis
  Carrie Bergdahl
  Sofia Anne Billeri
  Adam James Blackstock
  Tatum Cassidy Blatt
  Brandon Orion Bogard
  Ashley Winter Bowes

* Haley Marissa Boyle
  * McKayla Michelle Braun
  Katelyn Joy Bretton
  Amber Rae Brown
  Destiny Hope Brown
  Kamren Marie Brozovic
  Alexander F. Bulnes
  Maria Elena Bustamante
  Christy Michelle Butler
  Marlon Banayat Cacal

* Baleigh Elizabeth Carroll
  Harry W. Carroll IV
  Athena Renee Carson

John Christopher Casic
Neisha Casiann Casely
Melissa Castro Reyes
Lourdie Chachoute
Olivia Delaney Chase

*** Kaman Michelle Cheng
  Yvonnae Cherazur

** Ashley Nicole Chick
  Amanda Lee Christlieb
  Caroline Chu
  Lindsey Cameron Cieslak
  Crystal Dawn Clarke
  Rodolfo Claro Rodriguez
  Janelle Ann Coats

** Kathryn Elizabeth Coleman
  Dhana Zoe Concepcion
  Haley Nicole Congrove
  Rachel Emily Cox
  Kimberly Sterling Creasman
  Jaymi Cassandra Curran
  Jatishia Shante Curry
  Elyssa Danielle Dana
  Andria Nichole Dansby
  Eugene Louis Darden
  Allison Lea Dascani
  Romnique Erickah Davenport
  Laura Rene Davey
  Aine Niamh Demetrius
  Kensa Marthe Evah Desrosiers
  Jason Alexander Donnelly
  Susan Ann Downs
  Garrett Robert Drango
  Callie Mireya Dulaney
  Lorraine Ann Earley
  Jennifer Elizabeth Edwards
  Kayla Jean Edwards

*** Anne Lydia Elie
  Megan Leigh Elliott
  Talyssia Sarina Ellis

*** Kimberly Paige Emery
  Isabel Cristina Enriquez
  Katherine Anne Erthal
  Emily P. Euabanks
  Sierra Arianna Fanord
  Julia Ashley Fickas
  Wendy Filias
  Elizabeth Paige Fink
  Lauren Catherine Finney
* Linsey Fay Fischer

*** Paige Nicole Fitzsimmons
  Kelly Marie Flesh
  Rebekah Ruth Frail
  Jonathan William Frenk
  Alyssa Ann Frost
  Kathryn Alyse Gagnon
  Cienne Benedict Gamonez
  Yulia M. Gaspar
  Ashley Nicole Gast
  Josef Albert Ghitis
  Lissa Gibbons
  Lauren Paige Gilley
  Sarah Janina Gomez
  Christine Monique Goodrich
  Sierra Rae Gorman
  Ashley Nicole Grace
  John Adam Green
  Kiera Sutherland Grosik
  Alexandria Brianne Guinyard

* Marisa Paige Hammond
  Tiffany Johanna Harper
  Tyler Cameron Harr

*** Mary Ruth Harvey
  Gregory Kyle Illig
  Michael Jeffrey Isner
  Christina Marie Jimenez
  Brianne Dawn Johnson
  Daniel Adam Johnson

* Abby Josephine Jones
  Amanda L. Jones
  Asiya Eileen Jones
  Brielle Lauren Jones
  Stephanie Duran Jones
  Kerton Malawey Joseph
  Kristina Michele Kane
  Emma Paige Kaplan
  Ashley Elaine Kauffman
  Shannon Nicole Kendall
  Jenna Elizabeth Keremes
  Iris Yonni Kim
  Nancy Amanda Knox
  Irina Krashenitsa
  Elizabeth Marie Kraska

* Kateri Marie Kraus
  Alexis Christine Kruechten
  Sheryl L. Kyle

* Margot Michelle Lagardera
  Alexa Lambert
  Sean Matthew Lamphier
  Michael William Lee, Jr.
  Christa Joann Lequeur
  Kristen Mary Linder
College of Nursing

Erica Eve Lindquist
* Shelby Ann Lipira
Patricia Lopez
Laurie Ann Luban
*** Miquela Marie Macchado
Rachel Margaret Mahant
Louann A. Marmol
*** Natasha Marie Martinez
Kristin Joy Araba Martinez Corral
Megan Lee Masatis
Alexander Keith McBee
Kaleigh Elaine McCormick
Kindra Dianne McCullough
Brittany Racquel McGann
Alexis Chloe McGavock
** Laura Michelle McGrath
Victoria Marie McIntyre
Ariana Leila McKeon
Bre'Omna Cecelia McNeal
Corrine Leigh Medeiros
Mary Suzanne Medlin
Krystie Marie Merrill
Emily Catherine Mitchell
Jillian P. Moorhouse
Kristin Marie Morris
Morgan Alanna Mosley
David Munoz
Shayna Elizabeth Naran
* Molly Caroline Nelson
Cherise Puanani Nutter
Obina Nwulu
Chloe Rae Olson
Daniel Scott Olsewski
Caitlin Marie Oris
Charity Grace Padon
Giovanni Jesse Padilla
Dorey Eve Passmore
Celeste Renee Pearce
Cindy Nga Pham
Keila Nicole Pimentel
Whitney Renee Porter
Sara Elizabeth Postsaiiko
* Alexandra Jane Prescott
Aurora Qeckboerner
Tammi Marie Quinn
Kimberly Fajardo Ramento
Amanda Ramos
Patricia J. Raspa
** Brittany Faith Reid
Jennifer Marie Reif
Melissa Marie Reisman
Maria Alejandra Ricaurte
Shannon Marie Riess
Hannah Marie Riley
Hailey Rose Ritter
Nicolas Ryan Rivera
Keegan Elizabeth Robbins
Jennifer Rodriguez
Ivette Marie Rosario
Michelle Nicole Rosario
Rocio Rosario
Molly Margaret Rosenberg
Amanda Catherine Ross
* Nancy Marie Rupp
Nadia Samara
* Vanessa Rose Schena
Benjamin Andrew Schricker
* Amanda Michael Schultz
Brittany Nichole Schwertfager
Chavona Monique Scott
Devika Seepaul
Haley Christine Semeniuk
Alexandra Claire Sipos
* Delaney Marie Sjostrom
T/Wia Markayle Slayden
Elizabeth Bernice Smith
Evelyn Marie Smith
Sarah Ann Snoberger
* Raelyn Galindo Sosa
Miranda Lea Soto
Stephanie Marie Sparks
Noreen Spasaro
Molly Muldoon Stoute
Brittany Dawn Strong
* Hannah Elizabeth Subrahmanyam
Lauren Ann Sullivan
Heather Jean Swanson
* Bao Trung Ta
* Amanda Leigh Talalai
Alyssa Danielle Tapia
** Ellen Patricia Taylor
Rosalie Nicole Taylor
Sharon Thomas
Abigail Elizabeth Tomlin
Julie Christine Trojo
Victoria Brooke Tuten
Rachel Elizabeth Tyler
Jonathan Valderrama
Victoria Lynn Valentine
Makenna Lynn Vawter
Amanda Louise Vento
Erin Michelle Ventola
Katrina Zoe Villanueva
Carla Ellise Martinez Villones
Amanda Lyvette Vivo
Brian Christopher Vogt
Taylor Michelle Wade
Michael Craig Walker
Kate Alexandra Walther
Megan Jennifer Ward
Sharisie Tanee Watkins
Alisan Kazue Weakland
Meghan Leigh Wells
Ashley N. Westfall
Marissa H. Wheeler
Rachel Michelle Whitaker
* Christine Joyce Whitwam
Ashley Melissa Wille
Rachel Kathleen Williams
Roshawn Anthoneil Williams
Gregory Garrett Wilson
Kristen Lynn Wilson
Valerie Bree Wilson
Lauren Michele Windsor
Jason Bradley Wittlin
Crystal Leanne Wood
Ryan Andrew Woodmansee
Kimberly Marie Wright
* Victoria Catherine Wynne
Hsueh-Fang Yang
Christina Marie Yeazel
Shannon Andrea Young
Krystine Lumang Zamora
Natalie Zevalla

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN
Leadership and Management

Erika Nicole Dalton
Sophia Erica Edwards-Guerrier
Amber Elizabeth Hemphill
Amanda Joleen Werner

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN
NP/CNL/Ed
Jacquelyn Althea Ghansah
Tanya Dzwonkowski Gotch
Tammy Lynn Mitchell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering

Photonic Science and Engineering BS

Ahmad Azim
Christopher James Beck
** Joshua Edward Beharry
** Jonathan Jordan Brown
Burdley Colas
Matthew Steven Crouch
Sean Owen Crystal
Joseph Devin Devenport
Johnnie Alexandria Greene
Wilfredo Ortiz, Jr.
Hamilton Kaname Shinto

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Bailey Marie Adams
Natalie Leandra Arana
Jolie Shaina Aversano
Whitney Merisa Barnes
Gregory Michael Beck
Tanya Doris Bermadotte
Debora Coelho Bezerra
Joselynn Nicole Bivins
Nikkita Bloomfield
Allison Leigh Bruckner
Toni-Ann Jessica Burke
Cortney Mary Cesarini
Morgan Christine Chancey
Bryan Andrew Dickey
Madeline Kate D'imyer
Hannah Mariah Estes
** Jodie Alexis Ferreira
Dana Nicole Figlia
*** Ashley Patricia Fraboni
** Holly Marie Fuller
Brittani Dawn Fuss
* Pamela Garcia
Alexandra Julia Gaynes
Melinda Alexandra Gonzalez
* Limneka Kristina Goodman
Brian Corin Hauck
Joel Adam Hawkins
Melanie Hernandez
Sarah Hernandez-Perez
** Melissa Inanc
Natalie Tanya Jeabiley
Torri Nicole Jones
Mireille Khoury
Braden Michelle Kirby
Madeline Nicole Krafchick
* Gabrielle Jacqueline Lintz
Marlene Ruth MacDonald
Nikole Marie Mello
*** Ashley Theresa Montgomery
* Nicole Moshe
Sean Connor Murtha
* Allison Nicole Parker
Taylor Kathleen Purcell
Natasha Nholle Rodriguez
* Amanda Lynn Rutherford
Kimberly Ann Ryan
* Karina Saad Delgado
Andrea Belen Sanchez
Nichole Andrea Santana
Kaylee Sierra Schmidt
Shaneice Shuler
Nicole Michelle Sica
Ashley Nicole Silvers
** Emily Elaine Smith
Olivia Katherine Smith
Trevor Michael Sweet
Danielle Marie Taylor
* Kimberly Thavenin
Erica Christie Vasquez
Jacqueline Victoria Vazquez
Julian Nicholas Velasco
Catherine Nicole Ward
Hannah Marie Watkins
Kimberly Zebrauskas

Anthropology BA
Alison Morgan Augspurger
Carolina Baez
Ivan Bahamon
John David Blackburn
*** Christy Caitlin Box
Kaitlyn Noel Brown
Joan Ashley Burkhalter
Alina Mariana Capote
Sylvia Erica Chapa
* Krystle Marie Chico
Andrea Clavijo
Moriah Joy Coffey
Sherman A. Crane
Robert Charles Devaney, Jr.
Ricardo Felix
Joshua Andrew Frederick
* Melissa Michelle Gomez
Jesann Marie Gonzalez
Brittany Melissa Grant
Devon Leigh Graves
Tara Lynn Gross
Mckinze Lee Hamman
Jeffrey Brian Hargett
Rachel Lynn Harwick
Sarah Rachel Irizarry
Kelsi N. Kuehn
Thomas Warren Lee
Robert Neil Livingstone
Brian Thomas Margio
Paullette Natasha Mejia
Emma Rose Mercadante
Roxanne D. Molina
Fernando Luis Montalvo
Debora Norani
Andrew J. Orban
* Uma Devi Ramoutar
Jessica Lynn Rickelmann
T’Shana Leteisha Samuel
Alberto Rafael Santos
** Farrah Marwan Sayyed
Luke J.G. Silbert
Cristina Ines Tapia
*** Veera Emilija Tervola
Long Thanh Tran
Mehran Vafamand
Lynette Vargas
* Brenda Judith Vasquez
** Danielle Megan Joan Waite
Jennifer Lynn Wakefield
Danielle Nicole Young

Communication and Conflict BA
Jennifer Lauren Bayes
David Anthony Diaz
Brittany Jordan Flax
Randall Thomas Henry
Sarah Kathryn Jokela
Carlee Danielle Stetson

Human Communication BA
Gabrielle Victoria Agnew
Jonathan Thomas Albers
Katherine Siobhan Alessi
Tardelle Laotia Alexis-Louis
Wyatt J. Allmon
Miranda Raquel Aviles
Chelsea Paige Ayala
Caroline Himann Bado
Derrick Stephen Baker
LeAnne Whiddon Ball
Diana Stephanie Barrera
Terry Lamar Batt, Jr.
Harold Sylvestser Benjamin, Jr.
** Ashley Danielle Bottiglieri
Veronica Lissette Burns
Marcus Anthony Burrell
Denise Nicole Candelaria
Jeana Debores Capra
Shaylin Castro
Codi Elizabeth Chiusano
Valentina Cipriani
Kizian Kimoy Comrie
Edward Benson Crouse
Jalisa Laurette Curtis
Jessica Lauren Curtis
William Steven Dawson
Rachel Delia Dean

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

* Cheyenne Brooke Drews
  Savannah Grace Dunn
  Annie C. Evans
  Jessica Sara Falk
  Joseph Vincent Fitos
  Elaine Lynne Fohr
  Austin Geoffrey Fowler
  Jordan Nicole Fulgenzi
  Taylor Morgan Gallart
  Amy Alexandra Galloza
  Danerys Beriozka Germosen
  Megan McAlay Gillen
  Molli-Rose Glickman
  Barbara Cristina Gonzalez

** Josie Alexandra Graham
  Kristina Rose Grasso
  Zachary Robert Savage Grayson
  Lauren Elise Grinnell
  Maria Del Mar Guzman
  Sara Mahmood Hamdy
  Jessica Marie Hecht
  Aspen M. Hedges
  Stephanie Girard Henry
  Jale NeChelle Hervey
  Timothy Andrew Hirst
  Ashley Renee Holder
  Calla Brianna Hoornstra
  Bethany Marie Huff
  Bradley Conner Hutson
  Alejandra Maria Jaramillo
  Brandon Munroe Jarrell
  Schanae Wilney Jean-Charles
  Holly Lynn Jelonek
  Marcus Andros Jerkins, Jr.
  Jabari Robert Jobson
  Aaron Ross Johnson
  Cessily A. Jones
  Amanda Katie Kalis
  Jared John Kaufman
  Kacey Marie Kelly
  Lia Danaee King
  Mai-Lynn Mariah La Trace
  Olivia Mae Lageman
  Cameron Adam Lakoskey
  Jessica Lamotha
  Monika Leitonaita
  Merisena Louis
  Samantha Monique Love

* Anthony Maccagnano
  Devon Justiniano Maldonado
  Ryan David Marshall
  Francesca Gianna Masso
  Hannah Kelsie Matosky

  Devin James Merrick
  Jeremy Marc Metellus
  Amy Rae Michaels
  Tamara Mino
  Brooks Evan Mitchell
  Danielle Leigh Moore
  Rachel Mac Moore
  Abbey Josephine Morales
  Drew Thomas Moszczeniski
  Lauren Christine Munro
  Ayaka Nakayama
  Lindsey Harley Newbern
  Christina Beth Nicholson
  Michael Anthony Nieto
  Kirsten Alexandra Nye
  Alexandra Saxton Oliva
  Paige Kristian Parsley
  Kaitlin Marie Parzuchowski
  Jordan Alexandra Pauling
  Austin Werner Perry
  Alexandra Breen Flojo Peters
  Haley Taylor Plum
  Breanne Nicole Poole
  Sharmi Estefania Quintero
  Aya Hassan Raad
  Nicole Raad
  Leyla Rad
  Brianna Nicole Ray
  Maria Camila Reyes
  Joel Antonio Rodriguez

* Anamari Rosado
  Cristian Omar Sanchez
  Peyton Annice Schlosser

** Thomas Kierman Schulte
  Thomas John Settle, Jr.
  Alisha Sheth
  Dylan Nicholas Silvergate
  Alisha Donna Singh
  Vishand Mohan Singh
  Renata Siribilade
  Tyler Richard Spedt
  Jessica Ashley Stern
  Ryan Robert Stovash
  Kelsey Alexandria Surovik
  Tedi Tavarez
  Ashley Alexandra Taylor
  Nicole Alexandra Tedeschi
  Martina Samantha Thomas
  Jonathan Edward Thompson
  Nicole Danielle Thornton
  Constance Elaine Tindell
  Michelle Renee Torres
  Zineb Toumi

  Bryan Jermaine Tribue
  Neil Thomas Van Hoff
  Louis James Vansickle
  Vanessa Villalba

** Ashton Olivia Wade
  * Bevin Suzannah Wade
  Blake Dunstan Walters
  Alexandra Julia Weiner
  Roger Edward Whitehouse
  Haley Michele Williams
  David Harwood Wilson
  Brianna Worthington
  Julie Elizabeth Wynn
  Kyara Zegarra
  Igor Paiva Zezzi
  Kelly Lynn Zies
  Matthew Zweibel

International and Global Studies BA

  Thierry Christensin Adrien
  Noor Attawam
  Amanda Marie Alvarez
  Darren Maurice Alvarez
  * Lizaveta Bratkouskaya
  Kayla Burnette
  Javier David Bustos
  Antonio Alberto Calderin
  Allison Janice Cary
  Yonatan Cinader

* Lucy Margot Clement La Rosa
  Gabriella Vieira Da Silva

** Jeremy Evan Dardon
  Beatriz De Anda
  Daniel Alexander de Zayas
  * Erica Elaine Falkenhausen
  Georg Feldschmed Armstrong
  Haley Marie Fielding
  Zacharias John Forsythe
  Natasha Goolcharran
  Marissa Kelly Hall
  Eve Rosemary Heffron
  Kyle Enrique Hernandez
  Laziza Sharleen Lambert
  Rebekah Elizabeth Mann
  Shaun Bernard McDonough
  Michael Patrick McKeen
  Stephen Glen McRae
  Staci Marie Merten
  Robert Milton Santos Miller
  Noah T. Mott
  Kathryn Ann Munzenmayer

** Caitlyn Jewel Myerson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Kevin Jean Nestor
Hugo Fernando Nunez
Alea Sigiridur Ortiguerra
* Brandon Scott Paschall
Natalie M. Ramos
Ailbhe Muireann Rice
Andrea N. Romero
** Andrea Karina Sullivan
Tristin Maria Tadlock
* Robert Jeffrey Vogan
* Mia Rachel Warhofska
Lubba Wintzer
Evgenia Yunusova

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
* Charles Edward Gray, Jr.
Alexandra Justine Toro

Journalism BA
* Jarleene Almenas
Daniel Stephen Bair
Meghan Elizabeth Bellardini
Christopher Ryan Dominguez Bobo
Timothy William Briggs
*** Deanna Marie Ferrante
Kristen Marie Fiore
Claudia Gesiotto
Taylor Infante
Rachel Rose LeBar
Adam Manno
*** Shana Lee Medel
Bridgette Erika Norris
Thu Anh Pham
Andrew Stephen Ramos
Max Austin Roberts
Chelsea Kathryn Santiago
Ariadna Santos
Harry James Sayer
*** Marc Steven Sznapstajler
My-Nhon Thi Truong
Alexis Vilaboy
* Paige Victoria Wilson

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Brian Michael Goins, Jr.
Jarrett David Jennings
Casey Bonds Ryan

Political Science BA
Rafael Alejandro Fernandez
Briannis Kenisha Weston

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Evan Freeman Alman
Kyle Nelson Babbitt
Isel Maria Bedgood
Alexander Jesus Bravo
Amanda Elizabeth Brown
Christian Anthony Chambers
** Magdalena Grace D’Auito
Anwar Niko Davis
Samud Robert Doster
Sarah Ann Egenderfer
Timothy Lawrence Harden
Gabrielle Leigh Higgins
Abigail Jane Emese Hirn
Michael Imre Francis Isaza
Ashley Elizabeth Joyce-Nyack
Jewel Shauntelly Khan
Kristopher Allen Larson
Lindsey Ann Lippert
Danielle Jilian Mikell
Angelica Carolina Olivo Padilla
Manuel Eduardo Orozco
Cynthia Arely Ramirez
Rigoberto Rodriguez, Jr.
Cordell Lloyd Rolle
Nelson James Rutledge
*** Angel Enrique Sanchez
*** Brittany Elizabeth Shaul
Matthew Ryan Siebert
*** Marc Steven Sznapstajler
Jordan Herbert Temple
Christine Joann Turner
John Wallace Vail
Bruce Anthony Whittingham Diedrick
Kumbukkage Asanga Kayel
Wimalasekera
Samantha Nicole Woodrum

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics
Lukka Healy Anderson
Andrew Michael Arens
*** Alyssa Danielle Bayless
Raquel Eileen Bradley
Maria Eduarda Brawne
Josiah Dominique Brown
Kaitlyn Noel Brown
Brenna Katherine Callahan
* Emily Marie Carson
Ian McHale Casey
Crystal Cedeno
Timothy Shane Cook
Brooke Elizabeth Devine
* Eitan Jeremy Ebrahimi
Brenda Yanet Fernandez Hernandez
Cymone Leara Forde
Arianna Briele Fraley
Elizabeth Marie Francox
Gina Thais Garcia Ronquillo
Jeremy Matthew Greenberg
Quintella Kydrea Greene
Damian Tyler Gunn
Asceneth C. Gutierrez
Katie Elizabeth Holen
Thomas Huang
Blake Allen Johnson
Ricardo Andres Juarez
Sammy Liang Lam
* Grayson Richard Lanza
Bernice Samantha Lauredan
Carlyn Christine Loutos
Cheryl Lucien
* Michelle Ann Madden
Barbara Stefanie Marrero
Erika M. Martinez
** Amanda Joy Mayer
Nicoie Marie McLaren
Hunter Louis Morgan
John Robert Nieboer
* Karie Marie O'Donnell
Benjamin Matthew Ostman
Rebekah Nicole Pearce
Amauri DeJesus Perez
Fanny Antonio Perez
Deena Anan Quader
Sandy Rodriguez Correa
Rachel Sarah Saady-Saxe
* Carl Albert Scarpati
** Taylor Marie Scimeca
Nathan Carlton Scott
* Jessica Lynn Shoemaker
Michael Andrew Simko
Andrew Edward Toelle
Kaylee Ruth Trexler
Jeffrey Walter Tuck
Daniel Felipe Vanegas
Sanjay Sarup Wadhwa
Jon Tyler Walker
Mitchell Joseph Whittaker
** Delani Marie Wood

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Keyana Tylene Young
Savannah Nicole Zaworski
Steven Zuardo

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw

** Bianca Cecilia Alvarez
Vincent Nunziato Aprea
Sara Lynn Ard
Audriana Nicole Asfoor
John Scott Bain

*** Ciara Nicole Barone
Cassidy Rae Bass
Gregory Michael Beck
Terry Robert Boyette
Haylee Renee Boyle
Valerie Rose Cambronne
Tianna Aundral Campbell
Elizabeth Corinne Chase
Christopher Joseph Clemente
Mark Anthony Congrains
Tara Elizabeth Currier
Michelle Elizabeth Dubon
Dylan Michael Duncan
Andrea Marie Easterling
* Martin Ebenger, Jr.

*** Rebecca Renee Fate
* Taylor Ann Filalski
Rachel Mae Friant
Brittany Alexandria Gill

** Samantha Greenstein
Ross Addison Hackney
Andrew Cole Hamre
Hyat Naim Katramiz
Joshua Michael Kuhn
Paul John Lanza
Tyler Patrick Laurita
Colleen Renee Lorenzen
* Ayomikun Leye
Kenneth Gordon Macdonald
Antonio Mario Marchese

*** Gabrielle Kiara Mastromatteo
Herline Mathieu
Joey Melendez
John Paul Mendez
Zachary Nile Miller
Jessica Nyaneh Momorie
Adam Jacob Moore
Jessica Amanda Nadal
Daisy Orihuela
Angela Maria Pacheco-Pitta
Tai-Lyn Alexandra Parboosingh

** Brandi Angelica Patierno
Cierra Marie Pettiford
Alejandra Preciado
Jordan Matthew Rapaport
Ryan Edward Roy
Elaine Patricia Sarlo
Austin Max Seidman
Sahir Sharaz
Joel Andraeus Simons
Walker John Smith IV
* Lucas Rylan Stafford
Nakayla Sage Stewart
Jaqetta Denise Surles
Geena Yolanda Tropea
Adam Scott Wallach
Lily Morgan Wissel
James Aaron Wulf

Radio-Television BA

* Nicolette Angela Doria

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist

Michael Johnathan Abelove
Maurice Mason Acree IV
Louis Edward Axen IV
Erica Alexis Beltran
Alexandra Kristen Canter
Donald Russell Culp
Melissa Maria Feliciano
Anne Magda Fenelus
Esther Jessica Flicker
Chantal Marie Garcia
Zoe Marie Hammond
Hayley Alexis Hawkinberry
Maxine Junior Jean-Louis, Jr.
Jeffrey Scott Lowery
Hayley Elizabeth Moss
Gabriela Aminta Murphy
Jordan Leigh Rhodes
Vernique Staterah Rolle
Jacob Patrick Salter
Jarrett Alan Seitz
Jamie Blair Sleek
Jeremy Chandler Tache
Robert Martin Taylor, Jr.
Ryan Alec Sandor Tjon Ajong
Edwin Vega-Morales
Jared Scott Weisman

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism

Lia Olivia Fernandez
Manuel Andres Finale
Maria Camila Hernandez
Mona Howe
Courtney Ann Jacobuzzi
Samantha Alice McCollum
Desiree Marie Montilla
Bryant Cangussu Pereira
Eric Martin Scott
Brigitte Lee Snedeker
Olivia Noelle Stanscy

Radio-Television BA-Production

*** Anita Allodia Annaheim
Elizabeth Bazan
Erica Kay Cabo Dal Molin
Ernesto Calderon
Stephanie Ann Cameron
Kelsey Davila
Benjamin Richard Eisenhauer
Robert John Forman
Shelby Paige Friedman
Thomas Huisman
Benjamin Douglas Kassab

*** Steven Anthony Luciano
Michelle Gianina Matarazzo
Darian Alexander Maurer
Chaz Raymond Mazzota

** Brooke Amber McLaughlin
Cory B. Nidetz
Timothy S. Nitsch

** Adele Elizabeth Papooshia
Anastasia Pavlinskaya
John Michael Pogan
Laura Anne Ruiz
Francisco Skurowiec
Shelby Lee Danielle Thomas

Sociology BA

Alexandra Nicole Allen
Amanda Brittany Ashby
Brittnie Kae Baker
Nalisha Elcie Bienaime
Mary Kathryn Bozzacco
Matthew Joseph Brunold
Katherine Cabrera

* Kallie Jan Callaway
Loreley Castro
Jessica Palmer Coleman
Happy Alexis Colon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

** Valeria Cordero-Sanchez
Dominique A. Davis
Daniela De Assis
John D. Denmark

*** Lucy Rachelle Dillard
Balkiz Dundar
Ann Elizabeth Durham
Rebecca Ann Dyke
Rachel Martiz Figueroa
Veronica Lynn Frazier
David Andrew Geldert
Anastasia Nicole Golshannejad

* Cynthia Nicole Gomez
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz
Andrea Michelle Goth
Marjha Lynn Grady
Crystal B. Gray
Jalisa Marie Hankerson
Jacqueline Louise Heffelfinger
Teresa Monique Jackson
Ryan Robert Paul Jenkins
Kenisha Adina Johnson
Jesse James Kattleman
Tatum Allyn Kelley
Rina Del Prado Konishi
Camille Rose Kreider
James Joseph Laguidice III
Kati Ann Lambert
Kristina Priscilla Lazarus
Angelica Maria Leon
Sarangela Limonta
Jayling Esterling Liriano
Edward Dustin Lopez Narvaez
Sarah Katherine Mallardi
Erica Alexis Martinez
Ameri Jaheem Mathieu
Crystal Tiara Merrick
Berlove Metelius
Ashely Ivelisse Molina Sanchez
Mia Alexandra Morales
Isabella Ng Silva
Aurosi Q. Nguyen
Kaitlynn Rae Palasieski
Shekilla Shante Perry
Ashley Raelynn Peterson
Craig Steven Phillips, Jr.
Jordan Elizabeth Phillips
Betty Pierre
Mark Andrew Post
Elijah William Read
Selin Michael Rollan
Karina Liz Rosario
Tearra Sanders

Sanasha Renae Sheals
Debi Andrea Darshani Singh
Jennifer Lynne Smothers
Jennie St. Hilaire
Sierra Kay Sutton
Dante Clayton Thomas
Krystin Carol-Lynn Tufaro
Christine Joann Turner
Laura Veillard
Katherine Paola Velez
Cindy Johanna Villalobos
Kryzta Michelle Villanueva
Cameron Joseph Walker
Ronika Nicole Wallace
Renata Litrell Williams
Chutney Jane Wright
Julie Elizabeth Wynn
Melissa Trinity Zepess

Meghan Elizabeth Dougherty
Tara Denise Dworek
Robyn Olivia Edmondson
Shannon Nicole Esposito
Landon Quin Estes
Orit Farahan

* Kaidi Ann Fenrich

*** Adam Joseph Foley
Jessenia Katherine Forney
Nicole Marie Forte
Michelle Eden Freire
Marlon Ray Garcia
Valentina Garcia

*** John-Mark George
Dana Joyel Greer
Kassidy Guettler
Julia Lynne Haas
Casey Brooke Harrell
Christopher Ryan Hearon
Gregori Lee Hernandez
Caitlin Marie Holly

* Abigail Marie Hudak
Kaitlynn Nicole Hymes
Ahmed Ibrahim

** Mustafa Ramadan Ibrahim
Dana Rae Jackson

* Hirushi Himasha Jayasena
Jose Stephanie Jean-Philippe
Aaron Kingsley Johnson
Amanda M. Kalman
Agustina Karpuk
Anishah S. Khan-Petrosky
Danielle Lynn Klawinski
Sarah Paola La Riva
Phung My Lam
Yasmine Imani Lanham
Courtney Marie Laperna
Jenny Lien
Daniel Thomas Maccagnone
Lauren Rachel Mades
Ashlyn Renee Marshall
Daniela Martinez
Maria Madeira Mas
Asad Rehan Matani
Amirah Tiara Mayes
Samantha Joy McGovern
Patricia Ann Melnick
Lindsey Brinette Mesa
Jaice Nicole Metherall
Siham Abdrahaman Mohamed
David Arsheen Mohebpoor
Harry Michel Monestime
Joshua Kiah Moore, Jr.

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS

Alyssa Marie Alers

*** Amelaine Maliwat Almacen
Francisco Javier Alvaro II
Lindsey Rae Anderson

* Maria Pilar Andreoli
Amal Arshad
Osama Abdul Kareem Assad, Jr.
Emily Kathleen Baillie
Erlene Renee Barbeau
Andrew Alexander Bertot
Jeremy Idan Bloom
Derrick Bonelli
Sean Michael Boyles
Amanda Lynn Bridges
Marissa Riane Brooks
Julie Shae Burger
Nathaniel Quinlan Caferro
Jacob Ryan Carver
Jesse Michael Cassarino
Aidan Reid Chapman

*** Donald Bruno Chappell
Philip Char
Ciara Lynn Coffell
Samantha Maria Colon
Matthew Robert Creech
Marissa Leigh Dear
Jose Alberto Dejuk
David Joseph Diven
Pierre Emmanuel Dorsainvil
College of Sciences

Cody Jarret Mullins
Jessica Nathalie Njopse
Haley Breanne Nolen
Adriana Lillette Ochoa
Adelolu Adeyemi Orogade
Akasha Marie Palou-Torres
Nedam Patel
Talym Tiara Perez
Tina L. Pham
Alexander Tienhuy Phan
Katelyn Elizabeth Prawl
* Uma Devi Ramoutar
Jackson Kyle Reagan
Ashley Chrisandra Reed
Levi Michael Reisinger
Alexander George Robertson
Lauren Rose Rogers
Willanic Rolon
Kierstin Elizabeth Rondeau
Shereen Fuad Saleh
Gerardo Sanchez
** Kyle Jeffery Sanchez
Michael Roberto Sanchez
* Vishal Shah
Cassandra Marie Sharkey
Natasha Del Valle Sol Cruz
Leticia Bernucci Sommerlatte
Charles Keith St. James
Kendall Brittany Tan
Yarimar Torres Rosado
Andrew Vidot-Gonzalez
Andrea Maria Vitiello
Stephanie Sara Vivies
Wilson Hien Vo
*** Heidi Rebeca Waite
Benjamin Lawrence Weldon
Hugh Evan Whitney
** Natalie Elizabeth Wilson
Harrison Tak Hong Wong
Felix Yeung
* Patrick Andrew Zianowski
* Evan Nicholas Zuber

Biology BS-General Biology
Kostandena Anastasiou
Man Huynh
Melissa Sherida Maduro
Harrison James Price

Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology
Victoria Anne Brodie

Chemistry BS
Vanessa Charles
Patrick Michael Cole, Jr.
Behnaz Davoudi
Andrew Edward DeRouin
Alexander Barrett Elliott
Andrew Amir Ezazi
*** David Fairchild
*** Tyler Randolph Martin
Samantha Theresa Mensah
Anthony Michael Santana
Ryan Mathias Schmich
* Thomas Edward Shaw IV
Olivia Marea Younce

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
Monica Katelyn Cortez
* Natalie Mae Delmain
Karena Joan Edun
Dirk Michael Emde
* Dahlia Michelle Hurtado
Emily Dawn Knack
Simone Monique Laing
* Tatiana Molden
Najib Hazel Mosquera
Kevin Christopher Mustain
John Park
Edward Luis Ramos
Adam Joseph Reed
Victoria Lynn Slaughter
** David John Weid II
Nicholas Alexander Young

Forensic Science BS
Melissa Sillars

Forensic Science BS-Analyst
Aleerce Marie Betts
Jareette Brianna Fryman
Ashley Brittany Levesque
Gloria M. Lin
Derek Michael Makara
Taylor Alexis McGowan
Jillian Ashleigh Nichole Miksanek
Kristen Anne Taylor
Eduardo Rodrigo Torres
Cassandra Dawn Trizano

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry
Lauren Ashley Gandy
Carolyn Paige Wisser

Mathematics BS-Applied Mathematics
Andrew Lewis Hunt
Alexandra Alaina Rotondo

Mathematics BS-Computational
Caitlin Mary Buttery
* Kevin Duarte
Ying Zhang

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Austin Neil Anderson
Luke Mackenzie Archer
Luis Edgardo Banegas Saybe
Robert Andrew Bauer IV
Christopher George Botelho
Matthew James Canalia
Allison Marie Fandrey
Sarah Marie Jackman
** Sophia Corinne Morrell
Robert Lawrence Reaney
Darren Patrick Reynolds
Nathaniel Jackson Smith
Austen Thomas Stewart
Victor Daniel Vilarchao
Deklan Wade Webster
** Rudy Scott Williams
Timothy Andrew Wingert
Calvin Pat Yong

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics
* Timothy Mathew Schwieg

Mathematics BS-Pure Mathematics
Dylan Kenneth Bruce
Zachary Nathan Gelinas
Isabelle Kraus

Physics BS
Michael Antia
Johnnie Alexandria Greene
Ian Endicott Harmon
Idris Daniel Kennedy
Maximilina Lennart Koopman
Renjie Ma
Nathaniel Haig Tukdarian
Luther Wang
Qing Xian Wang

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Physics BS-Astronomy
Seamus Anderson
Eric Alexander Apfel
Chelsea Barbara Decelles
Justin Michael Garland
Jeffery Osvaldo Jorges
Vanessa Christine Lowry
** Daniel David Sega Neuman

Physics BS-Computational
Alexander James Stanforth

Physics BS-Materials
Valentina Michelle Zaffino

Psychology BS
Sandra Fatima Abbas
Jeremy Curtis Abbott
Jennifer Brittany-Lyne Absher
Christopher Rene Aguilara
* Michelle Stephanie Aiello
Christy Elizabeth Alba
Angie Lissette Alfaro
Raejine Simone Alston
Robert Matthew Altizer
Zain Al-Turk
Chelsea Nicole Amaya
Cekedria D. Ambrose
Demeree Elizabeth Blaire Ames
** Laure Layne Anderson
* Audryn Saporiti Andreoli
Colleen Michelle Arago
Grace Gabrielle Archie
Dana James Argenziano
Staci-Amn W. Aris
April Michelle Armellini
Dana Lynn Arnold
Jordan James Arnold
** Richard Arroyo
** William Andrew Aubrey
Jillian Rosemarie Audetta
Jazmin Megan Ayala
*** Desia Ashley Bacon
Ashley Elizabeth Balfrum
Kailie Nicole Bartholomew
Caillan Garnet Bathurst
Abigail Grace Baur
Dylan Tyler Baxter
Devin Holly Becker
Madison Anne Beggs

Saif Salah Behairy
Gabrielle Anna Bell
** Kristen Ben
Vanessa Margot Benzaquen
Stephanie Cary Betancourt
Danielle Katalin Bieniek
Megan E. Bigelow
Christopher Joseph Bigio
Jacob Haden Blanchard
Adarels Bolivar
Allyson Natasha Bonneau
Jessica Anne Bonney
Milton McNeil Boyd
Steven James Bravato
*** Melissa Ellen Brennan
Anthony Edward Breton
Joseph Britt III
James David Broderick
Sarah Emaline Broderrecht
Brittany Marie Brown
Zoe Michaela Bryant
Rebecca Sophia Buch
Braxton Lee Burbridge
Antionette Nichole Butler
Jeremy Victor Buttice
Derek Calderon Arzon
Simone Camacho
Brooke Michele Campanile
Cassidy Dylan Campbell
Jamie Blair Campbell
Lauren Marie Campbell
Maria Kateri Campbell
Ashley Noel Campo
Sarah Lucille Candeto
Amanda Colleen Caporale
Tiffany L. Card
Vanessa Marie Cardenas
*** Andrew Philip Carleton
Rebecca Faith Carnell
Shirley Maria Carrera
Alexa Paige Carrollo
Sabrina Michelle Carswell
Alison Marie Carter
Jennifer Trice Carter
Daphney Marie Katseline Casimir
Nobeltany Castellon
Marissa Lynn Cayne
Brianna Lauren Cha-Kim
Christian Vidal Chang, Sr.
Joseph Paul Chase
Chanleyca Tor Chau
Naomi Rochelle Christy
*** Nicole Sandra Chudy
Alberto Rene Claudio
Jillian Grace Cline
Lanies Coleus
Phillip Hunter Combs
Calvin James Cook
Nikia Elizabeth Cook
Rachel Nichole Cook
Emily Taylor Cooper
Tyler James Cooper
Jaime Michelle Cope
Ginni Correa
Maria Claudia Covyutas Duarte
Luke Gary Crawford
Shaun Patrick Crooks Joseph
Sydney Lynn Cross
Elizabeth Lauren Cruise
Sara Cruz
Caillin Lynnann Cruz
*** Britney Marie Cuomo
Melissa Elizabeth Dabeydeen
April Anne Dance
* Heather Mae D'Archangel
Kristen Michelle Dathe
Byron Kenneth Dawson
Laurel Alyse Dawson
Livia Del'Arco
Danielle Carmen Delgado
Hector R. Delgado
Elizabeth Michelle Deluque
Brittany Colleen D'Enihan
Deprise Merle Depass
Andrew Johnny Diaz
Jared Daniel Diaz
Christian Manuel Diaz-Rivera
*** Jamilete Diaz-Rivera
Diana Lynn Diehl
*** Lucy Rachelle Dillard
Shirley Dorsainvil
Matthew David Dotson
Nigel Harlan Dottin II
Drew Aaron Doyle
Riley Patrick Doyle
Jessica Lynn Dreiling
Caroline Delany Duke
Briah Duncan
John Camilo Dunham
* Nancy Ann Dunn
Sabrina Jolie Dupuis
Stephanie Kadejah Durant
Abia Durin
* Sarah Marie Dusablon
Rebecca Ann Dyke
** Tatiana Lee Eduard

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Mine Edwards
Brooke Taylor Egerman
Laura Elizabeth Ellis
Nichele Zharad Embrey
Hannah Elizabeth Erdner
Russell N. Errazo
Casey Lee Erskine
Tatiana Escobar

*** Jamie Danielle Esh
Diahann Alejandra Espitia
Natalia Estrada
Loren Diane Eures
Alexandra Fabien
Stefany Farsiyants
Amber Nicole Farwig
Ashley Christine Feijoo
Skylar Gayle Ferrazzi
Sarah Andreina Ferrer
Miranda Joann Fields
Caroline Flores
Stephanie Lynn Fogarty
Kimberly Anne Forbes
Briania Lynn Foss
* Jessica Marie Frank

*** Charles Tilghman Franks, Jr.
Kelly Ann Frenette
Carolina Frias

*** Abigail Lynne Galloway
Lauren Kelly Galvin
* Karina Khamala Garib
Gerard Garone
Thomas Patrick Giallella
Samantha Ann Gilbertie
Dante Aristotele Ginarte
Leanne Giraldo

* Janice Lynn Givens
Allison Spring Golden
Rachel Elizabeth Goldman
Annabelle Aimee Gonzales
Gabriel Gonzalez
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz

* Mitchell Adam Gordon
John Joseph Granger
Cheyenne Erin Grantham

* Allie Michael Grecul
Nicholas Joseph Grillo-Lord
Sabrina Rain Grimes
Alexandra Guerra
Rachel Guillaume
Richard Gutierrez Jr.
Shayne Amir Gutzmone
Desarue Marie Guzman
Angela Christine Hall

Justin Tyler Hall
Brynn Suzanne Hamilton
* Alexis Anastasia Hampilos
Christopher Michael Harlow
* Marc Jason Harmon
Joshua Edward Harris
Desiree Monique Harrison
Serena Jean Harrison
John Lindsey Hart IV
Lauren Nichole Hartford
Emily Rebeckah Hatfield
Jessica Ann Hayes
Morgan Elizabeth Hearns
Mandeep K. Heer
Emily Marie Heffman
Jamie Nicole Hernandez
Brandi Lilian Herring
Gabrielle Alvarado Hetzer
Eden Bennett Higby
Jenna Marie Hines

* Natalia Hines Quevedo
Annalise Mary Hinkle
Elena Maria Hinzel
Justin Lee Hoeck
Stephen Nicholas Holbrook
Karisa Taylor Holmes
Marvin Hoo
Alexander Michael Hoover
Amanda Rene Howell
Robert Glenn Howell
Brooke Taylor Howerton
Adrian Rodolfo Idrogo

*** Zsofia Eliza Imre
* Haley Nicole Ingersoll
Shaquinta Nyjae Ingram
Gennaro Jonathan Iorio
Sondos Jaber

* Rachel Jonaye Jaffe

*** Cassondra Laura James
Jorica Jean
Jose Stephanie Jean-Philippe
* Taylor Elise Jeffery
Jessica Renee Johns
Aakilah Kierra Johnson
Christopher Keith Johnson
Danielle Briana Johnson
David Michael Johnson
Mc`Nisha Tenay Jones
Rachel Ann Kane
Jon Paul Katsikos
Jacquelyn Grace Keen
Kevin Alexander Kelly
Leah Kay Kestner-True

Faryal Khan
* John William Kimsey
Samantha Nicole Kinghorn
Samantha Alexa Kitchen-Pareja
Thomas Stephen Klapheke

*** Ashley Taylor Klapper
*** Daniel Martin Klapper
Alexis Nicole Knupp
Elizbeth Jeanne Koblar
Heidi Joyce Kohl
Nicholas Ryan Kopf
Maryellen Kraese
Josette Lynn Krebsuzewski
Shayna Breanne Kurland
Samuel Vincent Ladas
Jeniel Anthony Laing-Thomas
Ashley Marie Landolfi
Dylan John Lanier
Kathy Marie Lanthorne
Johanna Victoria Larsson
Nadine Antionette Lawes
Elizabeth Lynn Lawrence

*** Jessica Rose Lehan
Joseph Anthony Leon
Amanda Linzalone
Michelle Chung Liu
Andrew P. Lochow
Allison Joann Long

** Crystal Meaghan Long
Sasha Ivette Lopez
Silvia Kristine Lopez
Cherri Lame Lorenzo
Dominique DeVereaux Louissaint
David James Lowe
Julia C. Lozada
Bruna Medeiros Lupo
Thuc Khiet Ly
Morgan Joanne MacDougall
Daniela Macias
Danielle Marie Maldonado
Elizabeth Maldonado
Valerie Judiana Maldonado
Fernande Nanda Mamane
Kayla Marie Mannon
Holden Read Marable

** Mark Daniel Marciszewski
Victoria Rose Martin

*** Emily Louise Martinez
Melissa Aura Martinez
Sol Marie Martorony
Mariana Matano
Chancia Jewels Matos
Sumeeta Natasha Mattow

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Matthew Joseph Mazzeo
Nicholas Alexander McCorkle
Ashley Nicole McCormick
Madison Siles McCoy
Isabella Lynn McRimmon
Kacie Marie McGarry

** Bremna Marie McGee
Ashley M. McGlashen
Kirsty Marie McLaran
Andrew Stephen McLaughlin
Maggy Karina Mead
Lauren Medders
Marcelle Mehu
Ryan Holden Meldrum
Shawn Mello
Emilce Michell Mendoza Leader
Kari Lynn Menhenett
Martha Melissa Meran
Melissa Grace Merz
Clauudia Melallus
Brian James Miller
Dana Michelle Miller
Jared Edge Miller
Julie Beth Miller
Natalie Nicole Minor
* Melissa Susan Miranda

** Nicole Lynn Miranda
Zoie Christine Mirling
Christopher James Miville

** Svetla Mohan
Mackenzie Collen Molina
Samatha Momperousse
Fernando Luis Montalvo
Juliette Michaela Montejo
Sebastian Montoya
Stacia Raven Morris
Kyle Andrew Mueller
Connor Keith Muladore
Lauren Nicole Munoz

** Sydney Aleah Murchison-Stricker
* Madeline Ann Murphy
Emily Noreen Nakis
Taylor Lynn Brannon Napier
Eduardo Nava
Kristina Virginia Nazario

* Stephen Jay Neal
LaTonya Tenise Ned
Briana Michelle Nesmith
Valeria S. Nesterova
Cody Taylor Neu
Kaley Rose Norman
Jackie Lea Norris
Steven Tyler Ocasio

*** Kaitlin Marie O’Hara
Cristina Marie Olarte
Mayra Denice Olivas
Samantha Marie Oliveri
Michael Anthony Olmo
Anthonia Olashola Onalaja
Ashi Nicole Onan
Salina Ashley Ortiz
Nicole Ann Ostrow
Benjamin Reid Owell
Karina Pabon
Samanta Mary Pacheco
Alexia Nicole Padron
Margret Helga Paldottir
* Kenzhané Diamond Pantin

** Tabitha Meehee Park
Kimberly Maie Pastrana
Shaniq Vonne’nt Patterson
Shawna Louise Peare
Katrine Norregaard Pedersen

** Felicia Emily Peluso
Danielle Celeste Peralta

** Bridget Monique Perez
Camille Marie Perez
Monica Alexandra Perez
Marissa Marie Perri
* Jasmin Jean Perry
Karishma Valine Persaud
Alyssa Marie Petroccione
Bao Quoc Pham
Nga Kim Pham
Tri Minh Pham

* Zoe Alexandra Philipson
Andre Pierrend
Ariel J. Pinckney
Sean Albert Pinto
Tiffany Alicia Pizio
Deloris Marie Pizzuti
Ashley Nicole Plavinsky
Amanda Jean Polacek
Torii Rae-Lynn Polk
Sonja Chandel Pollard
Michelle Marie Porto
Cheryl Anne Powers

*** Tyler Grace Powers
Andrea Carolina Prado
Heather Ann Probert
Crystal Marie Pruitt
Shelby Christine Pyle
Deborah Jean Rainer
* Megan Leigh Rainey
Alyssa Brianne Ramos
Christopher Daniel Ramsteck

Emily Kathryn Rash
Deeana Marie Reavis
Alex McLean Record
Zhana K. Reed
Patrick Alexander Reeves
Rachel Lauren Reidel

** Jenna Grace Resert
Brianna Giselle Remy
* Emily Marie Reynolds
Ashley Mozelle Rhodes
* Alisa Catherine Richey
Kristi Riley
* Nicholas Richard Rintrona, Jr.
Alanis Nicole Rivera
Arlene Rivera

*** Gina Evelis Rivera
Jeremy Eisele Rivera
Naomi Ivette Rivera
Eileen Maria Rivero
Lindsay Ayn Robertson
Kiersten Nicole Rodgers
Fabiana Rodi
Ariel Jesus Rodriguez
Elizabeth Marie Rodriguez
Jessica Marie Rodriguez
Joseph Alexander Rodriguez
Leanne Marie Rodriguez

* Coralys Del Mar Rodriguez Carreras
Christopher Paul Roensch
Christopher Richard Rogers
Dalylah Gabrielle Rogers
Kr Elizabeth Rogers
Leslie Roman
Katherine Romero
Keyshla Ivette Rosario

** Erica Marie RosenBlum
Nanishi Cristal Ruiz
Lacey Nicole Rumberger
Nicoe Alana Sagman
Maria Guadalupe Salgado Coca
Kayla Rae San Fratello
Nicole Danielle Sanfilippo

* Elizabeth Ann Santiago
Marium Firdaus Sayed

* Rebecca Mae Sayers
Maria Angela Scaglione

* Emalee Lorrin Schierman
Savannah Jo Schroeder
Destyni Ashlee Scott
Meagan Nicole Seago
Amy Lynn Seaver
Vierge Audrey Selexant
Lauren Kelsey Selice

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

76
College of Sciences

Christina Nicole Senesi
Yesenia Sepulveda
Erica Taylor Sheets
Kaitlyn Jean Shelp
* Dylan Blair Shelton
Gabriella Anne Shelton
Seaira Leigh Sigel
Hayden Joseph Sidd
Andreina Sifontes
Donna Marie Silva
Sarah Anne Simonian
* Emily Diane Simpson
Naomi Danielle Skopec
Jennifer Lida Slone
Devin Ramon Smith

*** Sandra L. Smith
Tyler Lauren Smith
* Kacie Joy Snipes
Dominique Tyrese Snowden
Daylena Sofia
Alexandra Marie Sofos

*** Dani Casey Somerville
Britni Alek Sonsky
Sara Zarif Sooha
Elizabeth Megan Sova
* Marissa Anne Sowinski
Cassandra Hope Spielman
Matthew Paul Stagner
Cortnee Renay Stainrod

*** Johnny Wade Starnes, Jr.
Aerial Denise Stephen
Shiloh Alonzo Stevens
Nakayla Sage Stewart
Nemo D. Stokes
Omari Pili Stringer
Sarah Elizabeth Stump
Allison Marie Sudman
* Rima El-Sayed Suleiman
Megan Elizabeth Sullivan
Shaman Surendran
Aleksandra Anastazja Szczygiel'ska

*** Alyssa Gaina Tagdharie
*** Alexandra Marie Tamberrino
* Nicole Leigh Tarascio
Brandi Chantell Taylor-Tolliver
* Shelby Lynn Teat
* Yima3la Lenie Telemaque
Ambar Temsamani

*** Veera Emilia Tervola
Jeff Theusme
Melanie Ann Thomas
Forrest Gage Tillman
Natalie Anne Titus

Raquel Aurora Toro
Nicholas James Turpening
Samantha Lin Underhill
Selina Urul
Valerie Nicole Valencia
Vincent Thomas Van Berkum
Stephen Clinton Van Buren
Gabrielle Vasquez
Ariana Velasquez
Ariana Vernon
Gina Marie Watson
Zachary Ryan Weir
* Savannah Marie Wheat
Emily Lynn Wheeler
Alicia Marie Whipple
Bruce Anthony Whittingham Diedrick
Angelica Vania Williams
Courtney Lenore Williams
Danyea Rochelle Williams
Kaila Mikelle Williams
Katherine Marie Williams
Robert Darnell Williams
Sasha Marie Willis
Ryan Moxley Wohlers
Sarah Dianne Wolford
Alyssa Nicole Wolnik
Melanie Arleen Woodward
Celyra Imani Workman
Christopher Thomas Wright II
Colleen Patricia Wuchte
Jericha Faye Yammer
Memona Zafar
Elissa Angelica Zapata

*** Tamara Ariana Zishuk

Social Sciences BS
* Emily Marie Carson
Lauren Anne Daniel
Samantha Asher-Lee Douglas
Faith Sean Eschweiler
Yasmin Abdullahoteef Jobarah
Shelley Marie Koffinas
Claudia Brooke Ann Lightsey
* Grace Emmanuelle Okerson
Joseph William Pickrell III
Angela Leann Rhodes
Melissa Nicole Sadlik
Sabrina Marie Schmidt
Jennifer Lee Sevon
Niki Amanda Thomany

Statistics BS
Robert Andrew Bauer IV
*** Adam David Berlinski
Erika Rene Blackwell
Stephanie Gale Chindamo
Brian Lee Cote
Drew Aaron Doyle
Andres Duque Garcia

*** Nicole Elizabeth Gribben
Zhaoji Jin

*** Michael James Koller
Madeira Maria Mas
Daniel Ross Mertz
Justin Taylor Mousseau
Nathan Tanner Nicodemus
Bridgett Alicia Smith
David Michael Snyder
Margaret Ann Strauss
Andrea Leanne Wilke
Chrysal Anne Wisial
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA
Jasmin Monica Aguinaga
Martin Daniel Austin
John Anthony Betancourt
Hayley Shannon Burginger
Laura Rae Chermak
Kelsi Pauline Constant
Felicia Dolores DAsheberg
Latisha Dat
Gretchen Janet Davison
Angel Delgado
Debbie Suzanne Delgado
Chelsea Marie Derrigo
John Lee Devine, Jr.
Jacqueline Lee Dolan
Karen Lee Dugan
Haley Rose Erdbrink
Robert Jacob Finkel
Cody Alexander Fishman
* Alexandra Garrido
Therese Eleanor Gerhauser
Nina Ariana Goluskin
Lindsay Rochelle Gonshak
*** Molly Renee Gregory
Antonio Lorenzo Guerad
Natasha-Amber Charity Guerra
Adam Steven Hamilton
Yagdash Harrypersad
Alexandra Lauren Haugen
Keisha Renee Holmes
Paula Jean-Baptiste
Catherine Marianne Jensen
Marvin Dell Jones
Spencer Nicole Kammer
Kaley Marie Kirk
Lauren Michelle Lemen
Sarah Brooklyn Leukel
Erin Nicole Lopater
Seyvon DAndre Lowry
Natalie Anne Madruga
Samantha Eloise Matos
Chelsea Anne Mayo
Donna McGill-Willingham
Kelly Anne McKnight
Melody Renee McMillan
Ashley Renee McMullan
Alexis Marie Merritt
Charlene Joan Miccoli
Carl Alexander Muth
Simen Myriam Joceline Noua
Jacob Nicholas Ohrberg
John Melvin O'Neal
Gabriela Annette Paz
Belkis Mercedes Perez
* Jerilyn Ann Pollock
Kirsten Elizabeth Povolny
Tracy Lynn Reinke
Gabrielle Hannah Roberts
Kathleen Gray Rose
Sophieirth Run
** Michelle Elena Saldivar
James T. Sartori
Jheanelle Therese Satchell
*** Taylor Marie Scimeca
* Terrance Renard Singleton, Jr.
Bruno Giovanni Smith
Tiffany Ann Storms
* Christy Jo Teele
Bianca Valme
Therisse Lee Vickers
Jeremy Alan Weberman
Merianna Marie Wegmann
Allison Renee Williams
George Joseph Williams
Omar Raheem Williams
Shaquille Dessiree Williams, Sr.
Corisa Machel Davenport
Jameson David
* Jordan Leigh Davis
Justin Dumont Davis
Shaheed Davis
Karla Paloma De Jesus
* Yelitza Delgado
Sharnise Latrishia Dempo
Tracy Leticia Deter
*** Lynn Janne Edwards
Tanksley Effianayi
Dylan Michael Entner
Anam Sohail Faizi
Jacqueline Lee Falco
Bryan Anthony Force
Tajah Lanay Foster
Constantine Alexander Fotiadis
Michelle Denise Francis
Brittanie Frieze
Anissa Bianca Diane Gaskin
Kerry Shannon Gerrity
Megan Elizabeth Giacini
Brian Francis Gil
Tarrick Joseph Harb
* Isabella Harris
Tenisha D. Harrison
Samantha Jo Hesman
Chase Gregory Hogan
Valerie Jean Hughes
Spenser Kyle Jackson
Tyler Renea Johnson
Gerald Kane
Faisal Mohammad Karim
Parminder Kaur
Jessica Lauren King
John Raymond Kirkpatrick
Tyler William Krider
Diana Louise Kuzma
Madeleine Rose Lagoy
Alec James Layman
Catherine Mary Lewis
Brittany Lynn Livengood
Max Ryan Loew
Tera Lucht
Cynthia Ann Marshall
Melissa Angelica Martinez
Joseph Andrew Martinson IV
Paige Olivia McCarty
Nicholas McCoy
Justin David McDonald
Savion Shelton McKenzie
Marcus Eugene McNutt
Kaitlin Nicole Meister

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Kiara Adlin Morales
Alexa Theres Morona
Tyler James Murdoch
Shenelle A. Neath
Sean Patrick Nemeh
Courtney Elizabeth O'Connell
Kevin M. O'Toole
Dana Marie Palermo
Jason Michael Paluzzi
Bennett Preston Parks
Kristian Louis Perdomo
Ernesto German Perez
Kaisy Marie Perez Rodriguez
Arshia Reza Pessaran
Jimmy Pierre Louis
Maurielle Karina Pierson
Juan Alejandro Pimentel
Noor Fatima Syeda Qudri
Coleman Gregory Rau
Antuanec Travell Richardson
Laurenzo Blair Richardson
Sasha Nicole Rigg
Nicholas Blake Riker
Lindsey Jeannette Ristow
Aisha Mileti Rivera
Marcus Luis Rivera
Camille Colleen Robinson
Mia Schavaughn Rock Rodriguez
Sylvia Romeus
Rachael Elizabeth Romsa
Kayla Tina Rooplah
Sean Christian Ryan
Joshua Rajan Samuel
Kimberly Lauren Santiago
Bryanna Elizabeth Schucker
Ashley Lauran Scoggins
Lindsay Nicole Seidl
Carlin James Shaw
Danielle Solomon
Kadeem Anthony Stewart
Jadon Chennault Stringfellow
Tara Tricell Sturridge
Brendan Michael Stuver
Jessica Leigh Tallarico
Brittany Michelle Taylor
Alexander James Tays
Hailey Nicole Thomas
Ashley Marie Tierney
Samantha Ann Tonder
Myrcil Touzin
Tomie Lorraine Troxell
Joel Mark Tucker
Johanna Kavellie Vizcarrondo
Huynh Mai Vo
Madison Clare Montgomery Wakefield
Austin Edmond Wallace
Anna Malina Nelliger Waters
Charnasta Johnetta Batie Watson
Samantha Joan Webber
Austin Cole Wheeler
D'Arra Lavette Williams
Dontravis Jamal Wilson
Jacob Thomas Winsett
Jennifer Yvonne Lee Youance
Vicki Louis Zifteh

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-
Environmental Studies

Carly Noel Barto
Beth Anne Beals
Jacob Thomas Behm
Samuel Christopher Biancalli
Amanda Beryl Chung
Clifton Dunlap Clark
Michelle Elizabeth Clarke

Tiffany Alexis Crawford
Alana Beth Drucker
Justin Falcon
Melanie Elizabeth Fallin
Mark Alan Ferenc
Rachel Michelle Freier
Maxwell Hampton Garner
Monica Lei Hamblin
Joseph Stuart Henderson
Traci Yvonne Hill
Hannah Catherine Hollinger
Alexandria T. Knoll
Avery Lauren Casiano Lee
Thomas Warren Lee
Thomas Warren Lotti
Lindsey Morgan Meyers
Seth L. Morgan
Jade Marie Payne
Sierra Nicole Pefizza
Jaclyn Christine Pickett
Houston Edward Short II

John Bernard Sinnott
Gabrielle Kayla Skelton
Shelby Raic Turner

William James Turnipseed
Gabriel Christopher Watts
John Joseph Wilke, Jr.

Joshua Hanoeh Winograd
Mindy Yang

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS
Michael Paulino De La Torre
Victor Alfonso Gutierrez
Luis Alexander Lugo

Applied Science BAS-Criminal Justice
** Stephanie Lynne Tabares

Applied Science BAS-Health Services Administration
Daria Chernega
* Lauren Maria Masson

Applied Science BAS-Information Technology
Edward Matthew Britton
Carlos Ivan Crespo
Neil Dennis Dalmida
Ricardo Andres Garcia
Fernando Jesus Gutierrez
Keith O'Brien Jackson, Jr.
Rohan Vincent Pascale
Curtis Torwon Walker

Stephen Daniel Wall
Daniel Lloyd Weber

Applied Science BAS-Software Development
Christopher Ryan Best
Christian Louis Faust
Adrian Michael Goetz
Bradley Taylor Hamilton
David Andres Hincapie
Andrei Melendez Mendoza
Joshua Ramirez Padilla
David Christian Rosh

Yasuhiro Shimada
Daniel Eric Smith

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS

Julia Marie Addelman
Nicole Michelle Aguerre
Ashley Monay Allen
Araceli Arzate
Janaina Luisa Barroso
Brandy Nicole Boettner
* Alexis Danielle Brenner
Bria Nicole Brown
Brohina Suzannah Browne
Maria Jose Cardenas
Danielle Alicia Carner
Kendra Mary Carter
Erin Christina Chambers
Brittany Faith Chaner
Rachel Carson Cloke
Paige Megan Harden Coddington
Meredith Elaine Colter
Kristina Marie Contreras
Taylor Elizabeth Curington
Heather Teresa De Jacon
Sophia Noele Deleon
Gabriela Delgado
Alexandra Britain Diaz
Nicole Lynn Dye
Rebecca Lee Finnerty
Anastaja Marie Forshier
Michaela Joy Franks
Tierra Monique Freeman
Samantha Taylor Froelich

** Ashlyn Paige Geoffrey
* Erica Lydia Gerber
* Katelyn Valentine Graber
Rafael Grullon
* Emily Katherine Guerdan
Danella Guillaume
Courtney Anne Guttridge
Kristen Marie Haas
Jessica J. Haddad

** Ashley Nicole Hall
Margaret Kathleen Hatcher
* Haley Patricia Haughey
Courtney Rae Hilker
Judy Luo Ho
Kristen Elizabeth Hodge
Alyssa Brooke Hudson
Kimberly Ashley Irwin
Bobbie Crystal Jackson
* Frances Mari Jacomino
Raegan Paige Jackell

Jordan Lauria Johnson
Rachael Nicole Johnson
Rachel Jordan Katz
* Abbie Shae Kellner
Kristin Margori Kelsey
Meaghan Alexis Kula
Allison Patrice Lachnicht
Jennifer Lamothe
Nicole Elizabeth Lande
Alexandra Suzette Lochrige
Alyssa Nichole Love
Laura Marie Maciejewski
Thomas John Malone
Victoria Lynn Mannix
Natalie Paige Markos
Claresa Valerie Martin
Lindsie Patricia McBride
Liana Kurstyn Mejía

** Jessica Elizabeth Mirman
Christie Lynn Morell
Hannah Arielle Morton
James Dillon Murphy
Danielle Elizabeth Myers
Noelle Lesley Noris
Natalie Carly Nykirk
Jordan Michelle O’Quinn
Eduardo Palermo, Jr.

** Joseph Daniel Pantera
Kelsey Marie Paris
Gabrielle Alexis Pastor
Shivani C. Patel
Kadia Michelle Pearlson
James Wiley Pearson III
Alexis Lauren Perez
Shannon Marie Powers
Lexeie Jasmine Provitt
Kadia Gill Quiles
Patricia Marie Rescigno
Ada Estefania Reyes

** Christina Marie Reynolds
Kelly Anne Roberts
Kiersta Marion Rommerdhall
Kaitlin Helene Rosseter-Garrison
Jordyn Nicole Rothenberg
Angela Marie Roy
Colby William Sanders
Hayley Marie Schultz
Gabriella Patricia Shurina
Stephanie Corinne Silva
Talia Maria Silver
Derick Alonzo Smith
* Hayley Michelle Smith
Kierra Danielle Smith

Ana Sosa
Riley Lorraine Spenningsby
Brooke Spiller
* Hannah Abigail Starner
Adrianna Mariah Steele
Tess Corinne Tannenbaum
Taylor Nicole Tidwell
Alexander Tirado, Jr.
Edgar Omar Torres
Linda Tran
Caitlin Elizabeth Tribit
Janet Marie Wagner
Megan Catherine Wallner
Adrienne Estelle Walton
Mallory Ann Wasdin
Rebecca Elizabeth Waters
Amanda Rose Weinstein
Harriet Amy Whitcombe
Heather Rochelle Wood
Kimberly A. Wood
Derek James Workman
Alexandra Jordan Worthen
Mehdie Dihonne Wright
Katelyn Caroline Wysong
Emma W. Zenglein
Danielle Zarrella
Geena Marie Zinkand

Hospitality Management BS

Daniel Scott Adams
* Sydney Alexander
Ashley Monay Allen
Rachel Emily Alfildt
Brianna Michelle Andrews
Paola Andrea Angarita
Elizabeth Rose Ardolino
Araele Arzate
Eric Andrew Atkinson
Stefan James Aylott
* Matthew Joseph Badalamenti
Shanelle Sierra Baugh
* Sarah Lynn Baxter
Derrick Raymond Beal
Kara Alexandria Behan
Brianna Elizabeth Bell
Nicholas Gordon Blachly
Rebecca Lee Ellen Boggs
Astrill Caché Brathwaite
Haley Shannon Brennan
Imani Nicole Brooks
Demyra Arianna Brow-Hendrickson
Brohina Suzannah Browne

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Aaliyah Latoria Bryson
Natalie Elizabeth Burley
Emely Cabrera
Vanessa Cabrera
Summer Suzanne Cajigal
Cailin Jeanne Calimano
Graison Julia Caras
Nicholas Alexander Carles
Shane Thomas Carman

*** Erica Angeline Casanta
Nicole Castellanos
Paige Megan Harden Coddington
Ashley Elise Cohen
Tristen Shea Conner
Morgan Taylor Crutchley
Bierley Thanh Dang
Irene Calugay Davis
Rodney Lee Davis
Reilly Alexandra Dawson
Shaquille Dawson
Laura De Los Rios
Devin Rae Dennis
Melissa Ivonne Diaz
Dustin Paul DiMaggio
Ashley Marie DiMarino
Samantha Victoria Duvivou
Melissa Ann English
Piper Christine Eskridge
Nicolette Alexandra Fernandez
Danielle Felizola Ferreira
Rebecca Lee Finnerty
Justine Alicia Flowers
Anastaja Marie Forshier
Claudia Francini
Michelle Renee Frangione
Alexis Briana Garcia
Joshua Andrew Gaze
Andriana Velez George
Austin Goldstein
Willie Gus Gore III
Scott Benjamin Gould
Brittany Noel Graham
Jose Miguel Gutierrez
Courtney Anne Guttridge
Brianna Marie Harvey
* Haley Patricia Haughey
Brian Christopher Heagan
Morgan Leigh Hennings
Antonina Morgan Henry
Kristina Lorraine Ladybird Henry
Amelia Alexis Hoffman
James Lucas Hogue
Stefanie Jean Hohman

Dominique Hoyos Larco
Samantha Lynn Hutcherson
Gloria Alexandra Imhoff
Kendra Francis Jackson
Rachael Nicole Johnson

*** Victoria Ann Johnson
Whitney Leah Kane
Jordan Chester Keith Kappel
* Abbie Shae Killner
Sara Elaine Kelly

** Kaityln Anne Knappenberger
Jennifer Lamothe
Laura Amanda Lanzo
Marisa Kathryn Lazusky
Anthony Phillip Lazzara
Alex Lebowitz
Gunner R. Leslie
Grace Motunrayo Lewis
Nathaniel Richard Lewis
Shannon Noel Lewis
Hailey Rachel Lillard
Aspyn Renee Lowrimore-Allen
Amanda Zoe Lyke

** Katie Michelle Lynn
Lauren Marie Maciejewski
Stephanie Madriz
Valerie Amanda Mangone
Danielle Elizabeth Mathis
Joseph Daniel McQuade
Giovanna Marie Medell
Sharon Alexis Micheletti

*** Melody Nicole Miller
Christina Mitchell
William Joseph Moffitt
Sebastian Montoya Villegas
Angelica Nicole Morales
Daniel James Morrison
Katherine Ann Morrow
Bianca Nicole Munich
Eric Allen Murfield
Monica Renee Newman
Nicholas Anthony Nicollela
Brandon Joseph O'Callaghan
Milo Frank Oldham
Gabriel Alexis Ordaz, Jr.
Sergio Ortiz
Sarah Helen Palms

** Joseph Daniel Pantera
Chloe Michele Paoli
Stephanie Nicole Parish-Kalish
Andrew Wilhelm Paul
Ron Andrew Phillips
Dwight Michael Pickens, Jr.

Spencer Pierre
Alexandra Nicole Porter
Shannon Marie Powers
Kayla Grace Praskievicz
Ashley Ramsaroop
Jean Carlo Reyes-Cruz

** Christina Marie Reynolds
Tammy Reznik
Andrea Gail Riley
Taylor Jeannell Elizabeth Robertson
Laura Adriana Rodriguez
Nelson Steven Rodriguez
Louis Romano
Alexandria Jamie Rosen
Jake Samuel Rosenfeld
Kailltin Helene Rosseter-Garrison
Cailltin Michele Rossman
Jordyn Nicole Rothberg
Julieta Ruffini
Emily Gayle Rutkowski
Kelly Marie Scannell
Susan Carol Scohiera
Victoria Lynn Siegel
Stephanie Ann Singh
Amber Nicole Smith
Kierra Danielle Smith
LeeVonda Deshelle Smith
Emily Anne Snell
Lauren Elizabeth Soucy

* Hannah Abigail Starner

** Kristin Leigh Stasak
Alexis Tara Szewlach
Tess Corinne Tannenbaum
Cameron James Tutanish
Edgar Omar Torres
Stephen Robert Torres
Shella Nicole Trist
Jing-Wen Tsao
Tiera Lafaye Turner
Elaine Christine Ubals
Jamie Lynn Uyari
Christina J. Valentine
Alexis Leanne VanCura
Prospera Shelton Virden IV
Myhanh Thi Vo
Megan Catherine Wallner
Jasmine Nasser Wehbe
Danielle Marie Welker
Amanda Elizabeth Whalen

*** Jonathan David White
Julie Lucille Wildman
Sean Michael Wiley
Celia K. Wilkinson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

David Antonio Williams, Jr.
Maximilian Wong
* Lane Elizabeth Woolf
Derek James Workman
Douglas Takeshi Yabuki, Jr.
Aaron Joseph Yavelow
Shaina Joy Zwiebel

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist
Alexander Wesley Bridwell
Emily Ann Brown
Jacqueline Celentano
Jimmy Co
Calli Nicole Crawford
Aaron Jon Doughtry
Nicole Lynn Dye
Yosephine Koronada Febus-Traphagen
Drew Scott Freeburn
Ciara Michelle Goodale
* Katelyn Valentine Graber
Kara Jannaee Hever
Alexandra Morgan Jacobe
* Francys Mari Jacomino
Ian Matthew Kelly
Peter Laureano
Alexandra Suzette Lochridge
Anthony Lawrence Malys

** Jessica Elizabeth Mirman
Christie Lynn Morell
Hannah Arielle Morton
Samantha Marie Ottaviani
James Wiley Pearson III
Megan Renae Pershing
Suzanne Marie Pontillo
Hannah Marie Rokus
Arianna Sofia Safie
Kari Marie Salvatore
Annalysse Taylor Scott
Matthew Xavier Simaj
Emily Kathryn Souder
Kirstin Elaine Stull

** Ashley Nicole Conrad
Morgan Taylor Crutchley
Rodney Lee Davis
Raymond L. De Jesus
Sophia Marie Ferrara
Michelle Renee Frangione
Julie Hall
Dominique Hoyos Larco
Megan Arlene Johnson
George Gregory McGehee III
Deidra McRae
Sasha Moral
Samantha Marie Ottaviani
Steven Christopher Trevett
Elaine Christine Ubals
Douglas Takeshi Yabuki, Jr.

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Cecilia Marie Acosta
Nicole Castellanos

Hospitality Management BS-Golf Management
Brittany Christine Smith

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management
Ashlee Genevieve Atkari
Steven Edward Daniel
Kevin Contee Funk
Tyler Scott Howell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processionals has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The gowns used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### College of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Education and Human Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Health and Public Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Midnight Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Optics and Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rosen College of Hospitality Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College Gonfalons

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of The UCF Creed. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
## Honorary Degrees Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Degree</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Degree</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td>Harriet Elam-Thomas, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>Aniel Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Science</td>
<td>Ria Bornstein, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1982</td>
<td>William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>December 2006</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>December 2011</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
<td>May 2013</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1988</td>
<td>John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.ConE Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
B.S.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M. Bachelor of Science in Management
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
M.D. Doctor of Medicine
M.Ed. Master of Education
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Science in Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. To update their diploma mailing addresses, undergraduate students should contact the Registrar’s Office, and master’s students should contact the College of Graduate Studies.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu/2017/summer/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, May 8, 2017.